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Problem Solving Skills in the Social Sciences:

Methodological Considerations'

84ara C. Penner and James F. Voss

I University of Pittsburgh

The paper entitled "Prohtem &plying Skills in the Social Sciences"

(Voss, Greene,' Post & Penner, 1983) presented results of an n.

experiment involving the protocol analysis of answers to a question

concerning Soviet agriculture. Each subject was ked to indicate what'

he or she would do to increase the.poor level of crop productivizy,found

in recent years in the Soviet Union, given the solver was the Head of

the Ministry of Agriculture in the USSR.

The participants had varying degrees of expertise in the field of

political science. The study included six experts and fourteen novices

of whom ten also served as postnovices. Novices were undergraduate .

students just -beginning a course in Soviet Domestic Policy, while the

students designated as postnovice& were,ten of the novice studedts that
_ .

served again at the completion of this course. The experts were five

faculty members whose field of stddy is the USSR at ..the University of

Pittsburgh, and one advanced political science graduate student now on

the faculty at Ohio State University. Other participants included first

and second year graduate students whose field of interest Ls the Soviet

Union, three faculty members whose field ofstudy is Latin America or

American Domestic Policy, four Advanced graduate students whose field of

expertise is Latin and/or South America, four memberX of the Chemistry

Department faculty, a career foreign service officer stationed in La:in

America, and a visiting scholar from an Eastern European country.



With the protocols collected, oiap-frison of expert-novice

performance differences could be Made. Ih addition; A comparison of the

performance of Soviet experts was possible with those whose field of

expertise was in the same discipline or in a different discipline

(chemistry). Finally, comparison of undergraduates, graduate students,

and 'faculty provided an opportunity to study a cross-section of

expertise, and thus develop some idea of how expertise deirelops.

The present research was conducted within the framework of the

general information processing' model of problem solving (cf. Newell

Simon, 1972; Simon, 1978). An extension of this model was formulated

which consists of two basic clUmponents, a problem solving Goal Structure

(G) and a Reasoning Structure (R). These ittiiCtUrei Are components of

the solving process and'are not independent of one another.

The G Structure is viewed as the coctrol system of the problem

solving process. Its operators act on the individual's knowledge base

and genera':e the solution. The operatore used in the G Structure are

listed and described briefly in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here

The first three operators listed, GCON, GSUB, and GSOL constitute

fhe "hard core" operators, which in some form or another are found in

most problem waiving activity and are self-explanatory. The remaining

operators; GIPS, GSUP, and GEVA are used in conjunction with the

Reasoning Structure operators.
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The operator; Interpret Problem Statement !GIPS); is applied when

the solver represents the question in terms of how it is to be solved.

The Prdvide Support (GSUP) operator is applied only when the solver is

using argument to support the ex.-atence of a subproblem or constraint'.

The Evaluate (GEVA) operator is applied when the solver argues to either

accept or reject a solution, or when the solver evaluates a solution in

relation to an existing constraint. GEVA is used to describe the'

proces., solvers go through after statiag a solution rather than GSUP

because an evaluation dues not necessarily support a solution; it may;

in fact; conclude that the proposed solution aill not be effective or

may be impossible to implement.

Operators employed in the R Structure are explained in Table 2.

The application of the R Structure begins with an argument (RARG) made

by the solver. Frequently, this argument is the previously stated

.

subproblem or rroposed solution. ,The argument is then followed by a

combination of the various reasoning operators; thus a more fully

developed argument.

Insert Table 2 about here

The State Assertion operator (RSAS) is applied when the solver

refers to a constraint, subproblem or solution, but the factors referred
In

to are not in the goal structure of the solution process. The RSAS

operator is also used when the solver states a premise on which later

reasoning is based. These factors are used in argnment development, but

are not actually dealing with the factor. as part of the problem

statement. The State Fact (RFAC) operator is used when factual
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statement is used in support of a point being made by the solver. The

Present Specific Case (RINC) operator is used for stating a specific

case or example which demonstrates the contents of a previous statement.

The State Reason (RHEA) Operator is used When the solver statesa reason

for a previous statement having been made. Thit operator Often inVOIVid

the use of the word "because". The operator; State Outcome (ROUT); is

applied when the solver states an outcome of an action described in a

previous statement. The Compare and/or Contrast (RCOM) operator is used

when the solver makes a comparison between two entities in order to

provide support to a previous statement. The EIAbOrate and /or ciaetf

(RELA) operator is applied when the solver elaborates on a previously

made statement, while not adding anything new to the solution. The

State Conclusion (RCON) operator is typically used to terminate a line

of argument. It is usually employed after a series of statements and is

more specific than the MUM operator. The State Qualification (RQUA)

operator is applied when: a statement is made by the SOIlOt WhiCh

restricts the range of application of a previous statement.

Results indicated that experts did not use one solution process.

Rather, their protesses differed with respect to problem decomposition

into subproblems, and in the way they chose to represent the problem

statement. Experts used reasoning to support solutions they proposed,

more than the novice-postnovices, non-expert experts, or graduate

students.

In order to provide a reasonable analysis of protocol differences;

it was necessary to perform a number of detailed analyses. However,

because of the length and number of protocols collected, the details of

these analyses were not contained in the aforementioned per (V088,
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Greene, Post & Penner, 1983 It is therefore the purpose of the

present paper t^ consider the procedures used to analyze the protocols

collected in detail.

Collection of Protocols

Subjects were given the previously described Soviet agricultural

problem, "Suppose you were the Minister of Agriculture in the Soviet.

Union and assume that crop productivity has been low over the -.past

several years: You have the responsibility to increase crop

production." The subjects were instructed to "think out loud" while

generating their solution. They were encouraged to "say whatever comes

into their head." A tape recorder was used to collect the protocol. The

subject was iven a copy of the problem and a pencil and paper to use if

they wished to take notes. Only one subject made significant use of

this.

Protocol Analysts

Protocols were collected and analyzed in two groups. The first

group of protocols collected and analyzed were those of four experts and

six novice-postnovices. These protocols were initially segmented into

, what was termed "idea units." Idea units were mostly a sentence in

length, although this was not always the case. The criterion for

segmentation into idea units was that each unit provided a new piece of

information, or what we termed "ausertion." The inter-rater reliability

for segmentation into idea units was .90. The remaining protocols,

collectedlater;were_analyzed with a more top-down approach; i.e..; the

protocols were segmented with respect to their G and R Structure units

in mind. The first group of protocols was re-analyzed in this manner

also. Idea unit size remained basicaily consistent across the two



methods of segmentation. A strong effort was made to stay close to the

protocol contents' and only information not germane to the solution

process was diszarded. Probes given to novices designed to allow them

to elabora,c or explain why they chose their solutions while not leading

their answers; were omitted from the C Structure. Probes that "led"

novices to answers they might not have otherwise have stated terminated

analysis. Novice I has been deleted from analysts in the present paper

because of too many probes needed to get the subject to respond. Table

1 presents a portion of an expert protocol divided into idea units.

Insert Table 1 about here

After the protocols were broken down into their idea unite, each

unit was assigned either a C or R Structure operator. An idea unit was

assigned a-G Structure operator if the statement moved the solver from a

solution state closer to the goal. As noted in Table 1, this could be

accomplished through interpreting the problem statement (GIPS);

identifying subproblems (CSUB); constraints (GCON); or possible

solutions (GSOL), or by evaluating these solutions (CEVA).

Information contained in the C Structures herein are synopses of

the proposed subproblem, solution, etc., while protocols were

paraphrased in the R Structure. Again, attempts were made to stay close

to the actual protocol contents.

8
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Presented below are the protocols, in segmented form, aod the

structures obtained which were the results of the analyses. The expert

protocoIS are presented first.

9
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Table 1

G Structure Operators

GCON State constraint

GSUB State subproblem

GSOL State solution

GIPS . Icilerpret problem statement

GSUP Provide support
r'

GEVA Evaluate

GSUM Summarise

-12
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Table 2

R Structure Operators

RhRC State argument

RSAS State assertion

RFAC State fact

RPSC Present specific case

AREA State reason

ROUT State outcome

RCOM Compare and/Or contrast

AMA Elaborate and/or clarify

RCON State conclusion

AQUA State qualifier

13



Table 3

Expert A's R Structure for Historical Analysis Segment

ARC) Historically, agriculture has been a problem in the Soviet Union

(RFAC) Problem has beer inherited from the time the czars freed the serfs

(RFAC) Agricultural production-was-low even-before-then__
(RREA) Ristoribany,_the_aFistod'racy had no need to fend for itself
(RCOM) Was_not'Iike English aristocracy

(RPSC) Never introduced Modern methods of fertilization_
(RPSC) Never went_to_enclosUres_or_consolidation of land

12

(RPSC) Never-experimented with crop-rotation

(RFAC) Agriculture problem was passed onto peasants so they could do what
they willed with the land
(ROUT) They responded with old, inefficieirWys

(RFAC) USSR had three different policies to increase agricultural production
(RPSC) Exhortation

(RELA) Campaign for more effort on the part of the peasants
(RCON) Was -waste of time and energy

(RREA) OnIy_gave the party_a sense of_faIse_teportance
(AREA) It is enCUMbant upon the party to develop__

these campaigns_(but_they haven't_paid_off)
(RREA) Party--believes -that ideological policies

crn overcome objective limitations
(RCON)_i I would not use exhortation

(RPSC) Reorganization
(ROUT) Leads to confusion; mismanagement, makes peasants laid back
(RPSC) Reorganized collective state farms, machine tractor stations
(RPSC) .Now have agroindustrial complexes, reducing number of

collectives and making farmer. a wage earner
(RQUA) Have always allowed private crop to exist

(RQUA) Eaccept id astringent ideoleginnI_Odriede
(RELA) Is_taken to be a more priditive_form_of_production
(RFAcY Pfvate crops account for 40% of rood- staples

. (RPSC) Mechanization
(RCON) This is_where I would start my solution
(RELA) HaVe_ttied_to Mechanize_agricultural production more
(RELA) Tried_to_introduce scientific advances in agricultural

production



Expert A

I think that as minister of agriculture, one has to start out with

the realization that there are certain kinds of specie. agriculture

constraints within which you are going to work. The first one, the moat

ova, -la that-by almuat cvmy ,uout only feu pet,e.t .f the lend

in the Soviet Union is arable. This'is normally what is called the

blackland in the Ukraine and surrounding areas. And secondly; even in

that arable ten percent of the total land surfAce,' you etillhave

climate for instance, problems over which you have no direct control.

SO that is sort of the overall parameter in which we are working.

NOS, we have traditionally in the Soviet Union used three kinds of

policies to increase agricultural production. Of course, agricultural

13

production has been our 'Achilles heels' and something that we have

Inherited- from the time the czars freed the serfs. Even before then,

the agricultural production was low because historically the aristocracy

had no need to fend for itself, as it turned to the czar for its support

and hence never; Like the English aristocracy for instance, introduced

modern methods of fertifiZation, never went to enclosures or

consolidations of lands, never-difperinanted-Sith crop rotatteThirt-----

was passed on to the peasants and throughout the period when the

peasants had been freed to do what they willed with the land. They are

responding with the old, 'rather inefficient ways. At any rate, we have

hid three different ways by which we have tried to increase agricultural

production.



Expert A 14

The first one might be labeled "exhortation." The Soviet approach

to agricultural production is to mount campaigns continually to call for

more effort on the part of the peasants and agricultural workers, and to

put more effort into their labor activities for agricultural production.
4

Those things are mounted periodically. Quite frankly; I think that they

are a waste of time and energy and they really; as minister of

agriculture I must say, that they really do nothing more.than give the

party a sense of false importance because it is normally encumbant upon

the party to develop these idiologisal indoctrination'campaigns and the

notion of mind over matter, in this case, has not paid off ahi it leaves

the party with the belief that idioIngicaI, and if ynd will excuse the

term, spiritual policies can overcome otjective limitations. So; I

would not emphasize very much exhortation.

It seems to me that the second way that we traditionally go about

trying to increase agricultural production is through constant

reorganization that leads to confusion, that leads to mismanagement and

Lhat has forced a mind set upon the peasant agricultural worker of sort

of Xtying back and waiting because this teo,will also pass. We have

gone through collectives; state farms; and machine tractor stations.

Our latest attempt at reorganization which has knocked down, by the way,

the number of collectives from about 250,000 to 30,000 in the last five

yeari, is through tI development of what are called agroindusttial

complexes, in which the former collective farmer becomes a spite earner.

So, I think we have to tend to the nature of agricultural

production. I want to say one thing; and I have to recognize that this

is clear as day, and that is that in all of these cases more or ,less

except for stringent idiological, periods we have always allowed the

6
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Expert A 15

private crop to exist even though we take it to be a much more

primitive; less historically progressive form of agricultural

production. We must realize that in terms of our food staples, even

until today, roughly forty percent of the food staples are grown on the

private plots.

The third thing that we have done and this is -where I would like to

start off in terms of turning around agricultural production, the third

thing we have done is we have tried to mechanize, and I want CO use that

in the broad sense because it is not the word I want; we have tried to

mechanize industrial production. Not just mechanize it but also

introduce scientific advances in Soviet production.

I think as a starting point as Minister of agriculture, my first

aim would be to get monies to invest in this further mechanization and

further application of scientific techniques of agriculture, to

-

agriculture situations. Even though we have mechanized to some extent;

it has been a rather crude form of mechanization. It is been rather

lowlevel. It is not coherent, it is not consistent, it is -- we have

the same old problem that we, if We develop tractors or we produce

Pvat,'ors,--weproduceat-hoomand traetess;wehav

- when they break down. We do not have adequate transportation supplies

nor transportation networks to carry the produCe we do have the urban

markets. WS have been woefully backing in a methodical application of

fertilizers to our agricultural sectors in society. We are much more

like a third world than an industrial world in terms of the lack of use

of fertilization. kk still do not have very scientific management in

terms of crop rotation and because of all this, we still have a rather

labor intensive agricultural production system and therefore, production



Expert A

pee unit is very marginal.

First of all, what I would like to do is to; I would have to fight

very strongly in the party and the government to redirect the investment

ratio going to agriculture over heavy industry and even light industry

in the way it is been in the peat, though we have in the last ten years

shifted investment politics so that more and more is coming into

agriculture and away from industrial production per de, it Stifir_ii not

. b.edk even point even though for both international;

political' and domestic reasons, agriculture is our "Achilles heel." If

we simply do not produce enough we will become more and more vulnerable

to dependency upon the West for agriiltural production and we will, if

we do not have enough Edda stuffs internally, develop a more unstable

regime. There will be Ida Of support. We have deireloped a program

where'the support from the people is going to come at least in some

basic way from demand satisfaction and yet we have not been able to

satisfy a lot of the basic food demands of large parts of our

population.

SOO would first heire te, fight in the decision making- circles

once aid for all; recognize that the construction socialism ii the

construction of an entire society that is self-sufficient and does not

have to depend upon especially potential adversaries for crucial parts

of its basic resources. That means that we have a high enough

industrial base, we have the war technology equivalent to the west, we

must now redirect in a major_ way our investment policy towards

agriculture; towards mechanization, towards the itiferlitedeture eroded

mechanization, towards the transportation program; towards the plastic

bag program so that whenever the damn fertilizer is packaged it does not
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sit out in the lot as it does. We lose one-half of our fertilizers

because it rains on :Iaper packages. What I mean by infrastructure,

there Ap a whole series of secondary enterprises that we have toy make.

Secondly we have to develop an education program among the agricultural

; Chin/Zed

planting and harvesting and fertilizer and.crop rotation. Eben in this

day and age its shocking how little and. how backward any of our farmers

ate. As minister of agriculture' I would like to bay as an aside, since

I probably will be defecting to the west with the next ballet, that I

blame the party for this. The party has always insisted that the

management of state farms and even the collectives, be people who have

strong, party credentials and who quite fiankly, do not know anything

about agriculture. So, I would like to see the development Of a special

institute that trains managers of agricultural enterprises and trains

them in the most up-to-date; modern techniques. Even if we start

without investment policy, we start tc reap the benefits of fertilizing

and mechanization if we have administrators in these three kinds of

farms. We have now the agroindustrial enterprises, which are bedolaing

the-largest,-the state -ferms-andthe--smallar---grid smaller number of

collectives. If we do not have the rittht agricultural managers; all the

most modern techniques and methods of farming will go out the window:

The second thing that I must ck, is to raise, rather dramatically,

the wage lefels of the agricultvcal worker. Idiology aside, and I want

to be pragmatic a minute, what we do is have one hell of a large

agricultural working class. We can call thins collective farmers, we can

call them state farmers, but there, it is an agricultural working class.

And, it compares sho 'tingly low in terms.of wages; in terms of security;

in terms of insurance; in terms of welfare bene'its; in terms of living

19
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Expert A 18

conditions. It is like a second class, a lower class; an under class

compared with the "rbanized working class in our country. We are not

going to get anywhere in terms of agricultural production until we the

state, show them that we .7,Nsider them equal ,i,izens to the urban

proletariat and we treat them equally in terms of our service, welfare,

insurance, and wage policies. Again, this is going to rankle the

idiological facts of those people in the party who for some reason see

agricultural production as a free; as a traditional kind of production;

and I guess we would like to make synthetic foods so they you'd not have

to have farmers. But, to deal with the problem so that we do not

increase our vulnerability, our dependency upon the west, we are simply'

. going to have to raise agricultural workerr to the same level and bring

him in as a fUll citizen both participating in policies the same as our

other citizens and aIso sharing the distribution of goodies and rewards

in our society to the same extent.

The third thing that I would do would be to work out a system

whereby the private plots are not considered a temporary historical

phase but are an integral part of our agricultural system. Whether we

like it or not that is where we get a Iot of our food stuffs, and I

think that we CoUId work it into our system so that in the agricultural;

agroindustrial enterprises we are now calling the private lands; could

be given to those farmers who are most productive as an incentive to

work even harder for the agroindustrial enterprise.- As well, I think we

need, maybe I mentioned it befurc but I am going to go over it again, as

well, t think we need strong idvestment, not only in the day today

things that increase production, we also need more investment in

research and technology. So that is one area to deal with.
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The second. area that I think that we have to deal With is the

question of What are the marginal payoffs for trying to inCrease the

amount Of arable land I think that by doing a series of studies- we can '

identify by those lands where a massive irrigation would bring them up

to an almost productive level of the blacklands and I would target,

especially those where just moderate irrigation or little irrigation

woula be needed to bring them up to a level of production and I would

develop a very, very extensive irrigSeion network for those lands. I

think irrigation is r, major problem that we really have not dealt with

adequately, sufficiently, coh.t:tnlly, and in a centralized manner;

believe it or not.

The third area that I think we have to think about is not only the

private plots, but also the use of the private market as a mechanism, as

an incentive mechanism for further agricultural production. trankIy,

right now, a farmer that works on a collective and has a little private

plot an the side and sells it privately in the market makes more from

the little bit of filling of the private plot and the sales on the

market than he does of his full day's work on the collective. If we are

going to get rid of this private notion of agriculture, then we have to

make collective work such more rewarding even if it means further

subsidization by giving inflatably high, artificially high prices to our

collectives, to the state farm workers, to the agroindustrial

enterprises to those workers and subsidized food stuffs. We have one

hell of a problem because what we have been doing is - given how low

the productivity is per personi we have been'paying them wages. Even

they are low by urban working class standards. We have been paying them

wages that are higher than the prices that we get LYE ifii food and Will

it to our people in the urban areas. We have been sdbsidizing our whole

21



expert A 20

fbod program to the tune of twenty or thirty percent. We have to

increase that subsidy if, we-wan-tt

where at some point we'would not need a idy at at all.

SP

22
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Exper- a 11

I. cars

(RAac) Historically, agricultute has Faen a problem in the Soviet Union

(RFAC) Problem has been inherited from the time the czars freJd the serfs

(RFAC) Agricultural production -vac low even before then
-(RREA) HistoricalIy,_the aristocracy had no need to fend for itself
(RCOM) Was_not like English aristocracy

(RPSC) Never inzroduced modern methods of-fertilization-
(RPSC) Never wentto_enclosuras or consolidation of Mod,
;RPSC) Never experimented with crop rotation

(RFAC) Agriculture problem was passed onto peasants so they could do what
they willed with the land "'

(ROUT) They responded with old, inefficient ways

(RFAC) USSR had three different policies to increase agricultural production
(RPSC) Exhortation

(RELA) Campaign for more effort on the part of tab- peasants
(RCON) Nis -waste of time and energy

(AREA) OnIy_gave the party_a sense of false importance'
(AREA) It is ancumbant upon the party to develop--

these eampaigns fbut_they haven't paid of .

(AREA) Parry believes_that_ideologicaI policies
can overcome objective limitations

(RCON) I would not use exhortation
(RPSC) Reorganization

.(ROUT) Leads to confusion, m4cmanagementi makes peasants laid back .
(RPSC) Reorganized collective state farms, machine tractor stations
(RPSC) Now have agroirdustrial complexes, reducing number of

collectives and making farmer a wage earner
(AQUA) Have always allowed private crop to exist

(ROIDA) Except in astringent ideological periods
NEW Is_taken to be more primitive -form of production
(RFAC) Private crops account for 40M of Mad staples

(RPSC) Mechinieution_ _ _ _ _

(RCON) This is -where I woaId start_my_soIution _ -

(RELA) Have_tried to mcchatite agricultural production more _

(RELA) Tried_to_introduce scientific advances in agricultural
production
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(RARG) Mechanization low level, crude, inconsistent
(RPSC) If we make tractors,'then we have no repair parts
(RPSC) Inadequate transportation supplies
(RPSC) Inadequace_traasportation_networka_to carry produce-to market
(RPSC) Woefully_lacking in_methodical application cz_fertiliZers_

olcr-gt) More 1 ke a Third World country_in appIicatiOn of fertilirer
(RPSC) No icient'fic Management of crop rotation_
(ROUT) Becsa.se of_all thisi we have labor intensive system

(ROUT) Production per unit is very marginal
(RSAS) Would have to fight to redirect investment into agriculture over heavy and Tight

industry c

(ROPO Over last ten years investment policies have shifted to agriculture more
(ROA) Though still not near break even point

(RQUA) Though internationally, politically, and domestically,
_ .egriculture is Achilles Heel

(RREA) If not enough produced, will become more dependent on west
(RREA) If_not enough produced, will develop less stable regime

_
(ROUT) Will lack_support

* (RREA) Have developed program where suppor from people comes from demand
satiefuttiqn____
(REM) But still haven't been able to SatiSfy force demands

GEVA

(RARG) Support infrastructure around mechanization
(RPS Support transportation program
(RPSC) Support plastic bag program

(RFAC) lose when-it sits out in paper bags
(RELA) SUpport series of secondary enterprises

.V. GEN A

9

RARG) Need_to_teach_agriculture workers rational use of mechanization
(RELA) Mechanize4_planting. harvesting; fertiIiiing and crop rotation
(RREA) Farmers are backward

(RREA) BlaMe_the_party_for_this _
.

(RREA) Management are people_that_have strong party credentiaIS, and
don't know about agriculture

(RCON) Need special institute to train managers
(RREA) If don't have right managers, investment in agriculture useless
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(RARG) Large agricultural working class which compares low in wages, security, insurance
welfare benefits, and living conditions.

(RELA) Can call them collective farmers or state farmers, it is the working
class

(ROOM) Its Iike a Lower class compared to the urban working class

(RSAS) Won t_get anywhere in terms of_production until the_state shows_
them that we consider them equal citizens to the urban proletariat
(ROUT) This will rankle some Par:y members

(AREA) Because they see-_agrieultural production as a free
and traditional kind of production

(RCON) But we hove to do it
(RREA) So we don't increase our vulnerability and

dependency n the west
(RCON) Simply going to have to raise agricultural

workers to same level and make hia full
citizen sharing in the distribution of rewards

VI.GEVA

(RARG) Make private plots integral part of systfas
(RREA) Because it is where a lot of food stuffs come from
(RPSC) Use as incentive for farmers to work harder

VIII.GEVA

(RARG) Have to make collectives more rewarding
(RREA) Nov workers gets sore from private plot than whole day's work on collective
'(RPSC) Subsidize collectives to give artificially high prices

(RREA) To get rid of private notion of agriculture
(RFAC) Wages paid are lower than urban working class
(RFAC) Have been paying wages higher than what is received from food

(RPAC) Have--been sasidizing 20-30Z
(RCON) Have to sObsidize until production is enough not to have to subsidies

VII. GEVA

(RARG) Identify lands to irrigate
(RREA) To raise levels of production
(RELA) Target areas where little to moderate irrigation would be needed

(RELA) Develop, extensive irrigation system there
(RIHA) Irrigation is major problem not dealt with adequately sufficiently. coherently.

or in centralized manner
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I-think the most difficult part of this sort of problem for a

-.0--

Soviet leader is that the objective is not as clear as your question

hints, because suIving h4 productivity of agriculture in technical

ees', even in economic terms, is no Big problem, given that-you can get

the land fertile and licanrotate it. But in Soviet union all thee

economic problems are political issues and so the objecti4es are pot at

all clear because you cannot raise agriculture productivity in the most

simple fashion wiliout damaging certain political:priorities that you

will not be able to ignore., For example, we could probably save this

by `simply demanding from the central ministries more financial resources

to throw in this direction and then allocate them to increased

technology of agriculture, say for example fertilizers, increased.

industrial machinery to fertilize the land and then reap the harvest and

protect the crops, say for example heaters, if our problem is frost or

insecticides. We can throw some more money in the direction of

increaned training'for our Ilbor force. All of those things would make

sense tenhnically, but none of them wiII makeo sense politically. Arid

we'll never be able to do them.
1

For OxampIe, if we industria.izs our agricultural production, that

will kill off a number of jobs in the countryside, force people to move

to the city as the demand for labor in the countryside gets less and

will create a huge unedployed mass in the city that our cities can't in

any way absorb and therefore will create an even more serious social

problem than we have now. This is the problem_ with all the advanced

industrial technology in our countryside. We needo keep our labor in

the countryside; since our cities can't absorb it, our industrial sector
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can't absorb it. There are no jobs for them. We will have an enormous

employed mass. And while that's all right for capitalist countries like

Turkey who do not,care about their people and can send them overseas to

do foreign work, we cannot do that. We cannot do that because the

nationalism of the country is too strong and we cannot do it because our

social system will not allow us to simply ignore the interests of the

peasants that way. And at the same time we already have a very real

high unemployment, even though it is invisible because people have

senseless jobs. But we do not want to drive that up even higher. Our

cities are already enormously overcrowded and we cannot simply build

cities overnight:, That's why, of course, up until now we have been

trying to build the industrial, base which will allow us tnen gradually

to siphon off labor from the agricultural sector to increase

technological efficiency of agriculture.

Another problem we have got to be careful'of is that not only do we

need to be careful of not just destroyingthe jobs in the countryside,

which right now gives us a nice cushion for our labor unemployment

problem, if we go ahead and make another obvious improvement; for

example allow incentive systems to arise in a certain way so as to

increase productivity through a material incentive, we have to prevent

first of all capital accumulation, which is a real difficulty. If you

increase incentives, that allows some to get rich, and as they get rich,

if they are allowed to accumulate that capital, say for example buying

increased sizes of private plots, you will have the same problem. Fewer

and fewer people Will be needed in the Iands as more and more huge

aggregates of land become owned by a single person and we will be back

in the days of serfdom again, which we will not allow socially. We will

never allow that'because we have seen how poor the poorest will become.
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At the Sane time if we institute an incentive system on the

collective farms, which is what we want, so as to Increase the incentive

to work, increase productivity that way, we have the problem of how are

we going to do that. Where are we going to get the resources to

-increase the incentive system unless we raise the price of food, which

we can not do socially? One of the major tenets of our social system is

to provide food for everyone so that we keep the level__ of _starvation---

down, down even lower than in the United States. That's one of the real

fachievements of our system that we won't sacrifice, so we would need to

increase incentives; but do it in a way that doesn't raise prices, which

creates a real economic ineffici-ncy in our system here.

Another idea would be to let the :_private plot become a more

important source of agricultural output, but that rt .s the same problem

of allowing some to get very rich and it undermines our effort to make

the collective the area of real productivity. The private plot again.

does not take.adyantage of economies of scale and all the problems that

some day we would like to be able to make more efficient througi

technology. It seems to me The way :o do it then, the only politically

acceptable and technically acceptable way is to take advantage of the

cne resource we have, which is labor, and to keep it on the farm, which

we have to do socially.

. So our problem is really not tecnnological, but it is social. How

to nake the labor work harder on the collective, as opposed to the

private ploti Up until this time we have not been able to solve this

social problem. Maybe one way we would do it is to make the incentives

in the collective really competitive with the incentives on the private

plot. As it is now, people on the private plot can take their goods and
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seII ['hem at the bazaars around the countryside and sell them at much,

much higher prices than the collective earns and therefore make much

more money, and, therefore; it is in their interest to not work tea hard

on the collective to keep the sunray of food down so that the food that

comes off their private plots can be sold at a higher price. We have .

got to provide themwith an incaative en the collective which equals the

incentive on the private plot and actually attracts them away from the

private' plot and to the collective; which means simply much higher

incentives; To do that the obvious way would be to raise prices of

.0 food, which would allow the collectives to sell at a higher price and

therefore reap a greater profit and pour it back into the collective.

But we cannot do that. We cannot allow prices of food to arise very

much. Maybe minimally, but otherwise it would be socially unacceptable.

People already are at a minimal level of wages.

So the way it seems we will have to do it is to take the money that

wn would like to put irate technological efficiency and instead pour it

into the labor force. Pour it into the labor force in two ways;

education. but .t.:en more importantly into simple subsJaies for the

collective to allow the prices -to -stay .low. In other words we are

saying, we are going to take money and subsidize the real cast of

agriculture. We have Iow prices for our fod that is Mich below the

real cost of labor and of resources and we are going to have to

subsidize the real difference between what the costs should be and what

. _

they ale, so that: we can have adequate incentives to the labor force

while still.maintaining low prices. Hopefully, through that, if we

offer really high incentives, and we can only do that through increased

governmental sniiiidies, we can keep the people in the people in the

countryside in the short run, increase prodlictivity by offering thr
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real incentives; and the next problem we would have is we do not want

these people getting to accumulate massive wealth as they get increased

incentives. We would like to see that wealth that they are going to

reap increasingly be invested. We would like to see it invested in

industry so that_the eitiesLgroy,_ so_that_in_tha-Isng --runwe cangret

people out of the countryside, into the cities; into more effective and

efficient industrial development; so that in the Iong run we can afford

to technologically sophisticate our agricultural sectors; kill off the

jobs and move the'labor force into other areas of the economy; even

though we cannot do that in the short run.

So somehow we have to; if we are going to give these subsidies and

increase the incentives a gooddeaI of money is now going to be in the

hands of the peasants. The difficulty is now to get it out of the hands

of the peasants and into the area of industry we want. Which means we

will have to somehow foreclose to them the options to save that mone-
.

and also foreclose the options to spend that money on things we do not

want them to spend it on. flow we are going to do that I am not quite

sure without a lot of coercion. Probab:'7 ore way we could do it is to

not 'flaw them to buy Land. We cannot allow them to buy land. We have

got to allow the only large concentrations of the land to be held bythe

collectives and in the state's hands or we start to run into real

political problems with people having real economic power outside of our

control. So we will not allow them to buy lind.1 We will not allow the

size of the private plot to increase. Instead; we will allow the.

incentives inside the collective to increase and hopefully compete with

private Wits and draw them away from it. That means we are going to

have to provide them with something to spend their money on in the

countryside. And they won't want to buy industrial goods because the

31
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collective will buy induatrial goods; so they will want to buy consumer

Items; but we cannot provide them with consumer items very effectively.

So we are going to have to. In the short run-w

consumer items and services from the west or from East Europe and in

industry try to divert some resources to build consumer items that the

peasants will want to buy; like fond; well not like food; but like

clothing ;_maybe televisions; I don't know. Whativer they want to buy in

terms of consumer items; so that they will spend their money back into

state run industries which will allow us then to use that money and

invest it in areas we want.

So in the long run it is going to look like the state is going to

have to allocate money away from the industrial sector to subsidize

inefficient agricultural production in order tr subsidize lOw prices;

but in the long run maybe What this will do is allow us to increase our

food supply ro keep the people in the cities happy; get that money back

out Of the hands of the peasants by providing consumer goods and them

reinvest it in more heavy industrial areas that we would like. So it is

a long range program that is going to be arOwer than a lot of people':

would like. The only other alternative is what has already been done

and that is proving to be massively ineffective which is to invest all

our money in heavy Industry in the hopes that we can coerce the labor

. and keep them at a horribly low standard of living until some day down

the road we can technologically' sophisticate agricultural production;

just siphon off that extra labor force and put it into an industrial

base; but we cannot do that now.

30
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URG) .AgricuIture problem would be easy to solve if it were not for politics involved

(RSAS) Could_demand finances for agriculture
(RSAS) Could_use money for technology

(RFSC) Fertilizer
(RPSC) Machinery

(RPSC) Heaters
(RS)S) Could use money for trairing
(RCON) Thee. solutions are technically okay, but politically bad

(RCON) Therefore, cannot use them.
(RSAS) Could use money to industrialize agriculture

(ROUT) Would kill ofi,jobs, creating unemployment
(RREA) Force people to move to the-city
(RREA) Cities can't absorb the people

GROUT) , Would create-an even more serious-social problem
(RCM) This_is problem in advanced_industriaIired_countries

(ROUT) Need_to keep labOr_in the countryside
(AREA) Cities can't absorb_thee _

(RREA) Not enough industry job,
( ROUT) _Create_large_unemployeemass

(RCM) This is alright for country like Turkey
(RCON) We can't do that

(RREA) Nationalism too strong
(AREA) Can't ignore peasants
(RREA) Already have high unemployment

- (RQUA) Invisible though
(AREA) People have senseless job

(RCON) Don't wmnt to drive it up-higher
(RREA) Cities overcrowded

already
(RREA) cities

Overnight
(RCON) This,is_why_we have tried to_build up industrial base

to siphon off agricultural labor

(RSAS) Could allow for incentive system.
(RSAS) Would have to prevent capital accumulation

(AREA) ',Increased incentives allow some to get rich
(RSAS) If'rich can buy land it results in problems

(RREA) Few people needed in countryside if aggregates exist
<RUA) Creates serfdom and poor-,

(RSAS) Could allow- incentives on collectives only _

(ROUT) WOuld incresse_incentives on collectives only __

(RSAS) Have problem_of whereto get resources for incentives
(RSAS) Can't raise price of food

(AREA) Tenet of socialist. system to provide food for
everyone so there is no starvation
(READ) Real achievement of our system

(RCOM) Need to increase incentives, but not raise food prices

(RSAS) Could let private plot become more important source of agricultural output
(RSAS) Have same problem of allowing some to get very rich
SAS) Undermines effort to make collectives the area of real 'productivity
(RFAC) Private plot doesn't take advantage of economies of scale

(RSAS) Take advantage of labor and keep it on the farm

34
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(RARG) Hake incentives on collectives competitive with those on private plots
(RFAC) Farmers can sell their goods from priv. plots at bazaars fo' higher prices than he

gets for collectivm work
(ROUT) Therefore, in their interest not to work too hard on collectives

(RREA) Keeps food supply down so priv. plot food earns more $
(RCON) Have to provide incertives on collectives equal to private plot

(RREA) To attract faroers away from private plots

I:I;GEVA

(RARC) Given -that you can't raise prices, subsidies will provide for incentives
(RREA) Existing Iow_prices below -cost of labor resources
(RREA) Incentives 5111 keep people in countrysidn for the short run
(RREA) Incentives will increase productivity

IV. GEVA

(RARG) Invest in industry so cities grow
(RREA) That way eventually cities will be able -to get people out of countryside
(RASA) Eventually wiII-be_ribIe to technologically sophisticate agricuItu.m sector and

not--worry shout killed off jobs
_0(10A) Caet do_that in short run _ :

(RCON) With subsidies incentives increase and put money into hands of peasants

V. GEVA

(RARG) Large concentrations of land must be in hands of collectives
(RREA) Otherwise real political problems outside party's control will exist
(RCON) No allowing size of priv. plot to increase
(RCON) Allow collective incentives to increase to compete with private ilIot

VI.GEVA

(RANG) Peasants won't spend $ on industrial goods
(RREA) Because collectives will buy industrial goods

(ROUT) So will want consumer goods

VII. GEVA

(RARE) Provide peasants with consumer items so that they will spend $ in state run industries
(ROUT) That will provide $ to invest in cress that need it
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(USG) State-will have to re-allocate $ from industry to subsidize low prices
MU) Will allow food supply to icr.rease

_tROUT1 Will make city people happy
(RM) Will-get money back by providing consumer goods

(ROUT) Can re-invest in heavy industry
(RCON) Long range program that will be slower than some people like

(RSAS) Only_other_aIternative is investment in heavy industry, which is ineffective
(RREA) ReIies_on coercion
(RREA) Reeps,labor_at Iow_standard of living
(ROUT) Nethod_would_provide means to eventually siphon labor off when

technolOgically,more sophisticated
(RCON) Can't be done now
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It seems the first thing we would have to do as Minister of

Agriculture or Director of Agriculture is ascertain first of aIl which

areas of the country are producing at levels which might be considered

maximal for the!. potential. I assume when we talk about grain, we are

restricting it to grain and not to other crops; that is vegetables and

all theSP hdi of things.

So there are several: things that can be done then on a research

basis, that have to be. done on a research basis; first. One is to

figure out what areas er producing at what les:e'.s and how close :hose

levels are to what we might consider to be a maximum for the area.

Those areas obviously then will be the least important to us in terms of

trying to maximize production. By the same token we have to take into

account types of grain. That is, what is the grain going to be used

for. If we want high quality wheat add rye'for. bread production, bow

much of the grain is going to go for disciIIation fer vodka (a very

important concern in the Soviet Union); how much grain is going to be

used for feed grain. And there art obviously other types. All those

questions have to be taken into consideration.

By the same token, we also have to o in fact if the production

is meeting thi demands of the country. Just liause we hive been

importIng in the past does not mean that we are not meeting out own

dociestic_demand, Betause of trade relations with other countries we

export a considerable amount of 4ur grain. So, that has to be taken

into consideration too. So we have several basic thiogs we have to

ascertain first. Once we identify those levels,that are lees productive

than other levels, or less Productive than their potential at least,

37
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then we have to figure out why. New, brimiully all this has been done

by the myriad of staff which surround the Minister of Agriciature. That

is, is the Ukraine under producing? Ii Turkistan under-producing? Are

the Siberian lands under-producing? And !I they are,-why are they.

That, is is it a problem of water. Is it clidacic, in which case even

with the most maximally productiv., lewd, there is nothing we can drain-

from it further. Does it have to le with fertilizer? Does it have to

do with mechanization. What ate going to be the ways in which to best

maximize this land at its current level of production?

Let us just assume for a second that the Ukraine is producing as

much as it can, given all the factors that have to be considered. That

is; given bad climate over the last few years it is still reaching its

limits. Within that area we can then try add figure out if there are

other ways of producing better wZrains of things, something which has

been done periodically on and off in the Soviet Union with greater Or

lesser results. But that is a long term kind of problem.:' That is

--somethingyou-would want people to start on now because you are reaching

present maxidum potential and you wane people to think about it. You

want to increase the kind of strains that you can produce.

In the other areas you are going to Wive to address the problems of

fertilizers, chemical fertilizers. If you are going to go the natural

fertilizer rout= then you are going to.find areas that are going to

produce grain for feed for livestock because that has always been a real

problem.-- That-oficoursew_then_ties_into_longrange dietery_changeS,

shifting from bread to meat, those kinds of issues. Dist those are

issues which the Ministry of Agriculture itself would not have 'the final

word .0. That would involve other people as well. It would involve
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people who wou.d be involved in what we would call marketing and so on,

but is something which would be pursued for sure.

Let us assume for the time being that One of out problem areas is

Turlistan, that is the land that was reclaimed from the desert; This

opens up a political Pandora's box. It is not simply an agricultural

problem of Khrushchev's "Virgin Lands" and the politica' liabilities and

viabilities of those ideas. Production in those areas has been
4/4

declining over time because in fact, agtienItUral societies that operate

on less. fertile Lands reach a maximum early and then you tend to

decline. So the question is; can that be resurrected? Can you reverse

that trend? You could do it by agricultural irrigation possibly;

although that itself will have its limits given.the-qdalit; of soil.

37

You might consider, and of course.agricultural irrigation is a problem

in itself, because you are talking about irrigating a desert which means

increasing the amount of water pipe that.ruos from the Siberian rivers,

so again that moves us outside the realm Of the Ministry Of Agriddlture.

The °ther area you would have to touch on would obviously be chemical

fertilizers. Assuming that you cannot -graze very large numbers of

livestock on areas which are ecologically damaged by these, that would

of course involve you with yet another, ministry, that is not called'the

Ministry of Chemicals but something along those lines. And that would

involve, of course, altering plans to produce more chemical fertilizers,

possibly at the expense of other types of synthetic chemidals or

chemical compounds or opening new factories in the area; which might in

-prove-to-be-a-boan-simply because- it would- altar you-to-prod

little less than your potential in that area, but market it in that

area. Therefore you do not have the - problems of transportation and

wastage.
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This is, by the way, another area Which would go under

consideration, and that is the study of transportation of the grain

which is at record harvest levels in the field is not at record harvest

levels in the market all the time. It depends on how it is transported,

14.

how efficiently it is transported, and that would again involve us back

into yet another ministry, in this case Ministry of Transportation.

It would also involve problems of warehousing. There may be two

different ways in Which one might want to consider it. If the. problem

in fact was a distribution problem; primarily within the country,

excluding the export of food, assuming for the time being that we just

leave Eastern Europe aside, now we leave Afghanistan aside, you know,

countries that would be receiving aid, if we assume that the problem

might be distribution or a considerable proportion, could be reduced

through good distribdtion, What would have to-be done then would be to

in fact reexamine the whole process by which grain is transported from

source to marketplace. It might involve increasing decentralization of

distribution; whereby peoples in Central Asia would eat Central Asian

grain. People in Moscow area would eatgrainfrom the Black earth

Legion and so on and so forth. But all of those of course are, that is

distribution, climatic changes, chemical fertilizer, in fact all of them

involve ministries outside.

:So the problem is not simply a problem of the 'Minister of

Agriculture confronting the problem. He obviously has to do that then

in tandem Of collusion with a large number of people. And of course

above all this has to be included in the planning agencies since they

are the ones who are going to be plugged into at various point.' in time.

That involves a lot of political work. A lot of nittygritty type of

4 0
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stuff. It involves going and making pleas befog* the planning

commissions at various 'levels. It involves convincing the other

ministers that it is in their interest, as well as yours, to shift

production or shift allocation of resources within their ministry. By

the same token it involves convincing the planning; agencies that at

mid-nlan, let us assume this is not the end of a Five-Year Plan, that at

mid-plan they have to in fact shift their own priorities and allocations

Which reeds a little bit of hivoc on everybody and means everybody will_

scramble around trying to get new supplies to meet your quotas. We will

just leave the Soviet agricultural issue for the time and come back to

that one.

There is the whole political angle. That is, how does the Minister

of Agriculture actualize, whatever he sees as problem areas involved with

other agencies. To a certain extent that is going to Aepend on how

powerful he is, or I am, it is going to depend on how much pull he has.

wiitit kind of committees does he hive that can kind of help hie along

within the Central Committee. What kind of access does he have to the

Politburo? What kind of access does he have to not only the heads of

ministries, which he would just on a formal basis, but personal access

to them. What kind of favors do they owe each other/ So, there is the

whole political thing. To solve the problem as soon as possible, to do

it as soon as possible, may in.fact involve defining Whet. as soon as

-possible is. At soon as possible may be five distribution

transportation issues it can be dealt with politically, depending On how .

powerful and successful this person is it could be done in maybe five

years. If it involves in' fact a fundamental transformation of

agricultural practices, then it is obviously going to take a mich longer

time.
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Not only would he have to involve himself in the politics of people

whom he or she is dependent, and I actually think it is a women in

rge now. but 'anyway it would also involve dealing with people

OIVed in foref.gn trade. People DIV314dd WWI the state bank; in

her words the financial interests in the country. Because 'What you

are going. to have to do is convince them that the exporting of gold or

commodities or whatever It is that is being sold in exchange for grain

is in fact a drain on the economy. Let us assume that they are sending

gold to Argentina in exchange for Wheat. Well it would not be hard to

convince people that told would be a drain on the economy. The question

is at this point of time is the valuo of the grain with the spending of.

gold for. But you might be able to convince people le the IOUShid that

it is in the financiLl interests of the state. that in fact they should'

take these issues of agriculture quite seriously. So, that is an avenue

that one would pursue because in fact that gives you kind of another

voice in the political spectrum or arena in which you can operate. The

more voices pleading your case the greater the chance that you are going'

in fact to get what_you want.

There is another level at which a minister tactfully could pursue

this whole- problem and that is through the press. Start agitating in

the press, writing letters, writing articles and editorials about the

need for selfsufficiency in agriculture, the need to break capitalist

encirclement sod so On and so forth. And in that way, in fact,

Ccotrtbute to grassroots pressure. Net only grassroots pressure; in
_

teat rlediViddeIN would thee go to their City Councils; to their Soviets

or to their Party organisations and say "Don't you think its a good

idea' that we be self sufficient," but also getting to second level

peop1.1. staff people, who in fact as they study problems in their area
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would take these things into consideration. That is a very subtle way
6

of getting at people and may take years in some cases; but it may also

be just what sot .tbody is looking for in a certain time.

So, what you want to do is maximize your plea. You want it to

reach as many people as possible. If you keep it to the inner corridors

of the ministries it can easily get shelved or bettlenecVed. Political

rivalries, political jealousies; difference; in line on how ore pursue an

issue, all might in fact cut short, cut off the avenues you have to

success.

SO a savy minister would first of all spend the first few months

figuring oLt his pdaitids, how he is going to get all this across, how

he is going to convince the largestnumber of people chat it is in the

interest of the state and the largest number of people to purse his

policy or at least an adaptation of his policy. In fact; if he was very

wise he might not even come out with a policy for quite a while. He

would just let ideas fester and let the people brood about it for a

ehile and let them start appearing in the press or in letters or in

resolutions. In the draWing of various peoples ideas. How successful

he is in-organizing that wilI in the Ions run dictate how successful his

policies are, unless he is going to 6e able to claim some sort of

breakthrough 1.1. new hybrid wheat or naw hybrid corn products; He is

going to really, when all push comes to sh ve; have to depend On

political support. So, he has got one avenue then that he should be

pursuing, and as a minister in fact that should be his primary

occupation; because Whatever policy comes out of his ministry-the

actualization of; implementation of; is III teportant. Within him

ministry then he has to -deal with the agricultural problem.
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We talked about first of all studying what the problem is. Then he

can have his various staff agenci.s in fact start studying the problems.

Ale would have people involved within his own agency on transport, water,

seed, fertilizer, so on and so forth. And begin to, in fact, get a

sense of what regtcos have what problems. Thet, in turn, can be

translated into politics again, that it geing"t0 regional ministers,

republic ministers, White they happen to be and saying "Look, these are.

the prObIefte you are having; right?" and the guy would go "yeah, yeah,

yeah." "These are possible solutions" and see what can go on. Again,

appealing to a broad number:of people who have inputs ac various levels

of the planning process.

The technical issues are really something that are going to be

beyond the minister until the final ,stages: It is like every

bureaucrat, his primary concern is not going to be sitting down at night

and figuring out the problems; uoless'he happens to be an agronomist by

trade and is interested in these things. His primary concern is going

to be politics, and getting things pushed through, getting ideas over to

people.

So, when we come to speci7*.e issues thiti we are; in fact, talking

not about the minister but about his staff. And they are obviously

going to have to approach the problei first of all from the point of

view of study, looking at old studies, seeing what has been done,

looking at various -policies. For example, Odder Khrdehrbee, what

succeeded and what did not by irrigating dertein lands; by dramatically

introducing new crops to an area. People who are going study hybrid

seeding, Whit it going on; they are going to take trips to the United

Stated and to France and to wherever else, going to state to state and

;14
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country fairs, nothing that low, but going around to farmer's

Cooperatives and trying to figure out, in fact, what people are doing.'

S6 each: of :thae, then, is going to have to confront a very specific

problem; and those problems could take a considerable amount of time to

work out.

. -
In other words, one could begin to try and .implement an umbrella

policy of saying ' .00k, we are going to push for more chemical

fertilizate or we are going to try and change the types of grains that

we are going to grow in different regions, or we are going to try and

use better agriculture machinery'. Bat liii of these, of course, are

again long-range problems. That is, you haie to gear up a chemical

industry, you have to gear up a tractor industry. You have to gear up

the building of irrigation ducts, and things like this.

So that in fact, as the problem suggests do it as soon as

possible, that suggests a sense o-f urgency, and that is of course the

important aspect of it, but we were talking about fundamental

transformation of the use of land Which is in fact a long-range problem,

and it involves waiting. It might also involve in fact long periods of

experimentation. That is, let us assume that a Ministerjgets:to push on

various different levels. His staff sits down and does a study and they

decide that for different regions, and surely that is the only sensible

way they timid approach it is regilaally be;ause in different regions

there am different types of solutions. Well, the party's had enough

experience of hercUiaan attempts at changing agriculture Which did not

work out too well to know, in fact that they do not want to go that

fait, that they do not want to invest the money, the effort, if it is

going to be a bust. :So, one thing they are going to have to do then le
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to pick prime experimental areas. And experiments in agriculture are

not one or -two year experiments. Experiments in agriculture would have

to run five or ten, depending on the kind of climate that happened. If

in the Ukraine, for example, they had five good years in a row; that

.

doesn't' allow yob to test the problem, because what happens when you

finally do get those four years in a row of drought; what is going to

survive; what is going to work? So; it is going to involve on the part

of the ministry and on the part of the state and party a commitment to

long-range experimentation, and a commitment to the realization that

they are going to have to in fact co-exist in the world market Ming

enough to neutralize these problems.

There Is yet enricher problem that Nis to be faced; and this really

Cedes in the later stages of this process; that is the best ideas that

come out of planning agencies have to be actualized. That is, you are

going to have to convince peasants in collective farms and state farms

that, in fact, they should be growing these kinds of crops, explain to

them why it should be done. Because without explaining to them what you

would like to Ste done; and without getting their ideas; it has got to

be a kind of give and take process. Without their ideas you might in

fact have overlooked things which in books and in ministries and in

plins all seem to make sense, but in fact whea you go to look at the

specifics of the land involved which.only the peasants know to its full

extent, you are going to run into problems. YOU might find that their

,problems hiVe to be taken care Of By the same token; peasants are not

a notoriously radical lot. That is; they are not the kind who suddenly

pick up and shift the methods of production or the way in which they

organize work. In fact, it would involve for them not only ciuinging the

organization of work and learning to possibly work with new machinery or
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to deal with new problems of irri3ation or to deal with new seeds, it

might else, in fact,'change the ffmaAcial structure of the collective

farm;

So. all these isuues would have to be ironed out, it one were to

seriously teplement this policy. The stage at which Enid would happen

would probably depend to a certain extent on the success of the minister

at firut 'getting them through his fellow ministers. Secondly. working

on a broader spectrum of planning and financial agencies and then
,

working With people at the republic level. You.do not necessarily want

to save the peasants for because if your policy is wrong and the

peasants can prove to you that it is wrong, then you hive got to go bock

and do it over. so at some point in that time you are going to have to,

and this is where chw press of course would come back and.plan. begin to

agitate people w.th these ideas, begin to Lay them out in the press,

begin to maybe hold conferences of chairmen of collective farms, or

bring people to various regional centers for training sessions and so

on..

All of this assumes; of course, a very steady and even flow, that

is things are going to remain bac:tally intact during this rather

prolonged period of first change, then experimentation. then

implementation. It is probably not very likely that that would happen.

Just what has happened recently, the Americans deciding that they are

going to cut off grain shipments and commercial relations with the

Soviet Union; we involve Within the country, of course, A shift. All

that would involve various agencies suddenly going "Ohi well. 'Maybe

this policy is not so important to me. Maybe we should sh'ft it this

way." Sol one is pcing to have to assume in this planning process that
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there is a certain maintained status quo, that things aren't going to

change.

Assuming that we get through all of this process and assuming that

we can then set up experimental stations, maybe in the Ukraine the

experiment has to do with new seed'grains maybe in Turkistan it has to

do with fertilizers and changing irrigation practices, maybe in Siberia

it has to do with plowing deeper and using new seeds, and so on and so

fOrth, assuming that we get to that stage of this game then the problem

is of course, reading the results, seeing how, in fact, how successful

it has been. Assume that 50 percent of the experiments are a bust, then

that involves the process of kind of beginning over again. It is going

to take a pretty navy politically-oriented minister to get these ideas

or to be able to transf4rm failure into an appeal fo: another chance at

success and it is going to have to involve a commitment on the part of.

the party and the state to the raasonableness of that success and the

necessity of it. So if that process in the failed were to

Continue again,well then we would have another period of prolonged

experimentation and let us assume that 15, or 20 years down the road we

have got ourselves a policy. Something that we think, in fact, is going

to work. If the minister's still aIi,e by then, well that is great; but

more likely than not we have gone through a number of different

ministers who hopeinliv are committed to the same problem. Then the

process simply becomes one of implementation. A well-planned-out policy

would already be able to'meet the needs. That is, plans for let us say

new tractor factories would have already been drawn up or the conversion

of old .tractor factories to the production of the new tractors would

already be taken care of.- But none of that is going to coos until the

very end when everybody has n good idea; because no one wants to change-
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an factorT; let us say; to a tractor factory if tractors are

not going to be the kind of thing that you need, to invest the amount of

capltAl and money in that. So, even once a policy in decided- upon and

once a policy has been nrown to be the most effetely,: to meet the needs

of the cvuntry, then we have another waiting period. So, to do it as

soon as possible might involve, in face, a generationconceivabIy.

It might also; and it depends on the political characters here,

mighi also happen much faster; but it might also be much more of a

diva.trous poiitY, and that is ala Khrushchev, where you in several

years storm the desert and you fertilize le and you irrigate it and you

succeed in the short run, but three years down the. road ir all blow..

away in a dust storm. So, dow.1:41rs that the lesson has been learned

from the "Virgin Lends" campaign then we are going to hive a much more

prolonged. much more careful kind of study; it would seem to me that

would be most likely, because of the fact of the changing age group of

the Soviet bureaucracy. They are increasingly- welleducated,

increasingly well educated in technical fields, increasingly started by

deopl,, Who ate capable of making fundamental technical and complex

technical decisions. Education, of course, iorolves caution, so. thee

these people on the one hand would be able to Jleet the problem headon,

buz on the other hand woad be cautious about moving ahead.

All this has assumed a certain status quo to this point. There +ire

other problems which have to be considered the same rime. These are

longrange problems. These problems have to do with the distribution of

the population in the country. They have to do with the distribution e.

the population in the country. They have to do with very different

lied' of birth rete4 in different parts of the country. That is,
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certain parts of the country are growing much, much faster than other

parts of the country.

For example, in the Central Asian lands the birth rate is twice

that of the rest of the country. $3, whar you are talking about here is

the largest growing demand in an area which in fact is not the most

fertile. It works okay in parts of Uzbekistan and places like that for

cotton, bt.c for grain it is not necessarily as good. bit by the same

_ token grain is not the fundamental food of those people. Rice is the

fundamental food of moat of those people. And while bread has made

iucredible. inroads into Central Asia because of the influx of Russians

and Ukraininans and Bylnrussians, etc., rice still remains an important

staple in the diet.

So, the question Lt, IOU years downown. the road are Maidens and

Slavic peoples going to be a minority? In fact, is ECr,,pean RUssia

going to be longer the most densely populated area in the country?

Is Central Asia, in fact, going'to be the kind of new growth region? It

already is that, but is it going to continue to be that 20 years down

the road, 100 years _down the road? So, oust would and this would

probably be done moth less by the Minister of agriculture, thsse wo J4

be the UM' of problems he would have to face When h.:, goes to a

planning agency. And that is; adapting the kind of agriculture policies

to the gundamental and long-rauge.goals of the etate, the independence

of certain regions, the decentraliartion of industry, agt;cultural

production, and so on and so forth.

5 o
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These are problems which are going to hate to be addressed

somewhere, but may not, in fact, come into immediate Problem - solving.

They may not be manifest for quite a while. But then they mig%t.

There might be somebody Who might may "I.. don't see the sense of

increasing the agriculture in the. Ukranian Linde at the expense of

Central Asia because if we do it in Central Asir, what we can do then is

have local production, local distribution. It will reduce the cost of

food. And it will diversify the economy. All of which will lead to

increasing tee kind of repuolic autonomy in an economic sense. And

assuming that the planners have mAineained their desire to keep the

long-range goals of c..,:munism, teat is; being a l'ind of de-centralized

economy; then that eight be an issue they might consider. Then again;

they mighr have a very different perception. They mr.y no: want all

these Central -Asian types having their own full economy, not only grains

but cotton' and factories: and oil fields and gas fields. Maybe,

deperding on what 1.4 happening in Central Asia or in Afghataa or in

Iran, 0:oy may think "Will, no, maybe we should keit) Zhi feed

elsewhere."

So there are going to be kind of long-range fundamental political

decisions et some level, and not that of the minister?, but somewhere are

going to have to be considere.. and that he at least is going to'have to

address. W is going to have to be able to read these signals well

enough to implement a policy which will, be successful. Surely one area

Qbere he is going to have to consider this would be Siberia, which is

really one of the fastest growing non - Islamic sections of the Soviet

Union. You cannot grow much in most parts of Siberia. So, what you. are

going to Owve to do if you are ',ring to strt to grow things in Soutnern

Siberia is develop strains, develop good planting techniques and then
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oevelop elaborate systems of transportation' -and storage and warehousing

and so on aad so forth. All these are going to be decisions that the

ministry is going to have to consider and that when he goes to talk to

people asking for political favors or making political deals or

convincing people of the the political necessity of his plan versus

somebody elses plan. He is going to have to keep these in mind.

Up to this point, too, we have also assumed that the ministry would

somehow be unified in its opinion, and that is simply idealistic in the

extreme. There would obviously be multiple:opinions about. what should

be done. Some of them may emirate frnm agencies of their own interests.

That is, people want to push chemical fertilizer, and they might adopt

the :)Id Khrushschev, line that to push chemical fertilizers means make

more chemical plants which mean be able to make more synthetic products

which means being able to meet consumer demands for more goods, and try

and argue their case as part of a larger cases. But by the same token

other people in the Ministry of Agriculture may, in fact, be willing to

tolerate chemical fertilizers but not want to see a Lot of synthetic

;:oducts ittroduced. So they may want to balance this policy off-,

against anotbnr.

Then again, they may divide on very fundamental lines. That is,

that the whole issue of indepe'.dence and dependence may, in fact,

involve'ntoleschools of thought. Saae people Might say that dependence

is inevitable, in any economic world system. Even Lenin said this.

Everybod'. knoWS this the case and the:efore Ls the investment'we are

goimp to make in maximizing grain potential with the results. Are we

going to make in maximizing grain potential worth the results? Are we

going to have as we du in every kind of prodUction system a declining
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amount of output per ruble invested and have we reached maybe that

.saturation point already where -our money is better spent producing other

things? Producing things on which the western societies are dependent

and which we can exchange; which will override political considerations.

Because grain is not like certain other -types of things; Aare one

country tends to'have a monopoly. There may always be Argenti an grain

producers who are willing to sell to anybody for any price regardless of

their ideology. So, that question is going to have to be addressed and

it's probably going to involve a coalition of different interest &ups.

Others may say thit the investment is worthwhile, that independence ALI

free the itussinns from involvement in the west; but all of this; of

course; has assumed that the Russians are not; as they always have

historically since 46111 at least; a few years after Mini been selling

grain to the Eastern Europeans or to the Cubans, or in times of certain
.

need to the Cambodians or Vietnamese. That is, the use of grain for

very important high priority foreign policy matters or decisione.

SO, around all of these different questions, which are fundamental

questions not so much of agriculture in first of all Soviet society,

socialist society in general, in the socialist woria system, and then

within the world system as a whole, these are going to involve

fundamental ideological debates. It may be, in fact, that the minister

will _never be able to get past this point. That he will never be able

to in fact forge a solid opinion from out of his ministry or forge t

coalition of interests in Which people Mho think like hit or het are

going to cross agency /cross ministry coalition which is going to be able

to defeat this other cross ministry coalition or possibly there would be

a third coalition of some sort.
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So, all of these then are issues which are going to have to be

dealt with, starting from the mast fundamental studying the problem,

then of garnering politicaOsupport, then of being able to -read the

political system and to a certain extent being able to fOrecast.

This idea I have suggested about fundamental arguments over the

nature of Russian agriculture vis-a-vis the rest of the world involves

fundamental questions about the future prospects ot socialist

development and capitalist or communist expansion. That is is the

third world in the throws of world revq.ution? is it in the process of

kicking colonialists and capitalists out? And, if it is, then whet

dhow our agricultural policy be vis-a-vis that? Or, has- the world

itabilited for the foreseeable future. Milt is, is the Capitalist
fh.

system, despite its braises; going to work and survive; and if it is

then what are our problems? So, what may become an issue of how much

grain to produce in the Ukraine or other areas or shoUpwe or should we

not be d,;pendent or independent in these areas is going to involve

fundamental political decisions. It is going to involve broad

ideological quessions ad well; ''rhe nature ot wc;rld revolution, the

futu4 of world resolution, the nature of ilterdependence between

capitalist and socialist states., Is the policy of peaceful coexistence

a long-range policy, or is the policy of peaceful coexistence going u).

fade in the near future? And if it does fade, then whose going to
_

withdraw. II it going to be us or them? What at first seems like A

reasonably simple process toad, depending upon the kidds of issues that

are being thought about in the Soviet Union today in these various

planning agencies, and in the political bodies that tuna to deal with

these questions, become very fundamental. As the problem Suggests,

given' today, unquestionably these latter problems would become of
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fundamental importance in the debates in the Politburo because it

involves trying to fit Soviet society into the evolution of world

history. And that is going- to be a very long-range; fundamental

problem.

It may, of course, involve fundamental political changes. Not

changes in the ideology, not changes in the political structure

necessarily; bOt changes Inthe coalitions that have operated since the

death of Stalin. Dependin$ on the strength of the hard-liners and the

V
soft - liners in the Politburo today, or on the Central COmmittee, this

very issue could, in fact, be a gigantic political football for two very

different views of what Soviet society should be. That is, a more

relaxed liberal consumer-oriented society or a society that is more

defense oriented that is more Stalinist in its organization, which is

less tolerant of everything from Elton John to bluejeans to

black-marketeers.

So that the timing of this problem; in fact; coming as this problem

does right now, and given the fact that Brezhnev and Kosyain and the

other people are about to die could be one of the major issues around

which future political alignments are going to be put together. Then

again, it might be something that people basically agree on. That is,

the experience with the fickle. AMericans, as they like to call them;

would suddenly point out that you cannot crust these people. We are

going to have to retrench. We are going to have to; in fact; become

independent.
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So, it really depends on things of which we know very little until

after the fact. That is, movements within agencies. The demands of

everyone from consumers to middle-level staff people and how they are

ready to deal with what is going on in the wurId. Hew they are seeing

the nature of political change within the world. For that matter how

they are seeing the nature of change in demand for agricultural goodi.

One could kind of reverse the situation that we should maximize our

i.roduction because we want to enter the world, because Africa and the

Mid-East are engaging in revolutionary processes. We should be best

aquipped to :help them change their agricatoraI system and to support

them with food. So you can get all sorts of strange hybrid kinds of

. arguments out of this. And the minister; whoever he is; is going to

have a hell of a time putting all of this together. The stolf and

technical issues he can delegate and deal with. He can deal with his

fellow bureaucrats hopefully, his fallow ministers, but there is a point

at 4hich there are some things which are going to be simply beyond his

control. !ley are going to involve larger issues of society; and

despite the best of intentions he could fall flat on his face.
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I. GSUP

(RARG) Have-to do several types of research
RSAS Have to figure out what areas are producing at what levels and which are at

eZXimarlevel4 - - _

DISKS) Areas producing at maximal levels are least important right now
(RSAS) RAire_to_tAke into account_different_types of grain

(RELA) Have_to_consider_what_they will be_used for
(RPSC) Nigh_quality_wheat and rye_for bread
(RPSC) Ucs much is needed for vodka
(RPSC) How much for feed

(RSAS) Have to decide if production is meeting demands of the country
(RREA) Importing in past does not mean not meeting domestic needs.

(RREA) Export grain now Z...-muse of trade relations

II. GSUP

(RARG) After_ identifying areas_of Iow_productivity, must figure out why
(RSAS) HOpefufly_this wiII_be_done_by_staff
(RELA) Examine_if or why_Ukraine, TUrkistan, Siber:.a under -produdicr.

(RPSC) If so; id it water
(RPSC) Is it climate

(AQUA) If climate; then there is nothing to do about it
(RPSC) Is it fertilizer
(RPSC) Is it mechanization
(RCU1) Must find out the best ways to maximize land production

(RPSC) Consider the Ukraine producing as much as it can given all factors
(RELA) Given it has had bad climate, it is still reaching its limits
(RSAS) Within that area figure out ways of producing better strains

(RFAC) This is something that has been done periodically in past with
greater and lesser results

(RCON) It- is- a-long term problem
(RSAS) It_is_ something you wit - people -to start working on now

(RREA) Because_now reaching_ mum potential
(RCON) Want to_increase_the kinds of_strains you can produce

(RSAS) Have to address the problem of- fertilizers
(RELA) Chemical_vs. natural fertilizera

(RPSC) If natural, then have to find areas to produce grain for feedi..8
livestock
(RREA) Because that has been a real problem

(RSAS) Decisions tie into long range dietary changes
(RPSC) Like shifting from bread to meat
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(RARC) Solution involves more than just-the Minister of Agriculture
(RELA) Involves_PeoPle_in_marketing, etc._
(2SAS) Even though it involves Agriculture Minister does not decide alone, the problems

must still be pursued
(RPSC) Assume a problem in Turkistan

(RFAC) Land which was reclaimed from desert
(RSAS) This opens up a political Pandora's box

(AREA) Because this is not simply an agricultural problem
(RIM) Geis back_to_Kruschev's Virgin Land Act

(RFAC) Production has been declining
(RREA) Because less fertile lands reach maximum early and then decline
(RSAS) So problem is if land can be resurrected

(RSAS) Coad_by_fragacIon
(KOWA) Will be limited by quality of soil
(RQUA) Irrigation is a problem

(RREA) Irrigating a d ---

(RREA _running_a_water pipe_from Siberia
(RCON) !fovea outside the alm of Ministry of Agriculture

(RPSC) Consider Chemical fertilizers
(RFAC) Can't graze-livestock on land ecologically d by_chemicals

(ROUT) Would have_to consuIt_anothcrministry_a this-
(ROUT) Would alter plans to produce more chemical fertilizers

(RQUA) Possibly at the expense of other types of synthetic compounds
(ROUT) Could_effect opening new factories

(ROUT) might prove to be.a boon --
(RREA) Becaue you c'uld.produce a little less in that

area, but you could market it in that area
(ROUT) Don't have to worry abet,. transportation

or waste.
(RPSC) Transportation of grain has always been a problem.

(RFAC) Record grain harvest levels in the field are not always at record levels'at
the_market
(RREA) It depends on_how_efficiently it is transported

(ROUT) Would bring us agein ro another ministry
(RE1A) The Ministry of Transportation

(RPSC) Problem -of warehousing . _

(RSAS) Two_ different_ ways of considering this problem
(RPSC) Problem of distribution

(RELA) Primarily problem within the country
(RQUA) UcIndes_the export of food
(RQUA) Leave out Eastern Europe, Afghanistan, and countries that

would be receiving aid
(RSAS) Re-examine the whole process by which grain is transported from

source to market place
(RPSC) Might involve decentralization of distribution

(ROUT.) So people in Central Asia can eat Central Asian
(ROUT) People_in_Moscow would eat grain grain

from Black earth region
(RCON) All- these things climatic changes. distribution, chemical fertilizers, involve

(RCON) Problem solution will involve collusion with large other ministries
number of people

(RSAS) has_to_be_inelUded in the planning commissions
(RREA) Because they will all be plugged in at various point in time
(RELA) Involv..s a lot of political work

(RELA) !_lot_of nifty gritty work _

(RPSC) Involves making pleas before the planning commissions

(RPSC) Involves convincing other minister that It IS in
- their best interest to shift produciton or allocation
within their ministry

(RPSC) Convince agencies -to -shift priorities mid.ilan
(RQUA) Assume It_isn't end_of_FiVe-Year plan
(ROUT) Reek,. n Little bit. of havoc

(ROUT: eople will have to scramble to meet new
quotas
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IV. (GSM)

(RARG) How the Minister of Agriculture actualizes policies depends on how much power f,e has

(RPSC) What kind of committees does he have that can help hi,

(RPSC) What kind of access to Politbiiro

(RPSC) Whit kind of_access to_other heade_Of Ministries
(RQUA) Not formaIIy,_ but personally
(RPSC) What kinds Of favors owed

(RCON) So there is the whole political issue to be considered

V. (CSUP)

(ARO Different kinds of problems take different amounts of time to solve

(RPSC) Distribution/transportation problem may be solved politically

(RQUA) Depends on how powerful and successful the minister is
(RSAS) Could be done in five years maybe

(RPSC) Problems involving a fundamental transformation of agricultural practices
will take a longer time
(RREA) Because would have to involve politics of people who Urn/Ater is

. dependent on as'well as people in foreigh trade
(RELA) People involved with state banka,_financia interests, etc.

(RREA) Because will have -to convice the [_exporting
goicite; in exchange for grain_is_drain on eccnosm_
(RPSC) stadiag goIdto_Argentina in exchange for!.sold

(RCON) Wouldn't be hard to convince people
that gold would be a drain on economy

(RCON) Question is at particular point in time
is value of grain worth spending gold

(RSAS)- You might be able to convince people in the long run that it is in
the financial interest of the state to take these issues seriously
(RREA) That would give you another voice in the politica) Arena to

work with
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VI; (GEVA)

(RARG) The_more voices you.have pleading your case the greater the chance of you getting
what you want

(RSAS) Minister can pursue this_problem through the press
(RELA) With people who only share basic concern and party line
(RPSC) Start agitating in the press

(RELA) Write letters, articles and editorials
(RELA) Write about the need for self - sufficiency in agriculture
(RELA) Write about the need Co break capitalist encirclement

(ROUT) Will contribute to grass roots pressure
(RELA) People will go to their City Councils, or party organization

and-say that they want self-sufficiency
(KOLA ) But, people will also be-getting to second level staff who

study who study the problems and take what these people say
Leto-consideration-

(RCON) Subtle way of getting to people
(RQUA) Bit_t__may take many years _

(RQUA) Though Siaht be Just what someone is Iookiag
for at a certain time

(RCON) Want to maximize your plea
(RELA) Want to reach as many people_ as possible
(RREA) If you keep it in inner corridors issues could get shelted

(RREA) Might get shelved because of ialitical rivalries ot.
jealousies

(RSAS) A savy minister would take time to figure out politics
(RELA) How he is going to get all this across and reach large amount of people
(RSAS) Very wise minister may take a long time to come out with policy

(RREA) Let ideas fester
(RREA) Let things show up in press
OREA) Can-maximize appeal when it comes to voting

(RSAS) How_successful he is in- organizing will dictate success of policies
(RQUA) Unless he 1s abIe_to report a new_breakthough
(RREA) end_he_is dependent on poIiticaI_support _

(RCON) This is one avenue that should be pursued
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(RARC) Primary job of minister is to actu.lize policies

(RREA) Implementation of policies '- all important

Ezpert C 60

(RSAS) Then; within his ministry 'se must deal with agricultural pi'Olem
(RELA) First studying wh:.t t*.e problem is
(RELA) Have staff start utudying the problems

(RELA) Have people Involved in transportation, water, seeds, etc.
(RREA) So they -can Let a sense of what regions:have what problems
(ROUT) Then this can all be translated into politics again

(RELA) Deans going to regional minister and pointing out
their problems and possible solutions _

(MAP Again, have to appeal to btoad nether of people
(RSAS) The technical issues_are_something that are going to be beyond

tbe. ::mister until the final stages
(R LA) like.,every bureaucrat, primary concern is not

figuring_out_the_problem
(3QUA) Unless he happens to be an agronomist

(RCM Primary :,nacern should be politics
(RSA) When talk ,,bout specific issues, really concerned with staff

(RELA) Staif will first have to approach problem tom
point of view of study
(RELA) Look at old studies, various policies

(RPSC) Khrusdhev's plan
(RPSC) Look at irrigation studies,_hybrida,_etc..
(RPSC)_ Teki_trips to see what people are doing

(RELA) EaCh_staff meMber_take a_very_speciftc_problem
(RSAS) Each problem could take a_considerable

amount of time to work out
(RELA) Each_one could try to implement an umbrella

POliCY
(RQUA) But they are long range problems

(RPSC) Have to gear up various'
industries, i.e. chemical,
irrigation ducts, etc.

(RSAS) Though the problem suggests urgency, when talking of fundamental traosformstics
of land, it is long range problem
(RREA) Solutions will involve experimentation

(RREA) Different solutions for different .vgions necessitate
experiments .

(RSAS) Only sensible way to approach it_is_regionally
(RREA) Different regiouns have different types of

solutions
(RSAS) Party has had emouglit_emperience in herculean attempt that,

attempted_to_change agriculture that failed
(ROUT) Sod they don't want to spend the money to fast

(RREA) Because they don't want to invest money in
a failing operation

(ROUT) So, they are going to have to choose prime
experimental areas

(RREA) Agricultural experiments have to run five or ten years
(RQUA)- It would depend-on the climate

(RPSC) If had five good -years of cIiMate_in_Ukraine,
than would not allow question to be tested
(RREA) Because you wouldn't know what works

in drought
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(RCON) IT is going to involve a commitment from the ministry; state and party
to lcng -range experimentation

(RCON) Rendires commitment to realization that. they are going to have to
co-exist in the wor14 market long enough to nesLralize these problems

(PS4S) The best ideas that come out of the planning agencies have to be actualized
m (RELA) Have to convince peosants in collectives and state farms to grow

-kind of crops chosen and why Tizv should ea, it
(RREA) Because without explaining t trier: what should be done

you may have looked over some things they feel are important
(RELA) Has to be a give and take crocc!..
(RREA) Things_that make sensc...:a hooka ma- have overlooked

the specifics of the latid _ -

(RCON) Certain things that only the peasants know
(RFAC) Peasants are not a radical lot

(RREA) They do know4hift methods of production or ways
they organize work

(RELA) Would involve not only Changing organization of work; but
also possibly learning to work with new machinery or new
problems of irrigation or secds

(RELA) Have to change the financial structure of the collective farm
(RCON) All these issues would have to be ironed out if want to implement

new policies
(RSAS) The stage at which this would occur depnds on the success

of the minister at getting his policies passed by fellow
ministers_
(RELA) Then_on a broader spettrum of- planning and financial

agencies and then worl:fng with people at the
republic level
(RQUA) Hay not Watt to save the peasants for last

(MEV If_PolicY is "wrong and peasants can
prove it, then you have to go back
and do it over
(RCON) Press would come in here again

(RELA) MAy have to agitate people with these ideas
(RPSC) Conferences with chairmen of collectives'
(RPSC) Bring people in for training

(RQUA) All_of_this iLlsumes suety flow from Change to experimentation,
to_iMplemeotation
(RQUA) Not- likely-that this will happen

(RSPC) .Like what happened when America cut off grain
shipments and commercial relations with USSR
(ROUT) Country had to make shifts

(RCON) Going_to_have to assume a_oertilin status quo
(ROUT) Then set_ up_ experineita_tiert

(RP!'') Maybe in Ukret.h!With_tieeds --

(RPSC) Maybe in Turklatan_wirb_fertil.
(RPSC) Maybe_ia_Siberia with plowing

and seeding
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(RARC) after experiments have been performed, takes a politically savvy Minister to get new

io'as across
'-sume 50Z of experiments_ are budt
(ROUT) Then Mill have to begin process all over again -

(RSAS) It will take a pretty savvy tiniuter to transform failure into another chance for
success

(RFAC) If another period of experimentation, then another prolonged period before solutieud
are - found
(RELA) Assume 15 or 20 years down the road we get another policy
(ROUT) The problem becomes one of implementation
(RFA..) A well-planned policy v:11 be able to meet needs -

(RPSC) New tractor t..xtories will be already taken care of
(RCON) None of this will 1.t.ppen until the end when everyone knows What_is needed

(RREA) Because no one wants to invest in things that aren't_needed
(RCON) Even after a policy has been decided upon and prove: effettiVe there is

another long waiving period__ _ _

(RCON) Therefore, as sooy as possible tIght involve a generatio:
(RQUA) It Might. nowevcr, happen much faster
(RQUA) If_Might_Also a disastrous policy

(RPSC) Like_Kruschev's work in the desert
(RELA) Succeeds in the.short run, but fails later
(RSAS) Assume a lesson learned from the Virgin lands campaign

(ROUT) Going to have a mu eh more careful period of study
(RREA) Changing age grog of Soviet bureaucracy

(RREA) Increasingly well educated and
capable
(RCON)'Education_means caution_

(ROUT) 'These ;eople will be better able to
meet_probIems
(RQUA) But.cautious
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(RARG) Several long-rsuge problems exist

(RSAS) DIStribatidd of the population is an issue to_be considered:
(RPSC) Different 161061 of birth rates in different parts of country

(RELA) Certain .eta of cxuatry growing much fast than others
(RPSC) Central AsiwA laade birth rate twice that cf rect of cs-untry

(ROUT) Largeat growing demand in area not most fertl.
(RFAC Not a problem in Uzbekistan for cotto.-,

but for grain it is not as rood

(RQUA) Grain Is not thee fun:amental food
for those people

(AFAC) Rice is the fundamental food
(RQUA) Bread is making big gains

(RREA) Because of-- influx of
Binasie.v, Ukrainians.
'end B. orussians

_ _ _(RFAC) Rite San is staple
(RCON) Questionis popuIatIon_density_I00_years down the road

(RPSC) Bussians and Slays a minority?
(RPSC) European_Russia_no longer the most dense?

(RPSC) Central_Asia still growth region?
(RCON) These are questions the minister has to ask

(RELA) Having to adapt the policies to the long-range
goals of tht state, regions, etc.

(RQUA) May not have to be addressed in immediate
problem solving
(RREA) May nor be manifest for awhile -

(RPSC) May be person who WiNI bring
it -up-

(RREA) TO increase the republic
autonomy

(RSAS) If decentralized_economy
desired,__might be
considered
(TWA) May not want it

(RELA) May not separate
full economies
(RELA) Grain,

cotton,
etc.

(RSAS) Depending on political situation
may decide to keep food elsewhere

(RCON) There are going to be long-range fundamental issues to be
considered
(RQUA) Not neccessarily by the minister
(RELA) Going to have to read signals to impIetent m poIldy

that will be successful
(RPSC ) One-arca to be Chnaidered_ia_Siberia _

(RFAC) One of the fastest growing non-Islamic
sections of Soviet Union . .

(RFAC) Can't grow much in Siberia
(ROUT) Have to develop new strains,

planting techniques, etc.
(RCM) All these are decisions for

the ministry to honsider
(PRES) So he can use this to

ask for political favors
and get his plan approved
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(RARG) There_will be manY opinions about what should be done
(RREA) Eminate from agencies with their own interests

(RPSC) People might want to push chemical fertilizer
(RPSC) Might adopt old Rrusch. plan to have more-CheidcaI plants

(ROUT) Be able to make more synthetic products
(ROUT) Be able to- maser- consumer demands_fer more goods_

(RSAS) People from Ministries of Agriculture may be willing to accept
Chemical fertilizers
(RQUA) Rut-they may not want to see a lot of synthetic products

produced
(ROUT) So, they might want to balance this off with other

parts of policy
(RSAS) Opinions_tight differ becautte of fundamental

(RPSC) Alto* the independence vs. dependence question
(RELA) Might be from different schools of thought
(RPSC) People might hay dependence is necessary in any world economic system

(RFAC) Lenin said this
(RCON) This is the case

(RCON) Is the investment in maximizing grain production worth
the result
(RE1A) Are we. going to have a declining amount of

output per rubIeltiveilted?
(RELA) HaVe_we_teached_thatjoint now?

(RPSC) Producing things on which the western
society is dependent
(RELA) Which will overide political

consideration
(RFAC) Grata is not like other things where one country tends

to nave a monopoly
(RPSC) Argentina will always be willing to sell grain

for the right price
(R:0N) This question must to addressed
(RCON) It is probably going to involve a coalition of different

interest groups
(RPSC) 00ers may say that investment is worthwhile

(RELA) That independ. will free the USSR_from involvement with the west
(RQUA) This has assumed that the Russians ate not

(RFAC) Have_been_aince WW II
(RPSC) Selling grain to Europe
(RPSC) Selling grain to Cubans
(RPSC) Selling grain to Cambodia or Vietnamese

(RCON) Grain is useful for high priority foreign
policy matters

(RCON) 4CI__thette qUestione are going to involve fundamental ideological debates

(RQUA) Within the world system
(RCON) May never get palt this point

(RELt) May never get a' solid opinion from his miniitery
(RELA) Or forge a coalition to be able_ to defeat other coalitions

(RCON) All of these will have to be dealt with _

(RELA) Starting with the moat fundamental issues
(RELA) Then garnering support
(RELA) Then read the political system so you can forecast
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:RARG) giniSter can only do so such alone
(RFAC) Bas_stoff and tedbnical issues to deal with

(RQUA) He can de41 with bureaucracy hopefully
(REDO But sometimes things get out of his control

(RREA) Because they involve larger issues of society.
(RQUA) Despite his best intentions he could fall on his face
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Expert D

The problem of Soviet agriculture is a nagging and historical one

which has plagued the Soviet Union virtually ,ince its founding. By way _

of thinking through'possible solutions, let me review what I remember of

various Seviet attempts to deal with this problem. Lenin came to power

with the promise of bread, peace and land and promptly tried to

requisition grain from the peasants, that is to say; to force them to

give their grain to the state. That didn't work; and it was forced on

them mostly by the contingencies of World War I and the CiVil War. That

'failed, and Lenin had the foresight to replace it with what he called

the taxInland, that is, peasants could give a certain amount of their

grain to the state, and then after they had given that and they were

taxed, they were able to grow anything they wanted after that, sell it

and dispose of it as they wished. In fact, at one point in time a

member of the government even said "e,rich yourselves," he said to the

peasants; "make a lot of money." Grain uuduction improved; more grain-

was delivered to the cities, but it was not, of course, socialism. It

was by no stretch of the imagination communism, it was socialism, but it

wasn't even what you would call pure socialism. -essentially what he was

creating was, or What he was accused of creating, was a class Of little

rich private fetters, __something that --a social-istrevolut-io

6government would presumably not pant.

Stalin c1.7-,!:/ . that at the end of the twenties and the

beginning of thirties by forced collectivization, actually forcin6

people to yield 01,..r land up to collectivization, actually to Ong

Peopie to yield their land up to collective farms, wr stag farme, in

seople worked. for the state or for the collective `Arms much as a
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factory worker; and received 'a salary. This was pure socialism, but it

also created a tremendous havoc in the countryside, produced revolution,

peasants slaughtered their livestock, burned their crops, and resisted

as long as they could. It is estimated that in the course of this

process perhaps 10 million people were killed or deported, or in some

way deprived of either their livelihood or their Life, for the greater

geed Of socialism and edging the country forward. That has remained the

practice in the Soviet Union through the war until the middle of the

fifties. And, what has also remained has been a consistent lack of

efficient-production and delivery. So, (I'm making a note to myself

that 1 should also comment on the fact that it is not only the system,

but also natural aspects, whether infrastructure, questions, traditions;

so I'm making the 7.6te to myself not to blame it all on government

policy).

Well, in the fifties as the Soviet Union attempted to bring a

better life to its people, especially under the leadership of Khruschev,

and pursue what was known as the New COurse in the Soviet Union; a

shifting away from consistent investment in heavy industry and a heavy

hand of the state on all aspects Of the economy; including agriculture;

Khruschev cane up Qiea a number of plans to try to solve this problem,

and One''of which is known as the Virgin Lands Plan. In fact it was a

program to try to bring into production land that had not been used

before. It failed. Agrieultutil production improved; but not

dramatidilik over the course of IQiruschev's time and Khrunchev was,

anon other things When he feu,-, attacked for producing what were known

as hairbrained schemes; among them the Virgin Lands Pla4. There_is

probably no greater problem that has persisted in the Soviet Unioo, that

has nagged the system and its governing body, than what to do About
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agr,culture.

Now, in addition to the problem of trying to 7econcile a socialist

policy with the need for production and. t hesitate to se, man's

instinct Secause, Let's confine if to peasants, tA2T the ,,easmnt's

instinct seems to be; across countries in hiatery, fOrelorne0. for his

own land and for some share in his own producciol. That cunt,cts with

a collective notion of some sort of government ooper0 production; st

least, making sure that people get fed. If grain ".r produced in the

countryside, and people live in the cities, some method has to be found

to get that grain into the cities, and at a reasonable cost, in

reasonable proportion, or otherwise, there will be chaos, or even

revolution. In fact, to go back to the revolution, during the

revolution and the Civil War, the cities of Russia emptied out as people

desperate for grain left the cities in a desperate atteopt to get grain.

The peasants can be encouraged to grow; but will he sell; will he sell

what he makes to the government? Or will he simply hoard the grain,

knowing that the grain has a value itself beyond whatever he might be

paid for it?

Let me leave government policy for a moment and talk about other

things th.st-effect-ag-ricul-curst; as-1 hs4i716dicated; or sort of

hinted at, there is the peasant's own frame of mind. It is a

traditional frame of mind. The peasant is typically a very religious .

person, very close to his land, his family, his village, and his church.

He is very suspicious aUout outsiders. This is also clear throughout
A

Russian history When various movements woad arise, "Co to the people"

was one of them; by the sort of Russian populists, known as the

Urudniks; in, the nineteenth century. Go to the people; and bring them
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the New World, or the new revolutionary mode. Hest of them never had

the chance, berause the peasants simply killed many of the people who

Cate to thee; certainly the tax collector; any government agent is

always suspicious. So that is problem number one. The peasantry is not

only suspicious of the novernment; but any new methods, any new

introduction; of new ways of producing agriculture. He would always

grow enough for himself and for his family, and if motivated properly,

might grow enough to feed other people.

The question is how to motivate him properly and retain some of the

SociaIiit principles upon which our government is based. But there are

problems as well; which are lest malleable, I think, and less'the fault

of mismanagement of the government.

One is the fact that agriculture is a particularly diffidhI

business because- of questions of weather, of son development, of soil

erosion. The Seviet Union is,..for example, 2-1/2 times the size of the

United States;' roughly one-seventh of the earth's Surface, and yet in

t',IS of stable land; it has roughly about the same as the United States

and less than the country like Australia, for example. So there is a

problem simply of the elements-.-how to dcal with that, in an effective

Way.

Third, there is the problem of once the grain is grown, how to get

it to the markets. The Soviet Union is a vast country with roughly .

three hundred thousand, I think I saw a figure, three hundred thousand

miles of paved road, on a country 2-1/2 times the size of the United

States. The United States, just by contrast, his roughly some three

milllon miles of paved road. So there is a significant difference.

When you have one railroad line going to Siberia and back; you recognize
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the size of the problem. There is a similar disparity in terms of rail

passage. L. .ountry covers thirteen time zones. Delivering, getting

grain El-ye the farm to the land, to the people who need it is a

sittlfic, . problem, even if there were not other problems of government

. r ssent.'

Finally, this sort of gets back to the question of Socialist

principles, this is a command economy in which the government makes a

In and it is carried out by way of decisions that are determined by

the goverment; how m--1 Ls 1- be grown, hew much is to be invested

which is crucial in tear. szri:,eiture, Now much is to go into

fertilizer, how such is to go intottactors, how much i8 to go into

every aspect of he agricultural question. That produces an enormous

bureaucracy, an enormous sluggishness, an inflexibility to the market

and to the needs of the country.

So, if I were just to review the four sets of problems, there is

the question of the principles of Socialism, there is a question of the

elements, there is a question of the Peasant's Let's say, MIture (and

by that I do not mean Arts and Sciences; I mean his orientation to the

world, his frame of mind) and finally, there is the question of

infrastructure, that is, getting to market, railroad cars, the fuel,

provisions, infrastructure. Let me go back to point one. That is, the

principles of socialism, let's call it the principles of:sociaIism

management, meaning that there is a question of ideology, and a question

of management; that is; of plans; solving them; a problem of

bureaucratic management. (I al making a note to myself the word

investment, which I will come back to. I am making a note that says

private enterprise, I am making a note that says security, and I am'
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making a note under investment that says agr1cUIture and infrastructure

and I am making a note to the tight of those things with two words -

ideology and elements; because I am thinking to myself that those will

be the two things that we can do the least about.)

Let me begin with the peasant's frame of mind. The peasant is a

suspinious person, this is, of course, a stereotype, but we will operate

on the basis of it to begin with, and, like all stereotypes 1t contains

a kernel of truth. If we Can assume, let un say,that the peasant is

-suspicious of the government suspicious of government actions; what

reedit to be done is to provide him with some sense of security. In our

system; we allow peasants to have a certain amount of private land in

0 adiiilun to the collective land on which he works. in fact, if it were

L.Ic for that amount of private land, and tt is a small amount, that the

peasant is allowed to have usually behind 0.as house, or something like

that, th.tt he CAE cultivate, our system would be in much worse shape.

We would not be able to prov)As the level that we do; which is;

incidently; better than it was 10 years ago, and much better than it was

twenty years ago, but stir., by modern standards poor. And, more

importantly than that, volatile. 200 million tons of a wheat harvested

one year, and then 180 million tons the next year. A vulnerable,

volatile system.

I changed my mind; I will not ptart with the peasant's frame of

mind. Let us start at the top with the question of policy. Since I am

the Minister of Agriculture, what kinds of things can I begin to push'r

for? By saying that, I mean to irldizate that Deed not make any of

these decisions by fiat, by_sieply deciding on them myself. I can only

lobby, and try to get the Government and the Politburo to go along. I
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-,think that is likely to happen because I think that everybody recognizes

the seriousness and the vulnerability of the problem.

Things that I would push for are one, greater investment in

agriculture. There most be more of the stake budget, which is, after

all, decided by the Party, into agriculture, put into investment, Onto

machines, tractors, fertilizer. If the peasantry will misappropriate

that and use it tor their private plocs, well., we have to wink at that.

it seems to me that we have'to look the other way. But there has to be

more of that so that agriculture becomes more modern. We have missiles,

we have satellites, we have extraordinary advances in computers and

other technologies. There is no reason that we can not have the same,

just in terms of the nuts and bolts, of farming in our country. So,

that would point one would be greater investment in agriculture.

Point two, point one-b, protsbly, would be greater investment in

the things that would Allow the supplies, once grown; to make it to the

cities. Greater investment in infrastructure, paving the roads to the

countryside. Certainly electrification where it does not exits,

railroad cars, trucks, specifically for the purpose of agriculture.

Getting things that are grown in the land to the cities. (I am making a

note to myself that this means takIng it from someWhere else and so I am

writin6 down the word budget to remind myself to talk about the politics

of the budget.)

The question is how to simply encourage people. Suppose we have

all chic investment, and railroad' cars, and tractors, and fertilizer, we

still cannot get people to use it, to pour it into the farms, especially

the state and collective farms. Haw can we get them to use it in an

efficient, effective way and encourage people to make efficient use and
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productive vse of resources rather than wrathful use of resources or no

.;st or resources at all?

We have to; I think; allow for incentives. This is under what I

have written down as private enterprise, but that is not really what I

mean. What I mean is private incentives which allow greater

proportions, let us say, of the crops grown on the collective farm to be

retained, or to be sold. Maybe make collective farms self-governing

enterprises or. that is not what I mean to say; I mean enterprises whose

profit and loss is a function of their own success; and suggest to them

that if they :,an grow more and they can sell more at a profit, then they

can keep a certain amount and distribute it among themselves. To

provide what might be called by someone else, certainly no.: me in the

Ministry of Agriculture, capitalist incentives. Incentives to increase

production. To go along with offering people medals of Hero Socialist

Labor if they, will produce more. we need to offer people real

incentives that encourage that. At theesame time; we must recognize

that the peasants production on his own private plot is crucial to Our

element, if it does not get out of hand and people do not start becoming

rich landowners, and speculators in currency, arid completely destroying

social strata. Then, I think that we should tolerate a greater degree'

of profit an? !aitiativ on part of the private plots. We should allow

use of our state equipment on the private plots. A-id lower what taxes

there are on the sale of things. To allow,..what in America would be

called truck farmersoto bring'in goods to the cities more:efficiently,

more easily, even perhaps to encourage that. Along these lines, a

somewhat more radical proposal, Which might be a couple of more years

-down the road, would be to allow for the formation of genuine

cooperatives. A cooperative is different than a collective farm in that
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it presumes the voluntary association of the farmers, their voluntary

input and some degree of self-governing of their entities, genuine

determination by.themselves of how much they are going to make and how

much they are going to Anvest. I think that shoo -Id begin to happen

perhaps in an experieentaI area of the country, to see if it works. It

ii being done in China; it is being done in Yugoslavia; with some

success. I think we ought to allow that to happen too; while being

careful, of course, that this does_not lead to a. run on the collective

farms and people leaving those in droves, but to see if it works, and if

it increases production. If it does, then reconsider to see if we might

want to do it On a broad edaId. This is related to the third point

which Li the ode about the pdatant'd orientation; the peasant's feeliv:,

g identity; the farmer's feeling of security. One of the reasons; in

Poland; for example; that the farms; although private; although owned by

families; though also small and inefficient, have not produced as much

as they might is the constant feeling that the government might, sooner

or later, take away what the reasaor has invested. So that the peasant,

for example, who makes a Iot of money by selling his grain, is loathe Co

reinvest it into the fare and into ecidipment; because he is afraid. Why

should he raise livestock beyond what he needs; or what he can sell for

a few dollars; or a few zlody? There is no point in that because the

government might Come along and take it away. That same sense of

insecurity, I think, needs to be assuaged in our country probably by the

./"Ileasures that I indicated before, encouraging the use of private plots,

leaking it easier. By 'taking a series of reassuring policy decisionsi

whiCh may involve making changes in the Ministry of Agriculture where

people Who are more inclined to reassure the private farmer, any of the

peasants; that their productiol, their goals will be achieved, that they
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can invest some Of their dandy; that the will have a feeling that the

government =III not be there to take away the fruits of their labor.

There is no piled perhaps; that the government is more involved in the
O

people s lives than here in the Soviet Uniort.and if we have to ease up

some on that, while being assured of course that norms of Socialist

legaliry are adhered to, it might reassure the farmers. It will take

years to,do so, but I think the steps haVe to be oaken ,so that the

peasant's feeling of insecurity will be lessened.

Now; having said all of that; (I am making_a note to myself that

says natural resources which reminds me to talk at the end of what I

have to say to end on a positive note about the Soviet's capacity to

solve its problems.) I put on the side before the question of ideology
0

andthe question of the elements. There's very little, obviously; that

can be doue about the eIedents. I think some of the other things we

talked =abcit; Such as improving infrastructure, roads, bridges,

capacity; deal with that. If you have a mud road, it is very subject to

the elements. A dirt road becomes mid. If you have a paved road; it is

not so subject. Beyond that, there is precious little that can be done

except, perhaps, putting money into weather forecasting. ImprOvements

in technology, la that weather prediction and planting will be somewhat

more predictable. I would assign that relatively low priority since

there really are limits about what can be done. Finally, there is .he

question of where does this fit in terms of our ideology. Are we

returning to, if this is .a policy , are we turning to a new economic

policy, a Knepp under Lenin? :se we moving away from socialism? Is

this a retreat from social/St advances? And I would say n, it is not.

I imagine to ayseIf that I would have to argue I.: i other Comrades

who would suggest that this is moving allowing greater use of private

ou
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funds, people to accumulate them, and to get involved in private plots

is A movement away from socialism nn, .kads capitalism of some sort.

I would suggest that as carefully regulated as I am suggesting that it

would be, as carefully controlled, no one is suggesting the dismantling

of collective farms, no one is suggesting allowing people to hive huge,

to become latafundiaries, as we see in Litin Mier/ca. Rather, that we

improve the efficiency of the system by allowing a greater mix of those

incentives that come from collective work aid those incentives that come

from individual return. And that socialism, as we ourselves say, the

building of socialism is aTevolving process. it takes many forms. We

have to respeet for concrete conditions and t think certainly the plans.

that I have suggested fit well Within certainly the Leninist view of

sociali-m. No one weviid suggest that we return to the age of Stalinist

excesses. We all know the dangers and the tragedy brought from that.

There is another aspect to this, of course, which is that there is

only so such money in the state budget. Things that I am suggesting

will.cost money, will cost more money. There are other aspects of the

budget that will pay fox, essentially, this. This will inevitably lead

to less investment in heavy industry. I think that is" long in coming

and necessary. That is,. the imbalance between the investment in heavy

UffEustry and in-mgriculture-. -Secondly -of-coureel-there

amount of our budget that is consumed by military preparedness weaponry,

and armed forces, including, and I am being frank, such outlandish

foreign ventures as-that in Afghanistaa. Now we have to get a handle on
-

those things insofar as we are able. We hive to negotiate arms control

reductioi with the United States and cease this constant pouring of

funds into the military budget which not only increases tension, but

sucks up and uses in a terribly inefficient way scare amounts of
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budgetary resources. That will take some political battling. There

will be comrades who will disagree with this. But I would suggest that,

.to sort of: presage my argument and their opposition, chat this

investment will ind ed make us a stronger country. Because we will have

for the first time since the Revolution, a strong, healthy, secure

agriculture.

We will also gain Etom 15trastructure, which, after all; has

military benefice as well - -be' .er roads; batter bridges, better

railroad transportation improves our military preparedness. , We will

have improved the feelings of loyalty on the part of ow: citizenry,

towards our system. There are political scientists who would call this

output affect and system affect. They will have a better feeling

towards us. And we will not have to submit ourselves to the humiliating

purchase of grain from the United States anymore. There is an old joke

cold in the men's rooms of the Kremlin about two Communists who sit down

in some future year and say to each ocher "Is not it great? The final

capitalist bastion has fallen. The United States has gone Communist and

the world is now Communist!" And the other Cdmrade says "Yes, that.*

great, but where will we get our Wheat?" This is a cruel joke on our

system but it contains a kernel, pardon the pun, but kernel of truth.

So, irCall things considered; I think this systesimiLl-nos-sllY improve

our agriculture, ,but will improve our strength as a society and our

self-sufficiency.

By way of ending, let me end on a positive note and say that I

f think that we have the ca2acity to solve these problems. The Soviet

Union today is the closest of any country to being 'self- sufficient in

terms of, resources, the fuel it takes to run these Tractors, the coal,

80
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the iron ore, and of course, the land itself and the grain chit it

produces. We have the capacity to solve these problems in a way that

pertu.ps many other states do nut. A country that is vast and difficult

to govern- and to span is also a source of great power and of great

self-sufficiency. And I think we stould :mobilize that if we have the

will and the policies.
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(RARG) Agriculture has been a problem in USSR since founding
(RSPC) Linin_promised bread, peace, and land

(RFAC) RequisILIoned gratis from peasants
(RCON) Didn't work
(RREA) Forced on -them because of WW I and Civil War

(RCON) Failed
(RFAC) Replaced with tax in kind _

(RELA) Peasants gave certain amount_of grain to_state and then were taxed,
could grow anything wished after that and do What they wanted

(RELA) Gov't said "enrich yourselves" and "make a Iot of money"
(ROUT) Grain production improved

(ROUT) More grain delivered to'the cities
(RCON) can't socialism

(RQUA) Wasn't communism, but not pure socialism
(RREA) Created class of rich farmers
(RCON) Socialist Revolution government didn't want

(RPSC) Stalin forced collectivization
(RELA) Forced people to yield their"land to state

(BELA) People worked for state and paid a salary
(RCON) Pure socialism
(ROUT) Created_havoc

(RELA) Produced revolution_ _

(RELA) Peasants slaughtered_livestock, burned crops, and resisted
(RISC) 10 Million people killed or deported

(RFAC) Has-remained the practice of USSR to MiddIe_SO!A
(RCON) Been consistent lack of product and delivery

(RPSC) Kruschev pursued the New Course
(RELA) To bring better life to USSR
(RELA) Shifted away from consistent investment in heavy industry

(RSPC) Virgin Lands Plan
(RELA) Tried to increase amount of arable land
(RCON) Failed

(RQUA) Production improved, not dramatically
(ROUT) Kruschev attacked for hairbrained schemes

(RCON) No greater problem that has persisted in USSR than agriculture
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(RARG) Peasant has traditional frame of mind
(RELA) Religious person, close to land, family, village, and church
(RELA) Suspicious of outsiders

(RFAC) Demonstrated throughout history
(RPSC) Co-to_the people_ movement

(RELA)_Peasants killed many wha came t- them

(RELA) Poa,;ant_suspicious of new methods
TA) Will grow enough for self, but need to motivate to grow more than that

III.CSUP

(RARG) Agriculture difficult because of weather; soil development, and soil erosion

(RCOM) USSR 2 1/2 times the size of US
(RPAC) 1/7 of earth's surface
(RCOM) In terms of arable land. "N. as CS and less than Australia

IV:GSUP

(RARG) Problem. of how to get grail') to market
(RFAC) Soviet Union is vast with 300,000 miIe,_of paved road
(RCOM) 2 1/2 times US, but-US_has 3 Minion miles paved road

(RCON) Significant difference
(RFAC) One railroad line going to Siberia

(RCON) Rail- passage difficult
(RFAC) Country covers 13 time zones
(RCON) Delivering, end moving grain is problem

(RCON) Even if gov't iLsmanagement not problem

V. GSUP

(RARG) Command economy where government makes plans and carries out government decisions

(RPSC) Goverment decides how much is grown
(RPSC) Government decides what is invested ia agriculture
(ROUT) Produces enormous bureaucracy

(RELA) Enormous sluggishoes...
(RELA) Enormous inflexibility

VI-.GSUM

(RARG) 4 sets problems exist
(gnsC) Principles of socialism

(RELA) Question of ideology
(RPSC) Elements

-(RPSC) Peasants' frame of mind
(RPSC) Infrastructure

(RPSC) Getting to market
(RPSC) Railroad cars
(RPSC) Fuel
(RPSC) Provisions

(RPSC) Bureaucratic manage t
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(RARG) heed_to_proVide peasant with sense of security
(RSAS) We Allow peasants to have small private land, if were not for that-system would be

iti_oto=a ahape -

(RELA) Hould_not be able to provide level that we do
(RELA) LeVel_better than '10 and 20 years ago, but still poor

(RFAC) System is volatile

(RPSC) Produce 200 Million tons of wheat one year and 180 million the next

VIII. GSUP

(RARG) The_mipister can only lobby, can't make decisions by fiat
(RELA) Cen_only try to get Gov't and Politburo to go along

(RCON) I think It's likely to happen cause all realize seriousness of probelm

IX.GgVA

(RARG) Need_biRger budget
(RELA) PUt_Money in agricuIture,_machines, tractors, fertilizer

(RQD/1)__PeaSant_misappropriate $ but We have to ignore
(RREA) Agriculture must be more modern

(RFAC) Missilesi sater4.es. computers_advanCed
(RCON) No reason agri. Ire can't be toe)

'.EVA

(RARG) Invest in Clings that allow supplies to get ,.ty
(RELA) Need greater investment in infrastruc.

(RPSC) Paving roads
(RPSC) Electrification
(RPSC) Railroad cars ,

(RPSC) Trucks

XI. GEVA

(RARG) Allows for incentives on coIleCtiveti
(RPSC) Allow proportion of crop grown to be retained
(RPSC) Make collectives self governing enterprises

(RELA) Profit/loss is a function of their own success_
(RELA) If they grow morei_then can sell more at a profit
(RELA) Can keep certain amount for selves

(RSAS) Might be construed as capitalist incentives
(RCM) ':as to go along with medals of Hero Socialist Labor if they produce more
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XII.GEVA

(RARG) Peasant production on private plot crucial
(RQUA) Can't-get out of hand

(RELA) People bicaaing rich_Iandown,:s and speculators in currency
(ROUT) Destroy social strata

(HSAS) Have to tolerate greater degree of profit and initiative on private plot
(RSAS) Allow use of state equipment
(RSAS) Lover taxes
(RCM) Allow truck farmers to bring goods into city like in US

(RREA) More efficient

XIII.GEVA

(RARG) Allow formation of genuine cooperatives
(RFAC) Cooperative different from collective

(RREA) Assumes vmluntary association
(RREA) Assumes some degree of self governing

(RELA) Determ. lation of how much they are going to make and invest
(RSAS) Experivent with it t, see if it works
(RCOH) Works in China and Yugoslavia
(RQUA) Have to be careful there is no run_on collective farms
(RCON) If it worl,s, then might wantto do it anhroadel scale

XIV. GEVA

(RANG) Lack of security is reason that peasants do not produce as much as they might

(RREA) Peasants have constant feeling that government might take away what the
peasants invest
(RPSC) Poland foi example

(RELA) If peasants make money, they loathe to reinvest because
afraid that government will take away farm-
(RELA) Why raise-livestock beyond needs if govt VIII

take away

(RCON) This_Isck of Becurity_needs_to be assuaged
(RELA) Make Chariges_in ministry where you get_peoPle_Bho are more inclined

to_resseure_farmer_thattgoala_will be achieved
(MLA) That peasants can invest
(RELA) That gov't will not take away fruits of %heir labOr

(RQUA) Must be assured that norms of Socialist legality
will be adhered to

(ROUT) Might reassure farmers
(RQUA) But it will take years
(RCON) These steps should be taken though to lessen. insecurity
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(RARG) Have to consider ideology and the question of the elements

(RFAC) Little can be done about the elements

(RSAS) Work on lmproving_the infrastructure
(RELA) ROads;_bridgea;_dapatity _ _ _

(RFACY If there are mud rOadC_then it is subject to beccoming mud
(RFAC) Paved roads are not subject to mud _

(RCON) Beyond thati_there_ts_little to be done
(RQUA) Except maybe putting money into weather prediction

(ROUT) So_pllinting will be more predictable
(RCON) Would give this low priority

(RREA) Because there are limits to what can be tone

(RSAS) Question of where does this fit in terms of idology
(RELA) Are we turning to a new economic policy
(RELA) Are-we moving away from Soeialism

(RELA) Are we retreating from socialist advarces
(RSAS) I would say not and argue with my comrades that this is not

a_move away from socialism
(RSAS) Policy suggested would be carefully regulated

(RELA) No dismantling of collectives or allowing
latafiindiaries_to exist

(RCON) inproire_eIfiCianey of system
(RELA) will_allow_mix of_incentives - _

(RCON) Wlding of Socialism is an evoIVing
process which could take many forms

(RAtA) Plans fit into Len.nist view
(RREA) Would never suggest Stalin excesses

(RREA) Resulted in danger and tragedy

XVI. cEVA

(RARG) Cease pouring funds into the military budget

(RREA) Increases tensions

(RREA) Uses in a terribly ineirldient way scarce amount of budvtary resources

a
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(RARE) Convince opposition that investment will make a stronger country

(RREA) Because we will have a strong, healthy agriculture system

(RREA) Will gain from infrastructure development
(RREA) Has military benefits also

(RELA) Bette,' _rn.A., bridges, railroad transportation foproves
military preparedness

(RREA) Will improve feeling of royalty towards our system
(RELA) Political scientIStd wOGId Call this system affect and output affect

(RREA) Will not have to humiliate ourselves by buyingtigrain from US

(RCON) This system will improve agriculture and also improve strength of the soccer

(RCM) USSR has the capacity to solve these problems
(RSAS Are the closest of any country to being self sufficient in terms of

resources
(RPSC) lei to run tractors, coal, Iron ore, an [and

(RCON) A country that is vast-and difficult to govern . a source of

great power and self-sufficiency
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The first problem is that the Minister of Agriculture cannot have

full responsibility for Soviet agricultural problems in the USSR.

Although he is head of the COuncil of Ministers, he is subject to the

decisions, on policy matters, made by the Politburo. He has very strict

limitations in terms of his own political power. He ca:-.110t simply

off and start solving the problem.

80

I think that probably what he would do is the first step would be

to consult with '.he specialists in the Party Secretariat responsible for

agriculture and his own specialists within the Ministry of Agriculture

to try and create a sort of study group to deal with the problem of

Soviet agriculture; and hopefully he could come up with a number of

alternative ways of dealing with the question of low productivity.

Then there is another alternative which has to be considered. And

that is whether or or not " -,roblem of Soviet agriculture is going to

be dealt Wi simpll i. national context or whether certain

decisions ' 4 made Which would increase foreign trade and which

certain types of equipment, or fertilizer, or goods themselves would be

brought into the USSR. So I think this would really not be hid

responsibility. He would nct be able to decide whether or not the USSR

would go abroad for certain kinds of resources in order to deal vita

this productivity problem. But that would be one of the things which

would be impinging on the decision. Get ua assume, though, in order to

make this a simpler policy problem, tpat he is not thinking spout

foreign imports. That he is not thinking abdut foreign grain or he is

not thinkiag about foreign fertilizers or anything of that sort. Then

the problem is that he has got to'Oetermine whether the inforaation that

89
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he is getting on Soviet output is accurate.

The Ministry of Agricule happens to be the most ,onservative of

the ,I. ',.y.,-making units in Soviet agriculture. And it has traditionally

blocked certain initiatives by Party leaders, in particular, people like

Khrushchev, by failing to provide adequate information and by simply

failing to implement ...he, decisions made by the very top political

leadership. So, one has some Problem with the reliability of the

information one's ministry Ls collecting in the first place. So I think

in order, if this Is a problem, and it might be a problem,. if he wa

to check on this; he would i.vobably ask the people in the Party

Seeretari.-; through their network of Party officials, to survey the

question of agricultural productivity. He would ask his own ministry to

do it and then see If here were any discrepancies, arid that

information, before one would even go to the next step or beg'

make policy.

Now, traditionally Soviet agriculture has suffered from a number of,

terrible problems. The first is climatic. The growing season is not

like the growing season in the United States. l'he land is not as

fertile, except in particular parts of the country. And so they have

had difficulty, In many instances simply produced by fate; God; or if

you will Divine Intervention, whatever your preference is, over which

they have no,cuntrol.

The second problem has been lousy pi'oductivity by the collective

farmer himself. This Is caused by the fact that the collettive farmers

have, for the most part, not really accepted, in an enthusiastic way,

the collective farm system and have always tended to spend more time on

their own private plots which is, in fact; the most productive sector in
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Soviet agriculture, rather than working in the collective farm fields.

So this is one of the problems he has got to address.

Another'problem he has got to address is the r lati7 productivity

of the collective farm system as opposed to the s m system. The

state farm system is essentially based on immense farms, sort of like

Green Giant farms, thousands and thousands of acres just growing peas or

string beans. And one's got to determine. I think, the relative_

productivity of these two sectors and that it itself is not an easy task

because this raises the whole question of the adequacy of the farm

macninery which is being used in the USSR.

This is anoth, eroble4 which has plagued the system for years and

years, that is, that for years there was only a limited number of types

of agricultural equipment. Under Stalin, for example, they had maybe

two standard types of tractors in the entire Country and maybe two or

three harvesters. And you had to use these damn things whether you were

operating in a barren area or a wooded area or whatever. Well, undc.

Kruschev and his successors this chagea, but the biggest problem has

been innovating new equipment which rime,' the particular soil and'

climate needs of the different regions of the country. And the system

has been very slrw to produce these new sorts of pieces of equipment

becauF, this demands inter-ministerial cooperation which is very; very

(Jiff:tat to develop in the USSR.

So, to review very briefly, you have got to review the collective

farm system. You have got to look at the stet term system in terms of

its relative productivity. You have got to look at the adequacy of the

sort of machine-base that you are providing.
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Now ro add to that; one of the terrible problems in Soviet

agriculture has been the infrastructure of roads and storage capacity.

The roads are primevjal in many, many areas, and the trucks that ride on

chest roads are battered to pieces very, very quickly as a result. So

the Soviets have always suffered from transport problems in terms of

carrying the grain to centers of collection. To add to the

difficulties, until relatively recentiy; they have not really developed

an adequate storage syscom, so that the grain will often be brought in

by the trucks over the luuay roads, to be left in the fields where it

rote because they do not have an adequate storage system. So these are

all of the factors that he has got to consider in making some sort of

decision about how to raise productivity.

Some of the problems are fundamentally ideological, that is, in

recent years the regime has decided to atop trying to eliminate or limit

the private plot dnd to bolster the private plot. This meant cast; if

one is going to do this seriously, al:owing the development of a private

sector in agriculture within the m'.:A% of a socid'ist state,. this raises

certain ideologic difficulLies ior the regime. Tt also produces new

probLas in terms of the production of ad,!ouare 'equipment. For exdmpte,

if fanilies are going tc be al red dw.at, sort t their private
_r

' plots, the., they need 'small-scale types of ecp.ipment, such as rotor

tillers and things of this sort in order to Jo An effici,nt sob. This,

of course, raises the whole problem of in-dvating new equipment for the

private plot as opposed to the larger fields. And the question is who's

going to produce these things. Of course, this produces'problems in the

USSR So this is the rziste of problems that he is faced with.
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Wen there is another general problem and cLat is the relative

balance of grain and meat products in rin< country and what you consider

to be a desirable diet for the Sovt tn. In recent years the

demands for adequate meat have been increasing. Now the

problem of meat is that you need l, % and cows. In order to

feed the pigs and cows, you need lot. of grain and silage. Md so you

have got to consider in your planning for agricultural goods What

percentage of it is going to go into silage, ir order to feed the cows

and pigs; as opp.sed to what percentage of it is going to go into the

grain market to make bread and rolls and things of that sort. And that

is not easily done because that is influenCed, the whole problem is

often influenced by the weather, and all these other problems which you

have outlined like inadequate transportation, inadequate storage

facilities and the like.

In bad years, .the USSR has always been plagued by the fact that

they have had to slaughter the pigs and cows who they have fed on th-

grain because there is not enough grain to feed the pigs and cows who

they have fed on the grain because there is not enough grain to feed the

pigs and cows as well as the population. They have got to feed the

population first, so all the pigs and cows that they hAve bUIIt up over

eight cc nine years are kilted. So there is terrific unevenness in the

development of meat production. When you move in this direction it

;,unds like the question becomes almost insolvable.

1 think that there is an additional problem which caps all of

And this is bow are we going to pay for the productiot of this

wide range of grains and meats and thi like 4hich is necessary for a

society which is demaddirg an increasingly rich diet? Md [Kis raises
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the problem of price, What price are you going to pay to the collective

farmers or the state farmers in order extract certain levels of

production? Which is not an 'easily determined sort of question. And

the other problem is' what price are you going to demand that consumers

pay in order to pay the state back for his massive investmeni? And

here there is immense confusion because nobody really has a clear sense

of What price level is necessary on both those scores. That is, what

price level is neceS,41:, to produce given amounts of agricultural goods

and meat products on the one hand; and what price level it therefore

necessary; or to put it more accurately, what price level will the

population accept to pay for these things? So this is another set of

problems that have got to be dealt with.

So you are not only talking about resourcebased problems,'

agricultural equipment p,ObIems, distribution of resources between

grains and meat; you are also talking about a fundamental problem of

where the devil do you get these resources. Now that is not easily

decided. In fact, the Minister of Agriculture cannot decide that at all

by hi,,:self and even allied with the. Party officials responsible for

agric0.ture, can he decide that beCause you have got other sectors of

the economy screaming for scarce resources. You have got the military;

Which is extremely powerful and which is always able to extract more and

more from the economic system. You have got the Industrial ministries,

you have got regional Party offizials with other demands on the system.

And so the Miniiter of Agriculture has got to decide chit either he is

going to operate :aside tf.c framework or he is going to bash that

framework apart, in one way, in ordct to extract resources from the

system.
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Given the nature of the system as a whole, he will tend not to bash

it apart because he wants to continue to be the Minister of Agriculture

if for no otter reason than he Likes to prerequisites of running around

town in his Muscovitch and all the rest of it. But the problem is that

all he can do really is to sort of outline his program of what he thinks

is necessary and essentially send it off to the Politburo And then the

Politburo has the incredible job of trying to make up its mind on the

distribution :3! resources between sectors. And t/-.. Politburo, of

course; teals to presume that the subordinates always ,erstate their

needs in ogder to extract larger numbers of resour.1.2: ,om the center.

And so they tend to presume that the Minister o AgriciiIture's

presentation of the problem is probably enlarges that he can get

something out of them. So they tend to be sk-otical the information

that they get from the Ministry of Agriculture a,_ probably call him in

and gem him pretty extensively in making the final decision about what

kind f investments will be made in agricature.

['As does not solve the problem. We are just talking abort the

beginnings of solving the problem. At the Politburo to go back

to our othe'r question, it the Politburo level, this Ls where the

question of external resources would probably come into play. Az the

Politburo Ilvel, it might be decided that the system cannot possibly,

. take (funds away from a new missile system, or a new set of steel

plants; and the only way iu ar. solve the agricultural problem is by

imports. flow there are different sorts of imports that can be decided

on. You can import machinery; you can import fertilizer; you can import

the goods themselves. And here I would imagine that the Politburo would

create some sort of study group to determine whether to move in terms of

some sort of import of agricultural goons per se, fertilizer; equipment,
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or I think that is essentially the range of it. Now this; of course;

depends on; to a very large extent; the general foreign policy

relationship between the Soviet Union on the or hand, and the external

world on the other. It can gdt some of .hai.e e4ricultural goods from

within its own bloc. But not ! likely .'. can get sugar, for

example, from Cuba. So that not have to worry terribly much ih

terms of sugar in terms of its agricultural productivity; except that it

costs a lot of money to buy that sugar and that is a drain on resources,

but there are political reasons to keep that relationship alive; so that

you guarantee sugar and keep a good political relationship an the same

time. But the big question is, that given the relative lead of Western

technology in agriculture, there would be some people in the study group

that would say, well, look, we have seen these fantastic pieces of

equipment in thy. United States and Canada, why don't we simply purchase ,

some of them? Because our own ministers keep fighting forever about the

development of new equipment and we see this wonderful piece 9f

equipment; let us say; out in Saskatchewan, why don't we import that?

Sat that ousts currency, and that depencil, of course, on the trade

t.lance between the USSR and Canada and so tnat is a problecu.

I thIlk that these are the sorts'of considerations which have lead

the Soviet Union to a very short-term way of solving their agricultural

shortfall; like simply buying large amounts of grain from the United

states; from Argentina, from Canada when years arevery bad. They dc

not like this because it produces a certain sort of acper

which they are very, very seouitive. Bur in years when to,

has really gotten very, very hid, they have beer forced to

agricultural goods on the open market . the west in or,,.er to make up

for shortfalls at home. But *ice price they pay; of cc -se; depends very
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mach on the political relationship With the particular marketing state.

Obviously, when you are talking about the grain deal of 1973; I guess it

was, with the United States, Nixon had a very strong interest in

improving Soviet - American relations, so ne pressured the Department of

AgricUIture in this country to essentially sell off grain to the USSR at

very low prices. But at times when the relationship is not as good,

then the USSR has to pay more for its grain and does not like 'to do that

because of this whole problem of resource allocation. Well; this just

gives you a sense, I think, of the enlarged number of factors that you

get in this 'decision process as you move into the whole problem of

whether or not you are going to deal with shortfalls or lags of

productivity by going abroad.

There is another way one could cope with it. And this would be to

try and develop, what the Soviet side likea to talk about, is moral

incentives. That is to focus on increased productivity; not necessarily

by better use of technological inputs, but by sort of a reeducation of

the farmer. By attempting to move directly to the farmer and by trying

to convince the Soviet peasant more accurately that he and his family

have a great stake in higher productivity on the collective farm and it.

is really that they should develop a larger collective consciousness.

But there are difficulties with this, on the one hand, it is cheap; that

is, it does not demand fairly many inputs. That is, you just send out

agitators and propaganda. But the years of experience with

collectivization, in particular, have made the peasants not terribly

enthusiastic supporters of the regime so that, though at surface. level
_ .

this 1OOka Iike a cheap way of dealing with the situation, that is,

sending out more propaganda; that ill, in actual fact, it 'sight not pay

off very well because of the value system that the peasants have
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developed.

.
So that probably what one ends up with as a deciaion is you know;

you try everything, you tty a Little bit of everything.. You try to

figure it out. It ii teeny hied to tell whether this is done on the

basis of reiI neat effectiveness or not, but I imagine you try to

impto4i i4etythiag. That is, you try to improve the development of

technology: YOU try to convince your ministries to c9operate a little

bit better In developing new agricultural equipment. You try to

persuade the people in agricultural research to work more 'Closely with

the ministries and not be building new crazy schemes for some' sort of

Utopian type. You might establish a particular group of Party officials

in the system Who Wald ride herd on a group of agricultural researchers

and a group Of Ministries that could develop this new technique and get

it in line very quickly. In fact, that is the kind of thing that they

are trying to do all the time.

Another thing is that they have a passion for economy of -scale.

They consolidate and consolidate and consolidate. They take big units

a
and push them together with other big units. And they hope that if you

can put more equipment on these larger units that you will have more

efficiency but this keeps running into the question that the equipment,

in many instances, is not appropriate for that particaar locale. Add

one other problem and that in that a lot of control over the

agricultural equipment has been decentralized, in the sense that it was

sold Off to the Collective farms twenty, well more than twenty years ago

now and it Is very badly maintained. So that you hAve very good

equipment that goes out and then you have inadequate mechAftied on_ the

spot who can keep this equipment'in high repair. So one has to get
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trained people, to go out in the country, to repair agricultural

equipment.

But in order to do that, you need a decent incentive system, to

persuade them that that is something they ought to do and in order to do

that, you have got to improve the number of movies, bars, plays, and

decent housing in the agricultural areas; and of course; that is another

set of Investment decisions. And when you review all of these things;

it is a wonder, In fact, that they do as well as they do with the scarce

resources that they have.

Another solution that they hive tried, and I do not knou enough

about its outi,hiiiiTitermine its utility, but they keep using it, so I

guess they like it (although that is open to question as well), and that

is to bring industry and agriculture closer together, by setting up

canning plants that are right in the middle of the fields, rather than

have them miles and miles away. I would imagine that that is the sort

Of thing that fits into their ideological preferences and Would also

seem to be more efficient way of Improving agricultural production and I-.

an sure that there would be groups within the agricultural hierarchy,

both Party officials and government officials; who would argue fOr that,

who would say that it is this nice combination of the big field with a

plant right in the middle, with a canning plant right there, with a

railroad right up against it,--that is the way we have got to 'do it. But

I am sure, on the other hand, there wohId fie advocates of other ways of

using scarce resources Who woad fight With, these people and the outcome

probably would be a little bit for everybody. That is, not a clear set

of preferences in terms of we are going to improve agricaturaI

productivity in this way, but we are going to improve it in a wide range
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of ways; which essentially would be a political solution to an economic

problem. Political in the sense that all the competent bureaucracies

and interest groups would get some resources to make their effort to

improve the situation. And then everybody' would czoss their fingers and

hope that it works out.

Ode thing I forgot, When Brezhnev came into power, one of his pet

ideas was Iand recIametion, that is, to drain a lot of marginal lands; a
I

lot of swampy lands; and bring them into agricultural prcluctivity. I

am not sure what has happened to that, butithat was one of the schemes

which they thought was very important. It ran into incredible

technological problems because.they do not have Adequate pipe factories

to.prodnce the sort of equipment which was necessary to drain the

fields: And it also ran into incredible political problems because

collective farms did not cooperate with loco authorities and with the

develoiment of the program. And this does not now &deal CO have the

emphasis that it had early in the Brezhnev career. I have gotten a

little astray, I guess, from your original questino about if you were

Minister of Agriculture, how would I solve the problem. But; you know;

being a political scientist, I am interested in the depth; and how big

the problem is rather than the solution of it.-
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I. GSUP

(RARG) Minister of Agriculture does not_have fun responsibility for agriculture problems
(AQUA) Even though head of Council of Ministers

(RREA) SabjeCt_te POIitburo decisions
(ROUT) Strict limitations on his own power
(ROUT) Cannot simply go off and solve problem

II. GSUP

(RARG) Must consider whether problem should-be dealt within national or
(RELA) Should foreign trade be- considered
(RELA) Should equipment, fertilizer and -goods be imported
(RREA) If_considering_foreign_trade it_is_not his responsibility

(RELA) Hn_could_uot make_these decisions _

(ROUT)_ This_ impinges on_decisions (on how the problem can
(RCON) Let's keep it simple (RCON)

(RELA) No Foreign Imports
(RPSC) No Foreign grain
(RPSC) No Foreign fertilizers

III. GSUP

44

(RARG) Minister -moat detertine if infOrmation he rezeivesvis accurate
(KM) The AgricuItare Ministry is the -most conservative
(EELA) BIOCke /ftitiatives_of Party Leaders

(RPSC) Like_Khruschev
(RREA) Because it fails to provide accurate information
(RREA) _Because it fails to implement decisions

(RCM) Reliability of information collected is a problem

international context

be interpreted, solved_
etc.)
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V, GIPS

MG) Triditionally, USSR has suffered from a number of problems
(RPSC) CliMitic problems

(RCOM) Growing season not like US
(RCOM) Lend is not as fertile

(AQUA) Except in particular parts of country
(RCM) So; have-had difficulty produced by fate

(RPSC) Poor_productiVity_de dellectives
(RREA) Caused by fabler hilielf

(RREA) Have_not accepted the collective system
(ROUT) Spend_tore ti me -on their private plots

,_(RYAC) Most productive-sector Is Soviet Agriculture
(RSAS) Must address the relative_ productivity of the collectives' as opposed to the state

(MC) State farms are essentially- immense fettle _ firms
(RCOA) Like Green Giant farms growing_acree_of beans or peas
(RCON) Have to determine relative productivity

(RCON) Not an easy task

(RREA) Raises question of adequacy of farm machinery
(MC). Palm MiChiderk inadequate for years

(RREA) LiMited_nuiber of types of agriculture cquipint
(RELA) Udder_Stalin only had two types of tractors and:three harvesters_

(ROUT) Hid to use these whether operating in barren or wooden area
(ROUT) Under_Kruschev this changed

(AQUA) But the-Biggest problem is innovating equipment to meet
particdlar needs of different regins

(RCON) System his been-slow to produce these changes
(RREA) DeMande_intereinisterial cooperation which is

difficult to deveIco

GSUP

aG) Soviet Union has inadequate roads and storage Capidity
(RELA) Roads primeval in areas

(ROUT) Trucks battered up_quickly_____

(ROUT) Results in transportation problems in Willi Of getting griin to
(RELA). Inadequate storage

centers
(AQUA) Until recently

_ (ROUT) If grain got there, rotten in tilde
(RCON).So these ire all of the factors that must be considered

GSUP

tG) Some_probletS_Are L'undamentally ideological
(RPSC) Recently regime not limiting private plots

(RUA) BoIttering them
(ROUT) Thie Means allowing a_private_sector

withift_a Socialist State
(RCON) This relied ideological difficulties-

for this State
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GSUP

(RARG) If_nrivate_aector develops Causes need for new equipment
(RELA) Need_smaller equipment

(RPSC) Rot& _tillers
(RREA) For a more efficient job

(RCON) Need innovated equipment for smaller fields

GSUP

(RARG) Must consider desirable diet for citizenry
(RFAC) Demand for meat increasing recently

(ROUT) Need pigs and cows
(ROUT) Need grain and silage to feed them

(RCON) Must consider percentagea for silage as opposed to grain
(RCON) This is not easy_ market

(RREA) influenced by weather _

(RREA) IT:dig...red by transportation
(RREA) Infldedred by inadequate storage
(ROUT) USSR_haa had_to_slaughter pigs and cows

(RREA) Not_enough_grain to feed them as well
as population

(RQUA) Population must cone first
(ROUT) So pigs and cows which were built

up for 8 or 9 years killed
(ROUT) Uneveness in development of'meet production

(RCON) When you move in this direction the whole problem becomes almost unsolvable

IX. GSUP

(RARG) Problem of where to get monetary resources exist
(RSAS) NOt_eatiIy_decided

(RREA) Minister cannot decide bY himself
(RELA) Even allied with party official cannot be decided

(RREA) Other sectors are screaming for scarce resources
(RPSC) Military very powerful

(ROUT) Able to extract more from economy
(RPSC) Industrial ministries
(RPSC) Regional party officials
(ROUT) So minister has to decide whether or not to operate

in this framework
.(RSAS) Given the nature of the system he'll tend to

WOrk_Within it _
(RREA) BeCause_be wants to_stay_minister

(RREA) Likes the benefits of the job

X. GEVA

(RARG) Politburo presumes ministries overstate needs when distributing monetary, resources
(RREA) In order to extract larger numbers of resources from the center

(RELA) So they get something out of them
.(ROUT) Tend to be skeptical of information they get-from Ministry of Agriculture

(ROUT) Call in minister and grill in extensively
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(RAM Penalize cousidete Other factors than policy
(RELA) Where_the question of external resource come into play

(lUPSC) Might be decided cannt-take funds from new missle system
fRPSC) Msybe Can!t take away 'rei-new steel plants

(RSAS) May_be decided_the onlv_Way to Stave agricultur4 problem is through importing
(BELA) Could import mfachitKry
(BELA) Could import fertilizer_ 6

(BELA) Could import the goods themselves_
(RSAS) Politburo could create study group to determine if they should

import agricultural goods
(ROUT) Would depend on foreign policy relationship between USSR and

external world
(MC) Could get some agricultural goods from within its owe blot

(RQUA) But not likely
(RPSC) Could get sugar from Cuba

(BOUT) Doesn't have to worry sugar production
(RQUA) Could colt a log of money

(ROUT) Drains resources
(ROUT) Guarantee. sugar and keeps a good politica., relationship

alive -

(RFAC) Western_cruntrie!, have better technology

(ROUT) Some people will advocate buying equipment from US.
(RREA) OWil ministers keep fighting about development of

new_equipment_
(ROOS) So win suggest importing it

(RQUA) Cost *Duey _

(RQUA) Depend on trade_baIance
(RCM) So that's 4 problem
(BCON) Think these considerations have Ied to short-term

solutions
(RPSC) Like buying grain from US. Argentina and

.127)11; They don't like this
(RREA) Leads to'dependenty about

which they_ are sensitive
(RQUA) lo bad years they have had

to do this _

(RREA) To make upifor
shortfalls

(BFAC) Prices paid depend on political
relationship
(RPSC) Graiti_deaI of '-73. Nixon

wanted improved_reIstionship
(ROUT) Pressured Agriculture

- Deportment to ten
cheap

(RPSC) Other times relationship not
good -
(ROUT)fUSSR pays more

(RCCIM)

Don't like

.resource
allocation

(RCON) Gives sense-of size of problem

I
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XII. GEVA

(RARG) Develop moral incentives-
(RELA) Focus on-increased productivity _

(RQUA) Al opposed to technoIogieal solution
(RELA) Reeducate farmer _

(RELA) Convincing the peasaut_that he and his family'have a stake in higher
productivity on collective
(REW That they should develop a larger collective consciousness

(RSAS) BavWdifficulties with this
&WA) On one hand cheap, .but doesn't demand much input
(RELA) Just send out agitators and propaganda
(REM) Peasants not enthusiastic

(RCON) At surface looks like good solution, but may not pay off
(RREA) Because of peasants' value system
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(RARG) Try_to improve everyting A
(RPSC) Improve devetopment_ot technology
(RPSC) Try -to- convince ministries_to cooperate hetter_in developing new equipment
(RPSC) Persuade people in research to work more closely With Miniitriei 0.

(RELA) Not build crazy schemes
(ROC) Establish a group of Party officiate to ride herd_om_the researchers

(RELA) And ministries to develop the technique quickly
(RCON) They try to do this all the tine

(RFAC) USSR has passion for econonyof scale
(ROUT) Coclolidate everything

(RELA) NO big units ogether
(RREA) tdrhopes of ac.e efficiency
(ROUT) But, equipment often inappropriate
(RFAC) And control of equipment has been decentralized

(RELA) Sold off 20 years ago
(ROUT) Badly_maintained

(RREA) Goes out good and inadequar0 repairmen to keep good
(ROUT) Wilt-lave -to train people to tepeit

(MUT) Will need decent incentives to persuade people
to_ge_there _
(ROUT) Will_have to improve moVies both arik

housing
(RCON) With all of:this miracle have done so well

(RPSC) Another possibility they-try is bringing industry and agriculture together
(RCON) I don't know enough about its output to determine utility
(RFAC) They keep using it

(RREA) So they probably like it 3
(RQUA) Though that's open to question

(RPSC) Setting canning plants right in the middle of the fields
(RCON) This is the_kind of thing that fit.. into their ideology

- (dCON) Also si:ems Iike a way of- improving agriculture efficiency
(RCON) There_will be groups within agriculture hierarchy Who will argue for this

(RELA) Patty and GOVethatant Offidialk
_ (R!LA) They_will like this combination -of- field, plant and railroad

(RCM) But;theve will be opponents who will fight for other ways to tide scarce
resources

OUT) Outcome - a littte bit for everybody
(RCON) There just is not a clear set of preferences in terms of what to include 1= an

agriculture program
(pun Will have to use wide range of ways

(RCON) And this is a political solution to an economic problem
(RELA) In the sense that all the 11:erest groups get a little bir

(RCON) Everyone will have to cross his fingers and hope
(RPSC) Forgot one more possibility i.e., Brezhnev's lend reclamation

(RELA) Draining marginal lands-and swamps
(RCON) Dontt_khoe what happened to-it

.(AQUA) Though t_know they thought it important
(PCON) Rin_into technological problems _c

(RREA)_Inadequete_pipe_factories to produce equipment to drain
(RCON) Run WO political problems_-

(RREA) CollectiVes did not cooperate_ - _
(RCON) Does not seem to have as much emphasis now
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Novice A

The obvious answer to me would be to find 'more land, from other

countries maybe. set up an allied system With Other countries to get, a

trade exchange. Maybe develop' irrigation systems; do technological

studies; agricultural studies. Acquire information from other areas of

the world. That is all I can think of (Experimenter: Let your mind

wonder about what you know lbout Russia) You want to know abodt how to

develop more? (Experimenter: i crop productivity, grow more

Wheat and Ince) Develop 060 areas in agriculture maybe get a surplus in

Other a f agriculture. To make up for the things that they lack.

hire more people to de/the work.

1O&
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Novice B

Weil; you would need _to introduce more technologywhich would
_ ^

obviously involve educating a certain group of people solely for the

purpose of agricultural output. You would have to educate the farmers

in crop rotation and utilizing as much land as possible. I guess they

have a problem with making unproductive land productive too, which would

obviously increase production.

10
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Novice C

It seems like crop production in the Soviet Union has been a

problem for quite a while because they have been buying wheat from the

United S but what I know about the Soviet Union is really little.

So. I do know that they have been bringing in some people from the

United S . Id fact, / know someone personally. Who has, not in the

Soviet Union; but has gone to Eastern Europe to teach farmers how to

grow strawberries, for instance; and increase production and to grow

better strains. So, I think that is oneway to solve the problem. But

in fact, no. I think that is the best way to solve the problem, would

be to bring in experts from other countries with the knowledge that they

heed.
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I. (GIPS)

(RAID) Crop ProductIon-hea_been_problem for a_whiIm
OKIIM Barre been importIng wlmeat from US
(EquA) I know little about USSR
(ROUT) Have brought people in from US

(MAC) I know someone personally who went to Eastern Europe
(RE14 Teaches bow to grow strawberries

(112 Bow to increase production and grow better strains
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Novice D

What needs to be done is to increase production and because le are

a commlhist society arid we believe in Narxist-Laninist ideology we would

have to make it known to the workers on the collective farms, etc. that

working hard to increase productivity benefits all. The government; of

course, realizes that we have to take a big role in aiding you, and for

that reason we are furthering our technology to the best we can. The

thing I want to say here is, I do not know if-I can criticize. I think

lt'at I am doing is I am making a speggh to the people. We have realized

that out policies in the past have been a bit strict in rewarding the

people with material goods. Therefore we are going to relax that policy

. not been working as hard as they can. It is a two-way thing. Because

we have not been rewarding you materially, you have felt that you do not

have any incentive to work as hard. If we both.work together in this

respect, production will increase and the food supply will increase for

all. We can sell- nw.e abroad and therefore increase our revenue to be

shared equally; distributed equally, among our populace. &Pi in effect,

we have to work together here.
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I. GEVA

Novice U 115i

(RARC) Rewarding_people_more_generously has to be tonbined Ulth harder work
(RSAS) WOrkers have not been- working as hard as they tin

(RUA) No incentive to_work_hard_
(ROUT) If work together, production_w:Il_increase

(ROUT) Food supply will increase for all
(ROUT) Can sell more abroad

(ROUT) Increasdb revenue to be shared equally
(RCOF) HAVe to work together to increase production
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Novice E

Old-fashioned methods of farming. So maybe What needs to be done
4 '

4/i
is to introduce newer methods of failping and obviously the people

probably need educated on how to use these new methods, especially if

they introduce new machinery. I remember reading somewhere that on the

land that the people own:themselves, that crop production is much higher

than it war on the state plots. -Perhaps if the people could be

allocated more benefits ;rim the state land, thin giving it aII

to the state, crop production might increase. Maybe the organization of

hOw the crops are pleated and harvested is not adequate. Perhaps that

should be changed. What kind of system they use to plant thn.crops, if

people from a certain town have to go out to a state plot and plant at a.

certain time. Maybe if it has to be worked around their jobs and plus

around rha s "theyare planting and

harvesting at the wrong times. It seems that just education in general

may 64 a problem. Like updating Of methods. What about their

/ think they would need new machinery. When I think of the

machinery they have they probably have old rusting harvester machilery.
_ _

And if they got it, they would probably import-their new_machinerY, they

would have to educate the people on how to sae it, or there would

probably be only a haolfuL of people who could use it, and if something

should break, I duubt there would be even very many people who would

kdOw how to repair, so maybe something on that line, maybe if their

machinery is broken down. Maybe soil fertilization methods and maybe

their horticulture_ is not very good. Maybe the people have been

planting crops on this land year in and year out anZ .they never

fertilized land and it is just reality arid'and not fertile. (What

about-climate?) I am not sure tbaut their chiding. I know it is very
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and-prec-ay-d-r-y-,-a-short_summer. Maybethey are not xlanting the

right :tops for the climate. Maybe they are trying to grow the wrong

types of plants. Maybe they should study the climate wore and what

types of crops vow better in that type of clinate. They are ,probably

not growing pineapples. Maybe their irrigation is had. If it is dry,

maybe-they have no irrigation system and the crops all just c1.1, up and

wither away, but maybe to have an efficient irrigation system, they

would need better engineering. Maybe they.do not have that. That is

about it. (Gin you think of anyching else?) The government is probably

very much involved in crop production aiyway, but maybe if they would

get more people involved at the lower level Where it is happening rather

than have like a bureaucratic overlook of the thing and maybe have a few

foremen-type people supervfse them, they would really study the problem

of why crop production is lower. The people cho are doing the planting

o and who are., deciding what needs to be planced and who are tending the

et-dinsmaybe peuple aw not tend-T-F,a ,iepot if it is state land. Maybe

they are tending their own crops on their own land. Maybe weeds are

roomitg-in Nayba-thers-44-4-way-te got-the-peoinle-people

I think that is probably important. If they do not have any incentive;

they are not going to take care of.the crop, very well, if they have to

give them aIl away and have old machinery and no irrigation and dry land

and grouchy overseers. That's about II I can think of.
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I. GEVA.. .

1

(RARG) Prc,ide_systom fot pIALTICIfig

(RELA) Gerteiu_people plant at certain State farm at certain times
(OW Haybe_worked_arnund their
(RELA) Worked_around pint

(MA) May be platting and hacvcetiog At wrong time
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The first [king to realize is the history of the Soviet Union, hOW

after the socialists; or the Bolsheviks, came into power they tried to

make collectiye farms and how that did not work. But then again when

they tried to give the parcels of land to the peasantWthat didn't work

because the peasants would only produce enough to make a profit and if

they were nat making a sufficient profit they would stop producing, Just

produce enough for themselves. The force methods did DOC work. Perhaps

instead of trying to buy grain from the united States, if-we tried to

improve V moneumy gains that farmers. could get from producing more

crops. Perhaps we would try new methods Of farming in lands like

Siberia which traditionally have n that much or in the
c

different sea areas. Well that is technology. You know. You can grow

certain things with technology to supplement other'crops, lust the' way

alternate energy sources haxe been to energy. &Specially in the Soviet

Union there are so many shortages at patiodiciseslt that one of theAag

problems is that every once in a while ylie getd(orms or other types of

natural calamities that interfere with the crops.

So if you want productivity increased I think the best thing to do

would be to try to increas the mode of your theme(?) to the peasants.-

Perhaps try to link thenatIolal goaIll more closely With the peasants

than we have been doing in the past. Cause in the past the peasants

have been more slighted insuring the gains. Try to develop ,e

alternate sources of food, plus try to get a reliable back-up source for

food in case there are periodic famines'and crop shortages as there have

been in the past.

1
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I,GIPS

(RARG) Heve_to_considat history of SoViet_Union
(RPSC) Bolsheviks tried to Make collective farms

(ROUT) Didn't work
RPSC) Bolsheviks_tried_to give parcels of land to peasants

(ROUT) Didn't work ,

(RREA) Peasants would only produce enough to make profit
(RELA) Not enough profit, stop producing except for selves

(RCON) The force methods didn't work

II.GEVA

fRARG) Use _technology_ to improve production
(RELA) Can grow certain things with technology to supplement crops

(ROM) Like with alternative energy sources
(RREA) Helps when there are shortages because of natural calamities

9
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Posthevide B

It would be necessary to once again educate the farmers as to their

role to the revolution and how after the revolution has been achieved

What is expected of them, as far as producing enough for themselves and

enough of a surplus so that_ they can feed the rest of the people who are

working in the cities. To increase productiVity agricnIturally, there

would also be a need for intensified work in the industrial segment for

necessary farm implements to be distributed among the workers. maybe

not eve* needed to have work points for farm implements. If we could

produce enough farm material, they could be _handed out rather than

hiving to have peasants spend the:r surplus on necessities of doing

their trade, Which would give them surplus money or whatever, grain, to

buy something that were niceties. Maybe organic farming, because it is

so much easier to obtain the needed things, the necessary elements Of

organic farming, rather than chemical farming which depletes the soil,

makes it every year harder to work the land. If organic methods were

employed, it would be a lot easier to till theland every year. You are

recycIipg in a sense, working with the ground, working with nature,

rather than working against it atZ possibly poisoning the people and the

land also not necessitating teohnologicaI advances in the chemical

industry which would not necessarily be having money spent on them at

that time. Employ crop rotation; more collectives but not necessarily

everybody living in a commune. There would not necessarily have to mean

that you would not have your own plot of land also, but collective

tilling of the land and collective harvesting of the land, decided by the

peasantC; not the government, who should have what when. No more

Machine Tractor Shops. Perhaps each collective could own their own, if

industry could produce enough, own their own machinery the operating of
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which would count as work points and the people who they were working

for would not have to pay for thAt, so that would also be less

requisitioning of idepIdt4 salsa that they are achieving. Better

irrigation.
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I: GEVA

(RARG) Have_to_,educate farmers as to their role in the revolution
(RELA) What_is_expected of them-after the revolution

(RELA) Producing enough for themselves and surplus for people in the city

126

II.GEVA

(RARG) Intensify work in industrial sectors
(RREA) To_make_more itOlements for distribution to workers

(RREA) If_enough produced..then_peasants wouldn't have to spend $ on necessities
(ROUT) That would give them extra money to spend on niceties

IILGEVA

(RARG) Should do organic farming
(RREA) Easier to-obtain necessary items
(RREA) Chtical fatning depletes the soil

( .ELA) Every year it is harder to work the land
(RCOM) Would be easier to till organic farmland than chemically grown

(AREA) Are_recycIing in_ a swim_
(RELA) Working_the ground_with_nature
(RELA) Rather than possibly poisoning it and_people

(RREA) Doesn't necessitate the same_technoIogicaI_advances
(ROUT) Won't need money spent in chemical industry

IV. GEVA

(RARG) Have more collectives
(RQUA) Not necessarily everyone living in communes
(RQUA) Doesn't mean no private plots
(RELA) Collective tilling of the land and harvesting
(RELA) Decisions made by peasants, not government

-(RELA) Who should have what when .

-(RELA) No_more_machine_tractor stops
(RELA) Each_coIlective could own their own machinery

(RQUA) If they could produce enough
(RELA) People working on machinery would earn work-points

(ROUT) People who they were- working-for wouldn't have to pay
(ROUT) Less requisitioning of surplus value
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Postnovice C

It is hard for me to even think. I can hardly remember what I said

last time. (You are not supposed to be thinking about what you said

last amp.) (What do you think could be a possible problem for low

productivity?) The basic problem in the Soviet Union is not having

enough land for growing crops for the people Who cover the entire Soviet

Union. Also the weather. Their crops probably fail due to the cltmate

and geography more than anything else. (So, what would you :do about

this?) That is the problem. Wha,'. would I do? They seem to be having

more success with. I am not exactly sure how it runs right now. They

still have the state farms and the collective farms I think. But they

seem to be having more success with the state farms than anything else.

But you can't say that either, because they also seem to hove success

when they just leave the peasants to themselves. The problem would

probably be in technology and modernization and developing new strains

of crops; or maybe just coicentrating their crops on the hardiest ones,

the ones that will grow there; instead of trying to grow so many

different things. I would start to consider *reign trade. .EXporting

crops and bringing in things we do not have. Brifiging also in the

technology from western countries to start growing things we do not

ha4i, if it is possible. Making some of the more arid parts of the

Soviet Union, I guess using irrigation, new technology, to start growing

crops,inthose areas. I as not sure ahat, if anything, could be done to

the north, but probably that is what I would try_to_r.ohcentrate--,,n. The

science of agriculture, rather than any kind of a social change.
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I. GEVA

(RARE) Consider foreign trade
(RPSC) Export crops
(RPSC) Import what we don't have

(AMC) Import technology from west
(AREA) To start grcying things we don't have

al
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Poitnovice D

Crop production is down, the peasants are not producing as such as

they are able to, and that is due to that they do not.want to.

Therefore we hay., to increase material incentives. For 50 Years .the

Soviet Union has existed and we have not really tries to -- everytine we

have tried to increase incentives, tt has always backfired on us. It

has lasted two or three year's and then we go back and use coercion and

renationalize all the farms and stuff, so therefore, I will 'do

everything in my power to convince the Chaitman and the Politburo to

make laws to increase material incentives. (What other kinds of

problems would cause low productivity other thah-iincenhtves?) Well, our

machinery and technology, all over the world, machinery and technology

can always be luiproved, and of course wiare doing everything in.ohr

power to improve it, but that is not the main cause of Our low

production. One thing that is a problem is the consistency of Where the

good machinery goe. ^ and we are going to try to distribute Machinery

and highly trained technicians more equally throughout the countryside.

We had-a bad year weatherwise and next year I hope we have a better one.
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I. GEVA

(RARG) Haire co increase_incettives

(2FAC) USSR his existed for 50 years and_never molly tried it
(RELA) Everytime it wilt tried it backfired

(RFAC) Has lasted on 2 or 3 yearn
(ROUT) Then vent bptk sad used_coercion
(ROUT) Then would renationslize '.arms

(RCM) Would convince Chairman and Pol4tburo to wake laws to increase incentive's
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s;

Okay, we Will start with methods. Production is down. Maybe they

are not using the correct methods. Maybe they need new farm machinery.

Maybe the machinery they have needs worked on Maybe it has to do With

the arability of the land. Maybe they need to fert'...ize more,

crops. If the people who are farming, if it is a cooperative farm or

something, and it is just farmers, just peasants putting their days in

on the coop farm, they probably really do not know that much about

modern fermi ng methods, so perhaps the tate should take some time and

educate thim in that field. If they have got MTS's (machine tractor

stations) coming in to do plowing or so forth; there are other people

still coming in to do the plowing if the, -coop can not 'afford their own

equipment, and. there could be some inefficiency in the process.
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Post -nOvic: E

(RAM) If production is downy then they may not be using correct methods.
(RPSC) Maybe machinery used needs work
(RPSC) Maybe it has to do with arability of land

(RELA) May need'to fertilize more
(R.EIA) May need to rotate .crops

(RPSC) May be/problem with the farmers
(RE A) May be just putting /4 their days at the co-op
(RUA) Probably don"t know much about modern farming

(RCON) State should take time to educate them

137
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Postnovice F

The re I think about the problem, I am beginning to believe that

the only elution is 0 continue to import grain. I do not believe that

the area i the Soviet Union that is available for farming is large

enough t supply the country's needs, especially with the weather

conditioni the way they are. Every method that has been tried only

works periodica..iy. There is continued periodic famines or crop

failures. So; I think that the -only way that this problem can be

alleviated or eliminated is to set up a continuing supplier of food'

stuffs for the people.
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I.GEVA
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(EAEO) Shoula continue to import grain
(UREA) The area in USSR available for farming is not sufficient to supply country's needs

(RELA) Especially with weather conditions
MEW Every method -used has-worked only periodically

(REIA) Periodic crop failure-or faiine_
(RCON) Set up a continuing supply of foodstuffs
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Graduate Student A

Let us see now. How to increase prOductivity. well, it is going

to be real tough. right now because there is going to be a lot of

opposition. The problem I have is that if I provide incentives to

increase productivity, what is going to happen is the Socialist system

going to be under consideration. The problem is that the measures that

I. propose might be rejected by other guys in the Politburo. They might

be rejected by especially guys Iike Keirienka and those people who

Let me think of the options. that could be done to increase

productivity in the Soviet Union. You could always increase private

property, private plots, that will improve, this will be a kind of

capitalist solution. Let us see, how am I going to do this? Cause we

have got to stop importing grain from the United States. They could

clamp an embargo against us at any time. Let me think, first of all,

the link system, increase the size of private plots; what you could also

do is increase ;nines but that will give people the impression that

there is inflation in the Soviet Union. It will most likely, decrease

the -lines at the grocery stores, but it is going to increase

and we do not want it to appear to the West that there is an Inflation

problem in the Soviet Union.

Let us see, then you could also; right now, you have got to provide

incentives .somehow 'lr these farmers. If they do not have any

incentives, then there is also the whole business of the transportation

system in the SOviet Union that is inadequate. A lot of grain gets lost

that way. Fertilizers, let's see, how does Hungary do it? The best way

to exaiine the solution is to see how Hdngary is trying to solve its
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agriculture problem. What they have; what a lot of people have in

Hungary is what you call a rent a coop system. Where urban dwellers can

rent a,certain private plot in the countryside and make their crops that

way. Or :what. we could do is increase' the prices that the collective

farmers have to.sell their prOduce to, so that they will., have more

incentives. Provide for production for profit on the collective faims.

Or let us see. we could also cut down the number of state farms and make

them collective farms again.

What you could also do is promote economies of scale on

agricultural level. gut we are going to need, the problem is that the

tractors break down and then there is going to leave a whole influx of

farm labor and, there is a shortage of labor in industry. We are going

to have to train a lot of agricultural workers. Let us see, if we

The best way to go about

What I am going to

Increase. it is going to be a tight squeeze.

the whole business, to increase productivity.

recommend? Which will not sound capitalistic. Okay, so what you do is

promote increased mechanization of the farms. We have got to increase

tractor production but .the problem with that is that it will take money

away from the military sector. Well, and the United States is

increasing its defense budget like ead. Wall, how are we going to do

this? Well, what we are going to have to do is take some money out of

the defense sector and into agriculture because military power is not

going to be the only way to solve world problems, we need a little

diplomacy here. What we are going to do, the hest way to increase

agricultural productivity in the Soviet Union would be to take money out

of defense and promote tractor building. Put the money into the tractor

building industry which will increase tractor production in- the Soviet

Union to promote mechanization of agriculture. And then what you have
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got to do is increase fertilizers prod cation. And then you have to

provide for adequate incentives f,:r the collective farmers to increase

their grain productivity. In fact, what we have got to do is decrease

the amount of money in the savings accounts in the `vieOet 'In ion because

there is just so much money in the savings accounts. But the problem is

if we increase; darn; if we increase the price of bread there will be

food riots in the Soviet Union. We can't do that either.

Well, what we have got to do, this is a toughie, well, thebest way

we can do it is promote economies of scale in agriculture to further the

amount of state farms. We shrId kind of.take our cue from aggregate

business in the United Stites to see; or what could be done is to divide

State farms and make them more manageable; that sounds good. For

example, to decrease the amount of coLlective farms; but increase the

number of state farms and then what you 'do is increase the supply of

agricultural kind of subsidize their ability to buy agricultural

machinery so that they could have more agricultural machinery, more

tractors, more fertiLizer. That wiLl free up a lot of labor that can go

into industry in the Soviet Union. That wilt further increase

industrial growth in the Soviet Union.

So basicalLy, the solution to increase agricultural productivity is

to increase capital investment in agriculturalrelated industry, like

the tractor and the fertilizer, it will put people out of the

countryside and into the cities and then what we do is build increased

schools for people the cities so that they can be trained to use, so

that we can pour more money into increased industrial growth, more

workers will go there, freed from the countryside, and it wiii be more.

That is really the best way to go about it for now, to increase
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agrizultural.productiVity. TItt*re will be and also to increase the

pay of state farm workers and to promote the amount of amenities in the

countryside so that life in the countryside will not be all that boring.

So basically, the solution is not just related to the Ministry of

Agriculture, it is a whole lot of variables in a situation. But really

that will be the best way to do it so that,but it will involve, the big

risk involved will _be taking money out of the defense and heavy

industries into the light and agricuIturv-related ministries; _and the
0

problem right now in the Politburo is political feasibility. Because a

number of Politburo members; especially people like Grisyan. like

Techenov, and all the metal eaters, like Dotal, and those guys. They

are just not going to be politically feasible now, but it probably will

be politically feasible in the near future ween are facing bread

riots, when we are facing crisis proportions in our agricature and so

the people will have to realize that something will have to be done

about our agaculture and so this will, this will basically be the

solution, to take money out of the defense and heavy industr! into the

light industries,. develop tractors, and agricultural related industry,

.and that will take people off the countryside, Into the urban areas.

That will relieve the labor shortage in the urban areas. So that is

really zhe solution t.,at I propose to the whole agricUIturaI, to

increase agricultural rodnctivity. It will not sound capitalistic at

all.
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T.GSUP

(BAP.G) There is going to be a lot'of opposition
(RSAS) Can increase incentives. but against the socillisf_systas .

(RSAS) Measures I might propose might be rejected by Politburo:
(RPSC) Kieryenka might reject measures

II: CE'7A

(BARG) Could_inerease prices ---

(ROUT) Could give impression that there is inflation in USSR
(ROUT) Could. decre4se lines at grocery store_

(RCUA) But it is going to increase inflation_ _ _ _

(RSAS) Don't want it to appear as if inflation problem exists

(RAW) Best_way t, /ook_at_problem is to see how Hungary 'does it
(RPSC) Uove a rent a crop aYetem

(RELA) Urban dwellers rent private plots

-
/V. GEVA

(RARG) Take money out of defenie and put -it -into agriculture
(RREA) Militaty power_ not the only way to solve world problems

- (REIA) Need a_little_diplomacY
(RELA) Teke_detieY_out of defense and put it into tractor balding

(ROUT) Will promote mechanization of agriculture

144

V. GSUM

(RABG) Intreale capital investment in agriculture
(RPSC) Into tractors
(RPSC) Into_fert4izers
(ROUT) Ir will wive people out of countryside and into cfties

(RREA) So they can be trained_
(ROUT) We c put sore 'Seeley into increased indusi-Aim l growth

(RCCN) Best way to go for now _ _

(RREA) Will -be -able tie inereaae_pay of state farm

(RELA) Promote she *mount of amenities in countryside
(ROUT)_Life_in_countryside_won't be so hcring

(Rco0) Solution -act just related_ to Ministry of Agriculture

(RREA) Whoie_lot of variables exist
(RSAS) Big -risk wtll be taking money defense and heat, iiiddatries and:potting it Into

Agriculture

1146
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(RARG) PrObably not-a-politically feasible solution now
(RAJA) atit_van be when there are bread riots

ORRA) Then people will realize that something must be dorm
(RCON) So_solution_WiII be to take-money from defense and put it into agriculture

(RELA) Put_it into tractor dalielopment
(ROUT) Nill_take_ped0Ie.tit_Of countryside inty_crban-areaer

TROUT)_WiII reliewt_iaber-Shortigi-in urbar areas
(RCON) Solution will not sound OSpitaiitic

r

1
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First of all you would have to consider two contexts in the broad

sense, one is the 4 internal- context, and the other would be the

international one. And the internal context is obviously going co be

critical for grain production to be increased fa? the cake of

maintaining social peace and order. In that sense you should offer

incentives internally. incentives in the sense of economic barter

exchange, in the sense of, for the local producer to produce more, try

to get the private farmer to be integrated into the state market system.

On the state level, within the domestic context, one wohId have to look

et the productivity of state farms- if they should be more centralized

or decs.ntraIized. Id other words, on the state level, what you would

want to look at is a thorough-going study of the productivity of state

facets as opposed to private farms.

to the twit years, private farms have°Oroduced more than state

farmsi but the techniques from private farms have. not been integrated .

tato the state farming setor. And that would be an option- One woad

also have to consider tut various provinces and the regions, and the

incentives for r:oductivity one might want to offer. The Ukraine, for

example, his been very good se far as production in the last five years.

Other areas; such as South Georgia, have not been as strong.

On the international scene, you would have to look et ctia

possibilities of !f productivity could not be increased, in the

shor, term. Australia. New Zealand, Argentina, and perhaps even the

United States conId be tapped. Canada, of course, is a prime factor to

be considered as well. Such considerations'would also rest upon Soviet

behavior in the international as 'ell. So Soviet behavior; if crop

148
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productivity-wis to be an overall objective of Soviet policy internally;

then Soviet behavior externally would have to be tempered in such a way

so as not to upset producers or cause problems in international trate

and exchange between potential wad producers and the Soviet ULlon.

Some extraneous factors that would hive to Be considered would be 'Or

example climate. One would want to acquire the most accurate and

uptodata forecasts one could, not only from Soviet sources, but from

othee sources as well. This would include not only within the Soviet

Union but also with regard to other countries. Projected crop

performance given changes in climate and such, for example, Canada and

Australia. Argentina's grain crop for the peat three years has been

fairly large, but a change; a shift in the Clinatei in some small way

could create some problems, and thereby eliminate Argentina as a viable

source.

In- past years, the Soviet Union has not been very successful in

predicting, or at least reacting- to, successful- predictions of climate

changes. A more ayatematit attempt to both look a'. forecasts and

integrate them into the planting and harvesting season iiUId have to Be

looked at. For the most part, it would be of prime importance to stress

that crop productivity is critical for the Soviet Unon. In the

internal scene, not only with regards to maintaining social order and

peace; But also on the international scene for the possibility 'f

exports; as well; If for example; the Soviet Union does indeed have ti

import grain as It has since 1974: At various timed and to varying

degrees, the impact upon currency, eAiliWge markets; gold gales; and

exports of other kinds, including petroleum, especiallYi for example, to

Argentina, would also have to be considered. But it becomes crucial,'

from my point of view, If I am talking from the point of view that I sm.

14
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assigned here; that crop productivity becomes a priority in overall

Soviet objectives; both domestic policyind fbreign policy as well.

LS 0

4.1
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I.GEVA

(RARG) Offer incentives internally _

(RELA) In the sense of economic barter exchange
_ _ _

(RREA) To get the primpte farmer to be integrated into the state market system

II.GSUP

(RUG) Leek at-state'farm productivity
(rREA) To see if they shouid be-more centralitaed or decentralised
(RELA) Thorough study of state- farms-vs. private farms

(RFAC) In_past_years private firms have produced more-than state farms
(RFAC) Techniques from private farms have not been integrated into state

farti_SySteM
(RCON) This might be an option

ILI.GEVA

(RARG) Need to acquire accurate and up-to-date forecasts
(RELA) From Soviet Union and other sources
(RELA) Regarding Soviet Union and other countries
(RELA) Projected crop performance given climate changes

(RPSC)_From anada and Australia
(RREA) Argentina's crop -for past 3 years has been fairly large but a change in climate

could eliednate_it as a source_
(RREA) past; USSR not_good'with predictions

(URA) At_least_reacting_to them. _

(RCON) Need a systematic attempt to look at forecast and integrate with planting and
,harvesting

/V. GEVA

(RARG) Stress prime importance of crop productivity
(AREA) Maintains social order and peace internally
(RREA) Make exports a possiblity, internationally

(RELA) If USSR has to import grain have to onsider impact on exchange markets, etc.
(RPSC) Like petroleum to Argentina

(RCON) Crucial that crop productivity becomes priority in both domestic and foreign policy
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Graduate Student C

Okay, well, since this is a problem not without real -world

referent. First thing, I would do is identify crops that can most

eaiiiIy be"; well, that are most amenable to increased productivity. So I

would look at the crop types that I want. Of course I would try to map

them to the most logical soils for them to grow in. A 1ot of times in

the past when like Khrushchev has tried to have corn planting, you khow,

campaigns, it was planted in the wrong places. Okay; so I am looking at

crop type, sails, and I would look for an appropriate level of

mechanization to compliment the types of crops and the places I want

them to be. SO I would look at the appropriate level of mechanizatihn.

Now, having thought very quickly, these appear to be the three main

variables that I would want to look at. Well, of course, also manpower.

But that is sort of a subset of mechanization; which will depend on What

kinds ^F manpower you have. I want to increase crop productivity.

Okay, now, my personal predisposition is not just to raise

productivity per se, I would want to also come up with a marketable

product. Something that doesn't rot in storage bins or get rained on

dud rot in the fields. So I would look at consumer demand,-what kind Of

shortages. do I have in society? Ts this just a storming campaign to hit

an arbitrary production target? Or, you know, does it really make sense

in terms of Soviet society? So, I would try to assemble a little

inter-Advisory commission of experta, maybe from ministries of science,

from collective farms, state lams, and I will say, okay, look, we have

got these sorts of regions that are arable that we can plant. Give me a

map, soil types; that grows here? Okay, you fellows get together, and

take these arable lands, put them iu some sort of coherent regions; so

153
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then we will look at regions. .Maybe regions A through F or A through X,

depends on how many. And them I would get a breakdown. What kinds of

soils are here? What kinds of crops grow in these soils? And What are

the objectives, or of; infrastructUral needs for e^commodating these

types of crops in these typesof locales? So I would let these experts

recess for a day or two, a week, two months, and we would reconvene and

I would take.a good hard look at the types of objective data that they

are presenting me with. And I will look at my own gut level imprea.lons

of what Soviet society-needs, as far as increasing consumer satisfaction

and °wand on and on. I didn't mention how much money I have to spend.

But of course I would like to get this best of all possible worlds sort

of picture before I start worrying about money. Now if I wanted the

most sprouting things per rubble, then I may plane at. inappropriitTe mix.

So I would like to get this or of rational picture mapped out before I

worry about money. And then of course:there is going to be tradeoffs,

invest In stuff that produces a lot of roughage versus investing in

things that people:really wane to buy; maybe rye; cause you can make

vodka and bread from it, I don't know, maybe rye is a hot item.

So I would tend assume that if I was the Minister of

Agriculture, and agriculture was getting as much priority treatment as

it has under Breshznev that I would not be working with limited

financial resources. I'am assuming, more or less, unlimited financial

resources. Se I would then try to stick to as rational and strategy as

was possible given 'my expert input and them if or of financial

constraints or political'constraints impinged in the implementational

phase, then I would just sort of, from my own personal predictions, try

and politically in fight to support what I think best mix of crops that

I want to see growing.
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I. GSUP

(RARG) Assemble commission of experts from_veriety of areas
(RELA) From Ministry of Scienco Collectives, and State farms
(RREA) To provide them with maps, soil types, eta. so they can put them into coheret.c

regions
(ROUT) Get specific needs of each region and their objectives

(RELA) Have them recess and reconvene to study objective.
(ROUT) Would compare them with my impressions of societal needs

I1. GSUP

(RAFG) Would want to know what is best before worrying_about money__
(RREA) If wanted to get most sprouts per ruble might plant inappropriate mix
(RREA) There are tradeoffs

(RELA) Invest in stuff that produces a lot of ruffage vs. what people really want
to buy
(RPSC) Rye, for bread and vodka
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Non-expert Expert A

If the Director of Agriculture for the Soviet. Union can't solve the

problem, I am not so presumpttlous as to think I might be able to do it.

i suppose that in solving this problem; the first thing that I would

have to do would be to try to figure out what the patterns cf production

were in various parts of the'country, What parts of the cgricultursl

problem can be attributed to weather, things beyond the control of human

beings who work in agticeiture. If you're asking me to solve the

problem, I have to tell you flat out I can't do it. The only thing I

Would be able to do supposedly would be to set up some systematic

investigation of why the problem is the way it is.

I'm somewhat familiar with the problems of agricultural production

in Latin Adetican, and not With the Soviet Union at all, and I know that

part of the problem in Latin Aeerica is the- fact that the government

doesn't invest enough in the infrastruEturaI aspects of agriculture,

such as granting credit for fertilizers and.infraatructuraI aspects Like

.:roads and transportation so that people can get their thing.; to the

market. I suppose one of the things I would have to do is to make sure

that of all--I know the Director of Agriculture in the Soviet Union

would be very; very similar to a member of a pressure group who would be

trying to get scarce resources from the Soviet badget, just as that

would occur in any country. And so I guess I'd have to do two things:

I'd have to know exactly what the problem was; and I'd have to wage a

campaign in order to get more resources for my particular sector of the

economy.

17
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I'm not an agriculturalist gad I don't know auy or: the prel'alems

involved at all. I suppose that's why you got a here, because you knew

I wasn't an expert in agriculturi . I think that sc..e of the problems in

agricultural production haVe is 3n with low incentives on the of

people Who prodded, 161, really probably what we've 'got is an ecenoeic

proble.., in infreitreatatn problem; a morale problem to some extent.

Pelt of the problem to the Soviet Union I suppose caa be laid on

the doorsteps of a cartel!, mount of collectivization of agriculture.

_think that I believe that human blings are probably going to produce and

take care of things best that they thetteIVea are responsible for and

actually own. Id Poland, for examine; a lot more agriculture is in the

hands Of private farmers and their production seems to be better. Even

though Poland has got its problems right now, one of the problems you

don't hear so much about is Polish agriculture. I think something lika

80 percent of Polish agriculture is in the hands, or the land is owned

by the farmers who work it. I's, not sure at this point in the Soviet

Union whether politically it would be fiedibie At 4II to think about

turning over more plots Of Lind to individuals to let them work it.

think I know at Iedit in the Soviet Union chat great tracts of land,

huge tracts Of land; are farmed in much the same way that they are in

-the United States; in a sort of agro-complex: but they are state owned

and the people who work on them, of course, work on state-owned farms

for the most part. So I suppose I'd have to investigate the extent to

which I thought the people and work on agriculture were demoralizecror

not demoralized, the extent to which their productivity; could be

increased.
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I'vr: been inpressed over the yearG that part A the Soviet Unin'e

Icoblem with respect to agriculture is just a lot of bad luck. They've

had a lot of climatic kinds 07 prOblema, a Iot of seasonal airi a lit of

torenttal rains, a lot of frosts and so forth, in tl*t tinge Land of

cheers.. I suppose to some extent we've been spared a lot of that;

although it could happen in the United States aswell. You can plan and

van and plan and lay down beautiful projects add so forth and

weather doesn't cooperate; of course, you're in bad trouble.

At any rate, I've tried to solve the problem by taking a look at

the patterns of production, by taking a look at how I felt. The farmers

who are producing and the attitudes and so forth, as well, I suppose, as

try to make sure that I had what was considered to be a proper

investment in agricUltural infraxtructural aspects of the economy, as

Director of Agriculture.

I've never fancied myself to be a politician, really, and that's

what this man would have co be. We think of the Soviet Union as being a

very closely tied-together system, where everything is dictated by the

COmmunist Pirty. In fact that's not true. There are as many pressure

groups within the Communist Party vying for their piece of the pie as

one might expect from a more pluralistic system. You say solve the

problem. I'm telling you that I probably wouldn't be able to give You

any answers in chip bright room. I've probably said as such as I know

about agrizulture-.

159
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The only other thing I would comment on is the interesting problem

of arains in the world as a whole. Many I.acin American countries import

far more grain, much more grain, than they can possibly produce, because

people eat bread. Bread seems to be the staple Of human beings more o:

less Over the earth, except in more affluent societies where more anical

protein can be consumed, It is a very interesting thing how many

countries in the world who (1,,pend on wheat have to depend on the United

States and Canada and Argentina and other huge grain-producing

countries, in order to get lust the flour for the bread that they

consume, and the Soviet Unto'. is to the same situation, interestingly

enough. There is something very, very Wrong with Soviet agriculture.

The Potential it there.. I would have to no a lot more im,atigating to

tie whether I felt that most of the problem was due to the types of

incentives that are produced when people don't work on their own land,

whether most of the problem is due to thingn beyond the control of the

Director of Agriculture in the Soviet Unioa, or weather the probItms are

more along the lines of just not ono.:gh Investment in advancing

agricultural methods in ways to keep the soil fertile; and to make sure

that crop are produced at a reasonably high rate.

So; you've put me on to a problem that I don't think that I vuld

solve; but that one would probably need a lot more information on before

one can sort it out. Those three areas at least are the areas that I

would try to investigate furthez. And I suppose if I were the new

Director of Agiiculture in the Setiet Union I prObably,wcaldn't have any

better answers for you the day after I was put in; maybe. That would be

very presumptuous for Me to say; I suppose, but I guess my point Is that

I'm not sure that any new Director of Agriculture in the Soviet Union

could give you very good answers 24 hours after he was made Director of

160
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Agriculture about what he wouId do, if he were honest with himself, 1

suppose. Maybe not to the extent that I wouldn't be Able to give 'ou

answers, but I'm sure there would be a ..,ot of questions that he wad

hedge on and say well, you know, W,'VP at to check this out and check

this out arid give me-a month at least and I'll have come up with new

plan. I suppose Iota of politicians come In'', an either appointed

elected office with grand designs aboUt Whit they're going to do,-but I

remember one Argentine president who was sworn in in 1956 I think; it.

was an opposition candidate, had all sorts of grand designs about how he

was going to Liprove the Argentine economy, and as President-Elect he

was doing , the same thing that Reagan is doing right now, he was in a

transition-kind-of situation. Add even before he was sworn in as

President one of the statements he mie: to the press is well, things

look different from the oth aide Of a desk.

I'm sitting on this side of the desk pretending as if I'm the

President and I can see a lot of problems I'm going to have to face.

Reagan'S doing the same thing. He's beet;ing on abolishing the

Department of Education, for which I'm sure LRDC and other places are

very anxious that he not act abruptly with respect to that campaign

promise; and I assume that the Directn: of Agriculture in the Soviet

Union, regardless of the grand design which he might have had before he

went intn office would probably have to postpone for at least a few days

some answers that h., might be asked to give about how to improve Soviet

agricUIture. So, I guess I can use the same cop out that I expect that

a politician night ask begging time let me check on this and we'll come

up with a plan.
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My general observation is that human beings are pretty much alike,

especially with respect to Presidential succession in the United States.

We don't very often get a superman-kind of president Who makes the

previous president Look very bad by saving well everything you did was

bad, Every president's surrounded with pretty good advisors. Very

often, policies don't change very much from president to president. I

suspect that you won't find in the Soviet Union when a new Director of

Agriculture comes in that he's going to show up to any great degree his

predecessor, because his predecessor was 'obviously capable or he

wouldn't have been chosen in the first place. Hi was fighting With some

problems Which are very'stubbern ones and long-lasting ones. I don't

suppose that you're going find very many times when anyb-dy comes in

with a miracle or a miraculous solution to a problem that's as nagalng

as the problem of Soviet agriculture.
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(BARG) Have to examine probliM within the Latin- American context With which I aM,faffiiIiar
(OAS) Not_enough government investment_rn infrastructure

(RPSC) Granting credit for fertilizers
(RPSC) For__roads and transportation _

(ROUT) People can't get their things to market

1T.CSUP

(RARG) Problem. is really economic
(RPSC) Low incentives for people who produce
(RPSC) Infrastructural
(RPSC) Morale

III.GSUP

(RARG) Collectivization is part of problem
(RREA) Humans produce and take better care of things they own and are responsible for

(RCOM) In Poland, more agriculture is in hands of private farmers
(ROUT) Production is better

(RQUA) Even though Poland has problems_
(RFAC) Agriculture.is_not one of them _ _ _

(RFAC) 80% of agricUltUraI_Iand is_in hands of Private_ farmers
(RCON) Not sure if it is Politically feasible to turn land over to individuals to let them

work
(RCOM) There_are great tracts of landi farmed in ele same way as US agro-complexes

(RQUA) They are state owned though are

IV. GSUP

(RARG) USSR_hat had bad_luck with climatic problems
RPSC) Torrential rains; a lot of frosts,

(RCOM) Have been spared this in US
(RQUA) But it cLUld happen

(RCON) With the best plans, if weather doesn't coorerate, you have trouble

V. GSUM

\\.
(RARG) Review problems

(RPSC) Look at patterns -of production
(RPSC) Look at attitudes of farmers
(RPSC) Consider what would be'proper investment in agricultural i6frastructure
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VI.GSUP

(RARG) Minister of Agriculture would have to be politician
(RSAS) USSR viewed as a closely tied system where everything is dictated by the p-rty

(RFAC) Not true

(RREA) Because there are as many pressurr groups within the Party as one
would expect from a pluralistic s. tern

VII.GSUP

(RAM) Crain is a worldwide 'problem
(RPSC) Latin- America imports much more han they can produce

(RREA) Because people eat bread
(ALA) Bread-is staple all over world

(AQUA) Except in more affluent societies where more animal protein is
consumed

(RPSC) Many_countrles have to depend on US, Canada, Argentina, and other grain-producing
countries to get flour for their -bread
(RPSC) Soviet Union is in this situation _

(RCON) Something is very wrong with Soviet agriculture
(RREA) The potentialois there
.(RCON) Would have to investigate to find cause

(RPSC) Whether incentives
(RPSC) Whether beyond our control
(RPSC) Whether lack of investments in agricultural methods

(RCON) These are 3 areas for further investigation
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(RARC) It will take time for a new minister to have good answers to the problem

(RQUA) If he is honest with himself
(RREA) Would have to hedge on things and ask for time to check things out
(RSAS) Lots of politicians enter office with grand schemes

(RPSC) Like Argentina president in 1956 who had grand designs
for the economy

(RPSC) Like President-elect Reagan is doing now
(RCON) Things look different from the'other side of the desk

(RQUA) I am on the pretending side of the desk now
(RFC) You_can see Reagan hedging now

(RPSC) Like on AboIishieg the Department of Education
(RCON) .I imagine the Minister would have to postpone some decishons

too
(RQUA) Regardless of the grand_design_he might_have_had_before_
(RCON) Can use the same cop out- begging time to come up with e

(RCON) Human beings sre all alike plan
(RELA) Especially with respect to presidential succession in US

(RELA) Don't often get a superman-kind oflpresident
CRELA) Every president is surrounded by good advisors

.(RELA) Policies doen't often change much from president
to president

(RCOM) Suspect this holds for the Director of Agriculture in
the USSR
(RELA) He_won't_show hii predicessor_up to any great degree

(RREA) Predecessor was _capable in_the first place
_ (RREA)_ Fighting with the same problems

(RCON) Won't be a miracle solution to as nagging a problem as
Soviet agriculture
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Non-expert Expert B

First of all I would like to know about the role Of ,:h0 Vitector of

Agriculture. If he is dealing will all the states regions; of the

Soviet Union, and I am assuming here that my role is ov.r the whole

country, then I would think that there are two posai1*.litie: Flther t

substitute in the firet instance the imports of grqftr. or ,...,,aLevr .row

the United States--if this could be imported from othi-i- ii-irries as a

substitute. Then, of course; I would try to study bow me C6iiiitr

itself would produce more. 'This means that we will have 0 through a

survey of all available lands; all techniques. See whether the pleuing

organization is good and response Is an increase, how much, An how much

time. So this would bemore or less the framework In which I would be

working.

I think that the first point would be 10 kno4 how much we have to

produce, how much do we have to replace now; immediately; in three years

time, in six year, ten years time. What has been the growth; for

example. I would go through the data of imports from the US or other

countries; because if the US is taking such a harsh position today,

other countries; because if -the US is taking such a harsh position

today; other countries COdId do that under the pressure of the US or

-under-Their-own-pressure-some-day,:--90-;-hOw-efieh dates;

Then the second thing would be which would be the countries which

could immediately substitute for the US. Canada, Europe, Asia; Latin

&write, Africa. I would go, for example, through all the-countriei

which are producing grains l'ilded Or any other products I need and see
>

what are our relations with these countries; What IS their distribution

in the world production and the world . trade Of that Or the:4e
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commodities. What are their elasticity in production, which means that

given the land available in those countries, given :heir type of

administration, given their: organization, given an increase o: input and

an incentive on the price of the commodity, on Wheat or in grain, how

much would they produce. So, _I think I'II deal With the commercial

attache of our embassien in an these countries and try to analyze their

data. How could they substitute the US_import, how much, And, again, in
'

how much time. As for the analysis inside, I will try to know for what

purpose are we using this grain import from the US. If it was for human

consumption, then this means that we have to find a substitute

immediately, almost at any cost. If it were for animal food production,

animAl feed or whatever it is called, then we will try to know whether

we could substitute that quantity of protein by another crop; maize

Whatever.

Or

So. I would think that in the analysis we haveto know a lot of

data about how the import is being used by the Soviet Union, Then the

whatever solutions would be adopted would be dealing mostly With these

data.

1 8
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I. GIPS

(RARG) Have to know what the role of Director of Agriculture is
(RSAS) Assuming that my role is over the whole country

(RARG) Go through data of imports from US and_other_countries
(RRE) US 13 taking such a harsh position,_ that other countries may do so under pressure
(RCON) Have to analyze data to determine Shays needed

III. GEVA

(RARG) Co thre'igh countries producing grains and other products needed to see what relations are
(RELA What is their distribution is world production of certain commodities
(RELA) W.sr is their elasticity in production

. (kELAI How much would they produce given 1.,nd available
(REL.:; How =et( would they produce given tne r administration
(RELA) Now much would they produce giver cheir organization
(RELA) tics/ ;mien wnuld they produce given increase of input_
(RELA) HOW_MU,A wvId they_poduce giver a. incentive on the price of the commodity

4RPSC) Wheat or.grain
(RCON) Dema_with commercial attacne of our_embassies_to analyze their data

(RELA) How much they could substitute the US imports in how much time

GSUY

(RAAG) Have to find out what purpose grain from US will be-used-for
(RREA) If for human consumption, then will have to be substituted for iaSediately

(RELA) Sebstitute_at almost any cost
(RREA) If for aniSAI food production, could sastitute protein by another crop .

(RCM So_we_would have to knoit-a lot of data about how the import is being used to find
solution 0



Nonexpert Expert C

Research and doing inventory on our current capabilities. Look at

the number of acres in production, the number of acres that potentially

could go into production. Get some sort of estima:e on the acreage that

is in production, what factor (increase) we could. expect on th

currently producing acreage. The next trick of c,urse is to find out

how many acres in the Soviet Union are suitsble, or could be made

suitable, for grain production. After that the question is what kind of

fertilizers, chemicals, artifical or conditioning, could be employed in

taking marginal agricultural land and makIng it -suitable for grain

pioduction. That becomes a research task. The question then is to get

the various institutes, or however the Soviet education4I system works,

not the education system; research system works; involved in that.

I guess the next level beyond investigation into land potentials is

working with the agricul:ural workers and coming up with management

te,hniques that are going to maximize their efforts, their productivity.

So I guess we now the question of maximizing productivity. One is

the agricultural input anA the other is the labor input. We're going to

have ta, of _course, come up with some kind'41 question aboue our

investment capital; investment into machinery and other inputs into the

agricultut,: sector. I suppose that would necessarily involve some kind

of coordination with the Ministry of Industry or whatever the title is,

and coordination in output of farm machinery. I suppose some sort of,

getting back to the labor input, we have to work out some kind Of

educational program for agricultural workers, expanded extension

sery ice.

171
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Okay, so we have a three phase project. The first is a research

involves an inventory on acres in production, an assessment

of how many acres not currently used in grain production could be

converted to grain production. Part of that second task would be to

the 'xsts of taking some,land away from other activities and

taking it to grain production. With respect to both the marginal grain

producing areas and areas already in production, research on raising

productivity per acre is essential. Add that I'm going to have to

delegate that to my deputy administrator in cherge of agricultural

research. The next.prong in this three-p4onged attack will be dbdicated

to improving the labor input into grain production. We will look at the

average productivity per worker per acre, the amount of mechanization

involved in grain production, attempt to assess to what extent increased

mechanization would increase output, attempting to avoid needless

'over-mechanization and excessive costs. The third prong in our attack

on the imperialist grain embargo will be an investment strategy in the

long term input into increased agricultural machinery and fertilizer.
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Non-expert Expert C

LGSUP

(RARG) Research current capabilities _

(RELA) Look at number of_acres in production
(PELA) Look_at_acreage that has potential for production

(RELA) Get_estimate of increase in production
(RELA)- Find out number of acres suitable for grain production
(RPSC) Consider effects of fertilizers, amd Chemicals On making marginal land

suitable for grain production
(RCON) Becomes a research task

t72

. II.GSGM

(RARG) Have a 3-phase project
(RPSC) Inventory acreg in production apd not in production

(RELA) Assess costs of -.dicing land from other activities and making it grain

producing
(RELA) With respect to marginal grain production _ _

(RELA) Research on raising productivity 3s essentiaI
(RPSC) Delegate tHiii_to deputy administrator in charge of research

(RPSC) Improve labor input into_grain production
(RELA) Look at productivity per_acre per worker
(RELA) LoOk_at_amount of_ mechanization___

(RELA) Assess what increased mechanization is needed to increase output
(RELA) Avoid over-mechanization and excefisive costs

(RPSC) Develop investment strategy in long term input into increased agricultural
machinery and fertilizer

17
o q.
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Non-expert Expert '

First of all I think I would have to place myself in the context of

the Soviet society and the Soviet political system. And it is going to

limit my resources to solve this problem. Now; it seems to me in ,this

context and knowing that all the agricultural land or all the land

belongs to the state, I have to act directly in order to improve the

grain production of the country. It seems to me that I can attack this

problem through different mechanisms, because I'm also having the
r

control 'of the whole economy at the same time. So, through these

mechanisms, through different economic mechanisms; I can attack also the

problem indirectly. So, what I'm proposing basically is two approaches:

one directly through the agricultural system; and one indirectly through

the whole economic system to improve the production.

Indirectly, I think what I could do would be to strike some kind of

balance between the expenditures in agriculture and the expenditures in

he lovJle economy; expenditures in the other areas of the economy, in

such a way that the agricultural production; and especially the

production of grains, will he largely favored within the budget to

improve the production, so one thing will be through the budget to

increase the amount of money that is devoted to the sector. Through

this mechanism also Iwill invest directly in the.grain production, and

by this I mean I will provide seeds, fertilizeza, and machinery to those

peasants working in grain production.
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Non-expert Expert D 114

Since I am aware that these issues tend to work in the long range,

I wouldn't constrain myself to these internal policies; and I will look

for new sources of imports. I would look among the friendly countries

of the Soviet Union; ...sere to find grains in the short range. When you

have this kind of a problem it will take a few years until the seeds and

the fertilisers and the p.m,/ machinery improves the production. So,

certainly, I will try for the shorc range to make some kind of

international arrangements with those count 'es that are grain producers

and would' be WIIIing'to sell to taSOViet

l7t
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(RARC) Solution must bekconsidered within the context of Soviet Society and Soviet political
(ROUT) This will'Iimit_resources system

(REAC) All agricultural Iand_beIongs to_state_
(RCM) Must act directly to_ improve_grain production
(RSAS) Can_attack problem_through_differeni_mechanisma

(RREA) Have control over whole economy at the same time
tROUTY Thereforei can also attack problem indirectly

(RCON) Can solve directly through agricultural system or indirectly through economic system

II.GEVA

(RARC) Strike n balance between empenditures in agriculture and_those in rest of economy
(ROUT) AgriCOIturt will be largely_ favored within the budget

(RQUA) Especially grain production
(RPSC) Increase amount of money devoted to the agricultural sector

(RELA) Invest directly in grain production
(RELA) Provide seeds, fertilizers and machinery to peasants working in grain

production

III.CEVA

(Ran) SOurees_for imports will help shortage for short range
(RREA) Iecause internal policy making may take long time to work
(RELA) Would :ook among friendlycountries to find grain
(RREA) May _take a few years until seeds, fertilizer and machinery improve production
(RCON) Look for interz=t1.7.zal arrangements with grain producing countries for supplies
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Domestic Policy Expert

Agriculture

Well if I wer.-: in the Soviet Ministry of Agriculture; I would have

to assume that I did not get there other then by being a Communist party

loyalist. Therefore, I have been brainwashed with years and years of

Marxism-Leninism. Sc. certain kinds of options which Might be available

in other countries and other situations, namely private individual

incentives; increasing payments to farmers,' subsidies of various kinds

to encourage individual effort are probably not going to be regarded

with much favor by my superiors. So even though I have visited the

United States, and I have walked through the corn fields in Iowa, and I

know that our entire balance in payments is completely screwed up,

because we have to import so much agriculture, I am nut allowed to do

the obvious things, which would help, or if T even think of them or try

to do them; I will be certainly shot down at higher levels. Se I AM

therefore stuck. One thing I could do is what has been done in the

past,-, which is simply exhort people to help the homeland and think about

the Soviet Union, biggest in the world and all sorts of other glittering

generalities.

Mother thing I might do, again I do aot know since I have never

been the Soviet Minister of Agtiecatsre, is to consider the Cuban and

the Chinese Model where cadres of young people from the cities were

brought in to work in the fields and try to increase production that

way. I think Soviet agriculture is somewhat more mechanized than that,

so even though that is a good socialist option, that might not work

either. SO I would find thit A rather diffidalt problem to deal With

purely cause no one can control the weather in Siberia.

17 9 ,
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Agric.
:

If the human and organizational options are somewhat foreclosed by

political or institutional factors probably the Safest thing for me to

do is to work on technological kinds of things; looking to see if there

are any higher yield grains being produced in any other country, then

could pr, 31y fiddle that with a central committee, importing

technoloy without.,givinginto ideological bickering even if does come

from the agricultural experiment at a statiun in DesHeine, Iowa.

I might also be able to do something about some factors in the

system which impede productiVit .1 as; shortage of parts, shortages

of eyes and machinery problems in diatributiun of the things you need to

Use to get production crops going on a large scale. So those would

probably be my two be options, trying to import the best possible

technology in terms of seed sad tractors or fertilizer, whatever and

really Working on some of the distributional gaps in the system.

And if I can solve some of these problems this might to some extent

encourage productivity; if people feel that the system is working

-better; that they are less frustrated by the bureaucracy above them or

by backwards technological meLhods. But I am not terribly optimistic

about the outcome, because as you say productivity has been declining

fnn touieral years and none of my predecessors had any magic answers

either.
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I.GIPS Agrlc.

(RARG) If_I_were in_the Soviet Ministry of Agriculture I would have to be a Communist Party
(ROUT) Therefore T have teen brainwashed with MarxiSt-Leninist theory loyalist

II.GSUP

(RARG) Options available to increase individual incentives will not be regarded with favor by
superiors
(RPSC) Increasing payments to farmers
(RPSC) Subsidies to encourage individual effort
(RCOH) Have walked thr -ugh corn Illelds in Iowa and know USSR balance of payments is screwed

(RREA) Because USSR has to import su mu-ch up
(ROUT) I_am.not allowed-to do things which would dloviously help

(RREA) Because they would be shot down at higher levels

11LGEVA

(RARG) Cor _der Cuban and Chinese model
(RELA) Cad ,-es -of young people from 'ities brought to work in fields

(RREA) To try to increase pi 'uction _

(RSAS) I think Soviet agriculture is more mechanized
(RCON) Sc even though it is a good socialist option, it might not work

/V.GEVA

(PNR(:) It_is_safest to work on technological factors
(RFCC) Any higher yield grains being produced?

(RSAS) Could probably deal with the Central Committee about that
(RELA) /mporting technology without ideological bickering_

(RQUA) Even if it does come from an experiment in Iowa

V. CEVA

(RARG) Do something about factors in system which impede productivity
(RPSC) Shortage of- parts
(RPSC) Machinery problems

(RELA) Distribution of things needed to get large r.:ale crop producP_on
(RSAS) Import technology to fin in distributional gaps

(RPSC) Seeds, tractors, fertilizer_ _

(ROUT) If_I_can solve sose_of_the productivity problems, maybe encourage productivity
(RREA) People will feel system is working_better

OtREA) Will. be less_frustrated by bureaucracy or by backwards technology
(RCON) Not terribly optimistic

(RREA) Because productivity has been declining for years aneno predeLessors
had any answers either



Domestic Policy Expert

Income Tax Problem

There is a small problem here. Given my political bacRground and

intcrelts, it is extremely unlikely that President Reagan would ask me

to head this particular-committee. So, I would have to essentially

think very differently from what I might it I were asked as an expert in

my own particular areas of interest in tax reform. You are essentially

asking me to think like a conservative, business-oriented supply sides,

all of which values I tend to question rather seriously. So this

involves something of a shift. Nevertheless, I think thero are some

serious problems with the income tax which are not entirely ideological

and some of these, I think, would be such that experts could agree on.

As a matter of the recent tax increase that has been passed had

many reforms that liberals had been supporting for years and year. in

rms of improving compliance; withholding of savings and loans

interest. These were goals of ta:: policy professionals as wall as

liberals; trying to improve the fairness and rationality oif7 t' tax

system.

There are two wajor issues to be considered in tax policy. One is

Called hor' 'Z,1 equity and the other is called vertical equity. The

horizontal equity business; which Ss where you find liberal-conservative

agreement, is that everyone with approxiMately the same income, economic

circumstances, should pay approximately the same amount of tax. That

is, you should not pay grossly more t- less than your neighbar who works

in the same type of business, h.0 the same size family; has the same

size mortgage and everything. That would be grossly unfair; would be

perceived as unfair, and if you have a system that is perceived as
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Income Tax

unfair because of this kind of inequity, you have a lot of people

cheating because they feel that other people are getting away with

things and why shouldn't they get away with them. So a number of
. _

solutions have been proposed to deal with the horizontal equity problem.

Ahd many Of theAe regard simply to keep better track of all sources of

income. The problem often is that people have the same income but it

comes from different sources and somebody who earns $30,000 a year fiOm

wages and salaries will end up paying a very different rate itoM

somebody who earns $30,000 a year and is self-imployed, or is in some

way participating in the underground economy, like building houses for

kickbecks and 46 forth; SS, a major problem of tax compliance, i .arms

of the faitneaS of the system; as well as increases'' revenue, because,

of course, we are e lot of revenue, if to improve horizontal

equity.

therefore would have strongly recommended withhhIding

interest and dividends because of the horizontal equity businu,..

Another possibility is increased money spent on auditing procedures so

i'uot a higher percentage of people are audited so that enforcement

.flarts can be stepped for people kw are independent contractors,

self- employed; or whatever. And also the new provision to have owners;

of restaurants and other establishments essentially estimate what

tipping would be in their establishment and check that with employee

records. These kinds of OtoVISiOna; althouy' likely to be seen as

onerous by a 064 many conservatives who want co keep the government off

their back; nevertheless; make very good sense in terms of .tax policy

administration and should increase the perceived equity of the system

and; therefore, have a very good policy basis.

1 4
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Income Ta:.:

The other issue is that of vertical equity whicl. ,s a question of,

basically, marginal tPx rates. We have had a progresSive tax system,
4

which means that higher incomes pay a higher marginal tax rate. The

very strong philosophy of this administration has been that these

marginal tax rates discourage productivity all investMen0 and that,

therefore, they :should be lowered, that people With higher incomes

should, at the most pay a proportional tax rate. Now, to som/, extent,

the aetttng of marginal tax rate is a highly controversial political

decision, and I would expect a great deal of input from congress, from

major campaign c,ntributers, from the conservative economic

establishment as to What the ideal marginal tax rate is. I can make

several recommendations based on the proposed revenue impact of

different marginal rates, that is there are econometric models available

to predict how mucn of the tax cut Will effect savings, investment

capital formation I can generate these figures if i had_ access to my _

c...mputer, I will not rattle them off the top of my head but these are in

principle re ularl y availavi it becomes very much a highly

political ques 'on, pn-c-y these marginal rate.. are going to be

set. What I WJJ ap_3e to cue President is simply a model showing

the impact on revenues, savings; and productivity; of alternative models

of changes in marg.oal tax rates, and he will have to balance the

decision in terms of the sir of the budget deficit, but of course, the

cut in taxes was going to increase the deficit, the proposed impact on

productivity which must, in part, be based on flows of foreign capital

into :Ale country, Which will of course will respond to changes in

savings; invsstments; and withholding etc. b-

ti



Domestic Policy Expert
Income Tax

So, the tax policy input would only be one part of this, the

President would have to consider the factors. But I can propose to him

some options. In terms of get_lug this kind of margir-: tax cut through

congre and in terse of improving the Presidents imailippe is being

increasingly perceived as a friend of the rich, what I would propose

should be that marginal tax cuts be linked to specific investment

decisions, which is something char happened in Great Britain and a

number of other countries chat high income which has been saved or

invested 'in the stock marker or used for capital expansion in indust.

411
would i.dt be taxed; whereas high income that goes to consumption, or

that goes co profit or aXeCutive dividends in corporations,., would be

taxed at a higher rate at higher income which invested. It is possible

to make Some of these distinctions and to set margLial, tax

accordingly, so that cuts aid high income tax rater. are exf'

linked to social investment, rather than simply a bOOndogle for .

t enab/e them to engage in high living at the expense of oi er p,,

I think this makes a great deal of sense economically, as a much more

focused way to increase investmen: than simply cutting taxes across the

board, it has worked well in other countries and I believe it would help

the Presla,nt politically in that it will not look like a boondogle for

the rich. Accordingly I would recommend thit marginal tax cuts be made

but that other considerations be used as welt as changes in productivity

and maybe; explicitly; to investment decisions.

1 86
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I.GIPS

(RARG) Solution would require shift in political orientation because of present political
differences
(AREA) My political background is very different from Reagan's wants

(ROUT) Would_have_to think differently _

(RELA) Nned_to_be a_conservative, buitiness-oriented, supply -alder
(RQUA) Question these values

(RCON) Requires a shift
(RSAS) Are serious_tax problems which_are not ideological

(ROUT) Experts can agree on those
(RPSC) Recent tax increase passed had reforms liberals suported

(RELA) Improved compliance, withholding of S 6 L interest
(RCON) These are goal of tax policy professionals and liberals

(RELA) To improve fairness and rationality of system

II. CEVA

(RARG) Keep better track of all sources of income
(AREA) Problem with people who have_the_same income but from different_sources _

(RELA) Somebody who earns_$30,0001year from wages pays very different race_from_
persofi Who_eartia $30;000/year being self-employed or participating in the

______ underground economy
(RCON) Major problem of tax compliance-losing a lot of revenue

(RARG) Increase money spent on auditing
1RREAY So enforcement efforts can be steppe'1_,p

(RELA) On independent contractors, self -mployed, et*.

IV.GSUP

(RARG) Mdst_maintain vertical equity__,
(RPAC) HaVe_had_progressive tax system

(RELA) higher marginal tax rate
(RFAC) Philosophy of this administration is that high marginal tax rates discourage

productivity and investment
(ROUT) Therefore, they shodld be lowered

(RELA) People with higher incomes shr.:.1.d pay proportional_tax rate at most
(RSAS) Setting a marginal tax rate is a highly crdtroversial political detision

(ROUT) Eapect a great oeal of input frcm Congress, campaig
c

n contributors, and

conservative ecooaic establishment
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(RARG) Make recommendationsbased_on proposed_ revenue of- marginal rates
(RFAC) Are econometric models to predict how t,' effect savings, investments; etc:
(RSAS) Becomes a highly political question ot nal rates -will beset

(ROUT) Provide President with several v.0- ..se in balancing decision
(RPSC) Budget deficit

(RELA) Tax cut rAises de
(RPSC) Impact on produc 'eivity

(RELA) Based on flows of 1 :apital into the country
(RELA) Will respond co changes in savings, investment,

withholding, etc.
(RCON) Tax policy input would only be part of this
(RCON) I can propose some options

VI.GEVA

(RARG) Propose marginal tax cut linked to specific investment decisions
(RFAC) Happened in Great Britain and other'Countries

(RELA) Income saved or invested in stock market or used for_capital expatialbh
not taxed - Income used for consumption or goes to profit taxed at higher rate

(RSAS) Possible to make distinctions and set marginal rates accordingly
(ROUT) So cuts and high income tax rates are linked to social investment rather than

rich living high at.the expense of others
(RCON) Makes-great deal of sense

(RREA) More focused way to increase investment
(RREA) Worked well -in other countries
(RREA) WouId_heIp_President politically

(RREA) Will not look Iike boondoggle for rich
(RCON) Recommend marginal tax cuts_but use other conalderatiOns as well

(RPSC) Changes_in productivityl'
(RELA) Investment decisions
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I first want to preface the answer wit', a statement about the fact

that there is no way I can. give ycu a real answer to the problem,

because of the lack of information. The only thing that I can really do
/

is give a direction in which I would go if I Were in that position.

AISO, net knoWing the bureaucratic structure of the Department of

Agriculture in the Soviet Union; I don't know What people to go to to

ask the right questions. it all has to be very hazy in that sense.

8.t like our Department of Agriculture, I'm sure cher, s a large

bureaucracy and the people who are familiar with some meeds are on top

and the people who are familiar with hOw the job gets done are on the

bottom, and somewhere in between this sense of togetherness gets lost;

and so that's What we have to fix.

Knowing that, there are really two ways to solve the problem,

think. Two approaches you can make. One is a more scientific approach,

and the other is a personnel approach. The first one relies upon

knowing somching about the facts of the matter and trying to correct

using thoSe facts; and the second one assumes that you know what you

need to kAOW to do it; but its not being done because peorla aren't

doing their jobs correctly.

Now, if I were to undertake first a scientific approach, I would

ask for from whomever has the material data, statistics, on previous

year's crops and previous year's weather, ell the economic factora that

might go into it and attemrt some sort of correlation stay to see what

parameters most affect a cr,y yield in any, given year. If I find a

significant correlation, I'll do something about it. If I don't find a

significant :arrelation, I either haven't gotten qrv:;.gh information,
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Lt's not a scientific problem; at least as we understand the parameters

that we're using. At that point; to continue with the scientific

approach might be useless, because to determine what parameters affect

crop yield would take years and years, and this is not clearly within

the realm of the solution that you want, so I'd just at. olon that

approach.

Simultaneously, one could carry out the personnel apprv,1h. And

this is, for me!, a much more difficult approach to take. Lt assumes

some knowledge of,how to determine what people's motivacL'r are; why

they are doing 'what they are doing. This is something I'm not

trained to do or feel knowledgeable about. But nonethelev. think it

would be possible to attempt discussions With fl assumr that this is

broke down into regions of some sort, that there are 0' -:d4 in ltddiii)

the regional directors; whomever they are discuss with thea the problem

and requL the information from them, what their feelings are as to why

rhe yiel'L 4-en't high enough, neglecting scientific aspects, neglecting

tne 414 r and ;a° forth. We assume that that's been taken care of.

Sow at this point it becomes relevant, whereas before it wasn't

really; that this is in the Soviet Union. I'd not sure if that Wait a

purposeful part of the question; or just to confuse me; but now that

we'rr in the oviet Union, we must consider if, the men are going to

aa the questions based on . ._ he really knows or based on what he

feels the part} thinka about hiM. Is he going to answer the question

one way Lf he's a trember of the party and another way if he's not? Is

he going to answer the question ane way if he's married; one way if het

not? So, at thi1 point it would reqire. I feel; some sort of magician

Ito get the ri ht answer out of people. And, not having had developed

1 91
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close personal relationships with these people, it would be very

difficult to obtain the information required.

I think, I don't know, if I werd in that rct..1.p. 1 woo...a hope to

be able to convey the sense of. na. Ifstres yold be caused by

the Jack of crop failure and atte convince the people at this

board meeting or whatever. Perhaps it would be better to do this

individually in fact. That; if we don't have food; the society

crumbles; and no matter what you think, we've all got to work together

in this problem. I would do it as slowly as T could in a chit-chat sort

of way to just break ground and then discuss with the person this fact,

lay figures before him, show the directorate from the Kremlin that gives

Me thiS JOB, and tell the look were really in trouble. I would

suspect that a significant faction Of people; if they had any fear about

reporting a fact that really they're not doing the right thing because

of this director and that director, that we must go against these

directors to get the job done right, I would hope that a significant

faction of the people would make that statement. And let's assume then

....

that they Bo. Nbw, r can took at toe statements that they make and

there would clearly be some people who are still afraid and I won't get

any informatics. from them; and e.,,me other people who are not that I

would get some information from; and I would hope to see a pattern, that

they're all telling me roughly the same thing. This director and that

director and that director just have to go, and then proceed 4r

direction administratively to re-nve the obstraltions to get.

?crop Yields. I think that's aboltr the end of rhe problem.

10.1
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There are really two aspects which haven't been covered, one is

what if I tind simultaneous)), administrative problems and technical

problems. There Is something we can do in the scientific end to improve

crop yield And there's something We Can do in the administrative end to

improve crop yield. These would obvionsIy have to be handled in a way

which are not mutually exclusive. And so at the one time When you are

going against certain directives, you will be inventing others to comply

with the scientific rules that you've made which might be confusing to

someone of the law. Again, I would take an honest approach and make the

fact known that this is a crisis situation; this is food we're talking

about; 4nd the reasons for the deletion of theii direetives is the
r

followihg, and we expect you to take; therefore; this wort* Of action,

and the reason for the inclusion of these directives is the following;

and because we're going to get higher crop yields this way and this is

shown by studying crop yields from this many five-year plans.

I suppose the final aspect of the probIaM, although it's not really

a part of the problem; is what to tell your superiord, and one again,

the honest approach has to be taken; and given the information that yew

have you have two real answers. One is you can assign some sort of

probability that the crop yield would be as. high as they want it to be

within a certain period of time, and if that probability is low, then

you have to suggest to thee Other dethddi; such 444 di0Ieniatic methods to

insure the import of the necessary amounts of grain; and it Wet this

point that you force yourself to do what you were asking your underlings

to do, and that is to throw away the fear of telling them that they're

all wet, that they have to do this, even though it's politically perheps

not what they want to do. If they want to eat, they must keep the peace

and insure the importu. Oh the other hand, if the probability is high

193
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that. they can get the necessary grain, then they can continue being

belligerent or whatever they happen to be doing at the time, ensuring

their grain to be cut off.

There are several alternatives which I suppose are reasonable for

long-terms, but not for short terms. One was discussed about scientific

research that's not a short-term alternative. Mother would be

geographical exploration, to determine in what areas the temperature and

soil conditions are correct for grain production, which are not already

being studied. hat also is a long-term production especially since, if

it hisn't already been discovered or used, if there are people there,

then that would involve transportation of people to a new area by

whatever means. Invasion of Iowa is something I wouldn't suggest.

There are probably wheat and corn producing states near Russia which

might be invaded. This is One concept which I wouldn't suggest and

would hope that the Defense Department wouldn't xuggest it
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L GIPS

(RARG) Don't know bureacratic structure of Department of Agriculture
(RELA) Don't know people to go tn
(RCOM) Like U.S. Dept. of Aviculture there's a large bureacracy

(RELA) Those who know needs on top
(RELA) Those who familiar with jobs on bottom

(ROUT) Togetherness' is lost
(RCON) This is what has to be fixed

GEVA

194

(RARG) Do a correlational study to see parameters that most effect crop -yield in a given year
(RELA) Need material data, statistics, weather and economic factors

(ROUT) Significant correlation found
(RCON) I'll do something

(ROUT) Insignificant correlAion
(RREA) Not enough into
(RREA) Not scientific problem

(RELA) As we understand parameters
(RCON) To continue might be useless

(RREA) Might take years to determine parameters
(RCON) Abandon the approach

III. GEVA

(RARG) Personnel approach_ more difficult for me to take
(RSAS) Ass,mies knowledge of determining peopie's motives
(RSAS) I am not qualified to do this

IV. GEVA

(RARG) Discussion with regional directors_
(RSAS) Maumee brokan down_into regions_ -

(RELA) Discuss probIem_and get information from_them
(RELA) What_their:feelings are_conoernin&problem

_ (RQUA) Neglect scientific aspect; weathers etc.
(RREA) Assume that's been taken care of

V. GIPS

(RARG) It becomes relevant that this is the USSR
(RSAS) Not sure if that was purposeful part of the question or just to confuse me

.

(RREA) Need to consider way in which men answer questions based on knowledge or how party
feels about him
(RREA) Might answer one way if he's party member and another if he's not
(RREA) Will he answer one way if he's married and another if heti not

(RCON) Need magician to get the right answer
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VI,GEVA

(RARG) Better to convey sense of national distress individually
(RELA) If there's not-enough food tae soziety crumbles no matte' what you think

XRDUT) We've_all got to work together
(RELA) Do_it_in achit-chat sort of way

(BREA) To break ground _-
(RELA) Then_discuss_probIeM _

(RELA) Lay_figures before him
(RELA) Show directorate from Kremlin
(RELA) Tell them we're in tre.able

VILGEVA

(RARG) Must go against directors to get job done right
(RREA) Significant faction of people are afraid they're not doing things right and afraid

to report it
(RSAS) Assume. they do tell

(RQUA) Clearly some people still afraid won't get into from them
(ROUT) Some not afraid and will get information
(RSAS) Hope_to_see a_pattern

(RELA) That they're all telling me roughIy_the same thing
(RELA) That remove obstruction and get good crop yield

VIII.GEVA

' (BARG) Given iaformati., that you have you have _2 real_answers
(RELA) One is to assign probability to crop yield being what YOU want in a certain peticid,of

(;OPT) That probability is low time
(RCON) Have to suggest other methods

(RELA) Diplomatic methods to insure import of grains
(RSAS) At this point do what you were telling your underlings to do

(RELA) Throw away fear of telling them they're all wet
(RELA) Have to do this even though pot politically what they

want
(RREA) If they want to, each must keep peace and insure

imports
(ROUT) Probability is high _

(RCON) They can zontihue to be beligerent or whatever they're doing

IX. GSUM

(RARG) Several altern'atives for long term but not short term
(RSAS) One is scientific research

(RCOH) Not,short term
(RSAS) Geographical exploration

(RREA) Determine what areas are correct for grain production not already studied
(RELA) Also long term production

(RREA) Especially if it hasn't alraady been discovered or used
(RREA) If therc are no people it involves transportation

1-9 7
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Assuming that this is such a high priority item and that I wound be

director of agriculture and presumably nobody is going to tell me what

to do, in a police state, that means I can dogLImost anything. I could

presumably use the CSabedian made' and clean out all of Moscow and send

everyone to the countrydide with:the threat of breaking their anee caps

if they don't go to work.

I think what one must do, probably, in a serious answer fros what I

read, the major problem seems to be that nobOdy really wants to work on

collectives, at least the way they've been set up, and when farmers are

permitted to grow their own private- plots on which the little bit that

they can use to seII on the black market or wherever they sell it, I

guess it's not black market, the government permits it, that production

is such greater than In communes or colltective4. Probably one of the

answers would be in the short run to aliow private ownership or private

planting, with the farmers able to seII their own Craps. That's

pi:obably the quickest thing that one could do.

I'm not acquainted with farming practices in the Soviet Union, so

couldn't say what they're doing wrong. The United States of course uses

a highly technological approach to farming, heavy use of fertilizer

which, from what I. gather, again from what I've been reading recently, a

number of farmers are going away iron that and going back to organic

farming, and not just the little guy who wants to sell to a co-op; but

4t 's becoming a fairly major movement right now. in fact it's being

investigated, a study by the agriculture department (Lot now, but I

think that is a luxury that one can really go back to, since we grow so

much of our own crops. Now, the Soviet Union, I don't know what their
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0 1\
fertilizer situation is. I don't have a feeling for how much their

farmers know about farming. Again, d major thing that one could do is

to allow private 1 don't know it its private ownership, but certainty

private sales of crops.

I just don't know enough about the Soviet Union. Are 0.:y using

the best land? Are they using land that is not good. for crops whereas

other land that WOUId be much better isn't being use? I don't. know.
:

The Soviet Union is not energy dependent, at least as of right now,

although that situation might change.

Presumably they could go to a higLechnological approach in tne

short run. In the long run, you would have to try to ferret out other

causes and other reasons, I should say, for the problems. Are they

using grains that give a Maximum yield? The so-called Green Revolution,

for example; like the new strains developed mainly here in the United

States that give a greater yfeld; supposedly more foOds, Jess branch.

Are they using such high-yielding strains? Again; the question of the

land that is being used. The question of how mechanized is the farming,

How labor intensive is Soviet farming. Could yields be increased by

going to a more mechanIzed-type of farming? -What is the situation with

regards to fertilizer? Again, as I said, the Soviet Union is not energy

dependent right now. On the other hand; so much of the resources goes

towards the military and defense that it's possible that monies could be

spent for fertilizers, for pesticides, assuming that that's a good

thing. Is It that resources are not being concentrated? Oa farmers .

need to be educated In better farming techniques? Are old methods being

used that are not efficient?

19S
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So, what have l. sroken to ['ye spoken to the farmer, what ii the

manpower distribution'! Are there enough farmers? Are there too many

farmers? Should it be mechanized? Should farmers be able to make

private profit frog their work, fertilizer? Are we -(see I'm now the

Commissar) spending enough for fertilizer? For pesticides? Do more

resources have to be .marshalled in this area? Woul; it make a

difference? Are we using the right land? Peoplei- Mechanf.:wtion? cab

A tank pull a plow? We might be wale to very quickly M.At differences

here.

26
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I. GIPS

(RARE) Nobody is going to tell me what to do, l_can_do anything

(RREA)lietause this is such a high priority item

(RREA) 1 would be the director of-Agriculture

(RSAS) I_could use Cambodian maJiI e

(RELA) Clean out all Of MaitOw
(RELA) Send every -one to_the_cluntrys4.ie

with thteat uf breaking their

kneecaps if they don't 1.1rk

II,GSUP

(RARG) Nobody wants to work on collectives_
(AQUA) At least thi_Way_they are set_up
(AREA) Firierd_peteitted to grow their own private plots grow more

(RREA) SeII_On_black market or wherever
(RQUA) Not_ really-_ black market

(AREA)-Government permiti it

(ROUT) Private production is gtgater than on Collectives or communes

III. GSUB

(RARG, Not familiat With farming_in_USSR
(ROUT) Don't know what_theY_aredding wrong
'RCON). us_daes_high tech approach to farming

(RELA) Heavy use of fertilizers
r (RFAC) Some farmers going batik to organic farming.

(RELA) Not just little guy_ but_ its
becoming major movement __

(RFAC) A study by agriculture department
if being investigated righauncw

.(RCON) It is_e_Ii-etury_since we grow so much of our own crops

(BOUT) Now I don't know what fertilizersituation in USSR

(RELA) I don't have a feeling for how much
their farmeri knot+ about farming

GSUP

(RARG) In long-run haVe to feret out_other causes
and_reasons for problems

(RPSC Graine giving- maximum yields being used?_

t.
(RPSC) 0-teen Revolution, grains

hete in US give greater food, less btanch

(RPSC; Question :A land that is being used

(RPSC; HOW_Methanized is farl.:.og

(RELA) How_labor intensive is rafting__

(ROUT)_ Increase yields bY_going
to_more_mechanized-type of farming'

(RPSC) WhSt_is situation concerning fertilizers

(RSAS) A lot of resources toward military and deZened
and thas could go toward

fertilizers, eta, _

(ItCCN) Are resources net being concentrated

(RPSC) Education of fictaers
(RELA) Old method/4 still being

used that are inetficient

20
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..appropriate z%ounts of fertilizer to the system4. Therefore, 1

would have the Miniefry, or whatever group is in charge ol,producing

large amounts of ammonia, increase their capacity and supply this to the

communities for distribution immediately. In addition; I Would irrigate

large,- sections of less arable Iand and plot this; realizing of course

Om production is difficilt to control in terms of other factors, such-
o

ae amounts of machinery and so on. Assuming that we have to deal wit,h'

the same amount -that we have now and have no additional equipment

advance, I guess the answer that I've given you is really the only one I

can see, is to increase the production through increased productivity

with the space available and With-a little bit of anditional irrigdtion:

203
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WeII, as Director of PgricdIrure in the Snviet Union, t would get

in touch with at least two groups. The initial group that I would get

in touch with are the individuals that are responsible for the

manufattdre of farm machinery. The second group that I would get in

touch with is the director of chemical industries that is responsible

for the production of fertilizers that are needed in the agricultural

industry.

We would like_ to increase the production. One way to do that is

through more intensive farming methods, utilization of fertilizers. We

recognize that one of the limitations in the past has been that there is

inadequate fertilizer available for use throughout the agricultural

community in the Soviet Union. As these would be immediate steps that

ought to lead to a beneficial result within a onu or two-year period,

over a longer haul we would Iike to develop a different way of handling

human resources in the agricultural industry to build in more incentives

for productivity. This would entail some modification of the collective

.farming system that is used in the Soviet Union.

We realize that we cannot make major modifications in this. The

Politburo, would not stand still for the complete di bly of the

collectivization system in the Sdiriet Union, but we could increase the

percentage of small farms that are in existence at the present time and

adopt a flexible price structure for the output of these small farms.

In time we might be able to raise the percentage of-small farms by a

significant Amount. And with these three steps I think the agricultural

dilemma in the Soviet Union could be somewhat resolved.

205
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I.GEVA

(RARG) Use more intensive farming methods and -more fertilizers
(RREA) There has-been-inadequate_fertilizer_aVaiIabIe for use
(ROUT) This would Mad to a beneficial result fn a one or two year period

tt.GEVA

(mAmc) modify collective farming system
(RSAS) Realise we can't make major modifications

(RREA) Politburo won't allow complete disassembly
(RSAS) Increase_percentage of small farms

(RSAS) Adopt flexible price structure for their output
(RCON) Might be able to raise percentage of small farms by significani

amount eventually,.

III.GSUM

(RARG) These three steps could resolve agriculture problem
(RPSC) Improve farm machinery
(RPSC) Improve quality and quantity of fertilizer

AREA Short range measure to improve productivity
(RPSC) Improve system in whiCh human resources are emplOyed

(RREA) Longer range approach to problem
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The question you have asked, in addition to that, is whether or not

the real goal of the society is to increase agricaturaI production, or

whether there are other goals over and above increasing agricultural

production that have priority even though in meeting those goals; the

goal of increasing agricultural production, will not be made. And so,

when you have the answer to that queition, then you can answer your

agricultural production question, because you have to respond to the

politics and the ideology. Add then you hive to know Who the individual

is who is the Minister of Agriculture. (Exp. - You are the minister of

AgricultOre)

Well in the Ministry of Agriculture you have to realize that some

some are politicians, and that the two of

problem. (Exp. - But you are

people, even in

government, some of them are there because they were party hacks;

of them are technocrats and

them will- go about solving the

Minister' of Agriculture) I know but, some

the

Our

and

they figure that that is where they get their rewar-x from, and other

people are there because they respond to the needs of providing service

to the public. And every time you-look at a problem in government, you

have to figure out what really drives the people trying to solve the

policy problem.

SO, if I were the Minister of Agriculture, I would look at myself

as a technocrat. and I would stimulate farm production. But in the

Soviet Union if you started doing that; from what I understand of the

Soviet Union and societies like that, isthat you would not last two

weeks because to stimulate agricultural production, you have to provide

. people with incentives and when you provide people with incentives, you

209.
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start running into problems in contradicting objectives of the 'state.

So, you can not answer the question until you have mere information.

If you Wanted to Optimite, if you were a technocrat who understood

the political realities; and not all technocrats do, and not all

politicians really give a damn about the technical requirements, but it

you: were an optimizing technocrat, then you would also have to know who

your friends were in the system and how much you could get away with in

doing the things you need to do to implement an agrEniltural production

increase. -

So you cannot say "ada0Me you are..." because you have to tell an

AWOL 1dt about the environmenr. You also have to say other things

about who is in your ministry and how loyal they are to you, how

powerful they are in the system, how much they are willing to take risks

within the system, how much you might perceive them to be a threat to

yoiirself, and Co the question teeny ial ton:incomplete to answer.

(Sip. - YOU cannot put yourseit; as a technocrat; into the position, to

soI4d it the way that you, given your training, and your bent, your

experiences; the way you would go about it given What you know about the

Soviet Union?) You can never take a given about what you know about any

country. There are a couple of broad generalities, like then e. is a

socialist system there that is different from a capitalist system, but

there is a great variety in socialist systems and you could do one thing

in Romania; and you Can do another thing; and you cannot do that thing

at an in the Soviet Union.

21
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The only way I could really answer the question is if I set up my

own scerario. rut I could set up probably a dozen scenarios, and I
4

',could (Exp. - What are the factors in the scenario that you would

manipulate?) I would manipulate my persona' relationships with people,

the power in the system so I could do what I wanted to do; I would make

sure that the people that worked for me are good people, I would make

sure that I understood the real dynamics of the problem, which you could

do in any case, although sometimes even that is threatening. Becatise

sometimes information is considered a threat. As a matter of fact,

Oita frequently information is considered a threat, and so sometimes

you canno even get information in the society to really understand what

the problem is just so you understand it sufficiently enough to sol4e

the problem. I mean those are the kinds of things that you would want

to control. You would want to have all.the information.on the problem

so that you understood it, you would want to hale the best possible

position in terms of leveraging 4aat you want to do, both With the

people above you and the people below you, you would at to have all

the support possible to implement What you want to do. (Exp. - So you

are not going to answer the question?) Well; I could answer the

question, but it would be meaningless because there are so many "if's"

that would have to be in place for me'to do that.

I would study the system, and find out why production was IOW, and

find Out what production priorities are, because you cannot have a big

production push add Just say everything is going to be produced to the

ciaXimitim by next Thursday; because that does not work in agriculture.

You have to say where we are really hurting, for instance in the Soviet

Union now is in th area of wheat. So you would have to look at heat

and you would have co say, are people there gagging enough Shelf? Tht
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answer to that is yes but the yields are really low. Then you would

have to look at why the yields are low and come up with a pretty much

technological answer. Maybe they are using the wrong mix of fertilizer.

Maybe they ere using an inappropriate strain of wheat. Maybe there has

been a disease that has affected wheat so they need herbicide* or

pesticides, those sorts of things. Mayba there is not a sufficient

price incentive, which is more frequently the prabIem than other things.

Farmers are economic beings and unless there is some reward for the risk

they take and the effort they put in, they -are not going to meet those

production goals, so you change that. If you had the political clout to

do that A lot of times chose sorts. of things are directly

contradictory to goals of providing food cheaply to the people and so to

be able to provide wheat, i.e., flour, bread, to the people, they would

say the we are not going to pay the farmer a good price, but if you do

not Oily the farmer a good price, then he is not going to grow. And so.

what happens is whcac is available at low prices, except that there "is

no wheat available which is the whole thing in Guyana. Not about wheat

but about other things.

If that was not the problem, it could be A good

example, 'like again in pnyana is, that Guyana can grow corn pretty

easily, but they have aII but stop growing corn because one; the price.

was ,too Iow. The price they were offering farmers, a fixed price, was

lower than production so farmers, except for self sufficiency, stopped

growing it.. But the other thing too wasp that there was a state

marketing corporation that was the mole authorized purchaser of corn and

when it came time for then to purc4ase cora, they were unreliable, end'

so corn ended up rotting at the side of the road or something equally

bad COO the farmers lost everything again. And not only that._ it is
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almost worse than having a low Price incentive because to see all your

work just sit there and rot and nothing happen to it, you will not grow

any more There is that problem.

Sometimes there are other problems. Sometimes there As a tax

system that is going to take the money away from the farmers as soon as

he earns it or other things that you really have to understand why it

iS. You have to analyze the system, the production system, to

understand why it does .not work. You Mve to have the political clout

and it is almost always political clout. Rarely is the problem just

technological to solve it. ;..x1 you would have to do that crop by crop

including animal products as crops whether it is meat or milk. So that

you would have to do.

You have to look at disincentives too, disincentives to production:-

For instance, prices conId Se Adequate to the farmer, but the country

Can decide, Iike the Soviet Union for instance, to bring in Wheat from

abroad at a price that is cheaper than the local cost of production so

that there is a glut.on the market there that is reducing demand for

local product. It all comes down to analyzing what the constraining

issues are against production and solving it. And it is almost always

much easier to figure out why 'you cannot produce then to eliminate those

problems and produce.
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LGSUP

(RAMC) Solution depends oa_whether Minister -is technocrat or politician
(RREA) Ea,.h kind will so about solution differently
(RCM) Like_in_sur own government

RELA) Some_ara_ there because they are party hacks- -

(RELA) They figure thats_where_ they get the.r rewerd from
(RELA) Some are there to resporid to the needs_of providing public service _-

(RCON) Every time you lo,k at a problem in government_you have to figure out what really
drives the people trying to solve the policy problem

IL GS1JP

(RARG) gouId_not laSE two weeks because I would provide incentives to stiMuIate production
(RREA) Incentives to people contradict objectives of the state

III. GSUP

(RARG) Need more information _ _

(RPSC) If you want to optimize _

(RPSC) If you Were a technocrat who understands political realit'
(RQUA) Not all technocrats do
(RQUA) Not all politicians give s damn -about technical requirements

(RSAS) If you were an optimizing technocrat then you have to know who your friends are
(RELA) Have to know how much they would back you up_
(RELA):Have to know how much you could get away With _ _

(AREA) So yon could do the things you need to do to implement production
(RCON) So you can't say "Assume you are..." ' increase

(RREA) Because you have to tell a lot about he environment
(RREA) Because you have tossay who is in your ministry

(PPSC) How loyal they are to you
(RPSC) How powerful they are in the system
(RPSC) How willing they are to take, risks
(RPSC) How much you might perceive them to be a threat to yourself

(RCON) The question is too incomplete to ;newer

:v. GIPS

MEG): Can never take a given about what you know about any country.
(RQUA) There-are a couple of broad generalities

(RPSC) There is a socialist system which is different from a capitalist system
(RQUA) But there are a great variety of socialist systems

(RELA) You could do one thing in Romania, but you can'tdo that
thigg at all is the Soviet Union

C
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41,

V. GSU2.

(RARG) Would have to set up my own scenario in Ordit_te solve thia_problem

;412SC) Would manipulate my personal relationships with people__
(RPSC) Would make sure thr. people that Work for me are good people

VI.CSUP

(RAM Matting information_is_aometinea considered threatening

(ROUT) So yon;sometimes can't get'information just to understand the problem safficiently

enough to solve it
(RSAS) You want to have all the inforiation On a problem

(RREA) S) have beat position for leVerage _

(RELA) With people move you_add belov_you_
°(RREA) So yon have aupport possible to implement what yon want
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VII.GSUP

(BARG) Find out why production_waa_low_and_what production priorities'are
(RREA) Can't5just have bit nroduction push and say everything is going to be produced to

the maximum by next thursday
(RREA) That just doesn't work in agriculture

(RSAS) Have to see where we'are really hurting
(RPSC) Now in USSR it is wheat

(RSAS) So you wn,ld have to look at wheat and see if enough is planted
(ROUT) Answer is yes, but yieli is low

(ROUT) Would look at why yield is low
(ROUT) Come up with technological answer

(RPSL) Maybe wrong mix of fel:zilizer
(RPSC) Maybe wrong stroin of wheat
(RPSC) Maybe diseise

(ROUT) Then would need herbicide or
- '_pesticide

(ROUT) May_not_be sufficient price incentive
(RSAS) 1:11:8:requently the problem than other

'(RSAS) Permers_are economic beings _ _

(ROUT) Need reward for risk and taken'effort
put_in to meet productioL goals
(RCON) So_Yon change_that if you

have the clout
(RSAS) Oftentimes this is contrary to-goalsiof

providing food cheaply
(ROUT) So can't pay farmer good price

(RQUA) But if don't pay good price,
then he won't grow

°(ROUT) What_happens is wheat is not avail.
'(RCOM) Like in-Guyana, not with

- wheat, but other things
(RSAS) Could be marketing

(RCOM) Like in Guyana, man grow corn easily; but have stopped
(RREA) Because price too low

(RELA) Offered fixed price to farmers lower than production Coate _

1ROUT) Except for self-sufficiency they have stopped growing it
((RREA) State-marketing corporation unreliable

(WOUT) Corn would rot at side of road
/ROUT) Farmers would lose everything

(RCON) Worse -than. low incentive

iRREA) See_aIl-your work-just sit and rot
- (ROUT) Won't grow anymore

(RS4...!) Sometimes there are tax problems -

/RELA) Takes money away from farmer as- soon -as he earns it
(RCON) Have to analyze the production system-to understand why it doesn't work
(RCON) Have to have political clout

(RREA) Because solution is rarely just technological
(REAL) Looking at each crop-including animal crops

(RSAS) Have to look at disincentives of production
(RPSC) Prices could be adequate to farmer but country can decide

XRPSC) Soviet Union decided to import wheat is cheaptr than local production
(KOUT) Mut on market which reduces demand for local product

(RCON) Comes -down to analyzing the constraining issues and solving them
(RCM) Almost always much easier to figure gut why'you can't produce than to

. eliminate those problems and produce
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East European Scholar

The first thing I consider as rae Minister of Agriculture in the

Soviet Union, I should ask myself or my deputies to What extent IS this

: possible to ilanice? This aitiddItdriI Spited Of. the Soviet. Union

Within the limits of the existing ideology; because as far as I know,

this ideology makes more or less treble assumptions hqy the system

should work. Then; the second question I would like to have to ask

myself is; what may,I do within limits of the ideological presumptions

and ideological structure? I believe that it is almost impossible to

say that we try reprivatizatiod Of the industry; agriculture industry;

is possibly the beat solution. I do not think that it is possible to.

Change the Whale structure of this institution in the Soviet Union,

COIhaus and sufhaus you know what I mean? (Exp. -OW the colhaus ie-

run by state, the, farm. And the sufhaus.ts sort of peasants

cooperative. And I don't think that it Is postage to;change the whole

basic structure of it. I mean-sepsivitazation is almost LipossibIe. .

Now,-there are two problems I think in this structure. The first

one 18 peek eldipMeht, a lack of fertilizers, and the whole

infrastructure. it depends on efficiency and industrial supplies to the

country and to the 911Xages..

The second problev is how to change the peasants, or agricul tural

workers motivation. The constant problem is that, as far as I am

familiar with tee motis operandi of the Soviet Union system; is that

people think whel, beIrfts to the state belongs to nobody in fact. If

something; a Certain good; there is no less abstract than the state

owner; and that is OK. But 14 certain goods beIong'to the state, the

state is so abstract that they think that it belongs to nobody. Then
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they do not care about it. Then the problem is how to create, within

the peasant population, feelings that they participate. That is perhaps

the best expression. Hew to increase the psychologidal question of

connected to social engineering, pew to increase the feeling of

participation among peasants. How to increase the participation among

peasants. How to increase the feeling of the idea'that they participate

in the system, and something depends on their decisions. 0

Then, when we have this area of decision-making divided into two

parts, I mean, one is the sub-area of technology and technological

improvement, and the second area is the area of socio-peychological

changes, then I would like to dial two groups of exports. 56rt of two

think tank'. One of them devoted to technological problems. The second

One to the psychological or socio-psychological goblets". Probably it__

would -be the best thing to establish four think tanks. Four expert

teams,- two in every sub-area. Just to know.different opinions. And

later on I would have to follow their decisions. That is all iMact.

As the head of the Ministry of Agriculture, I am obviously a

bureaucrat"; rather than a specialise in an item. -I suppoise I would not

know something about the engineering problems or things like .that. As a

more or lees enlightened bureaucrat I have to follow experts decisions

and suggestions. .
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I. GEVA

(RARG ) Make agricultural industry private again

(RSAS) Almost impossible to do
(RREA) Can't change the whole structure of the institution in the USSR

(RELA) The colhaus and sufhaus
(RCON) It is impossible

II. GSUP

(RARG) Poor infrastructure

(RPSC) Poor equipment
(RPSC) Lack of fertilizers
(ROUT) Efficiency depends on industrial supplies to the country and villages

ir

III. GEVA

(RARC) Problem with workers' motivation

(RSAS) People think what belongs to the state belongs to no one in fact
(RCON) If owned by something less abstract than the stated it is OK

(RELA) If stateowned, then it is so.abstract they think it
belongs to no one
(ROUT) Then they don't care about it

IV. GSUP

(KARG)

V. GEVA

Need to create feeling of participation for peasants

(RELA) Social_engintering problem
(RELA) Need to give them idea that they participate and make decisions
(RELA) Need to make them feel that they are depended on

(RAML; Create two think teaks

(RPSC) One for technological problems
(RPSC) One for socio-psychololical problems

(MA) 'Would probably be beat to have four
(RREA) Just to knw different opinions

(RCON) Ltte_wouId hive to follow their suggestions_
(RREA) AA_Miniater_of UriuIture, I am a bureaucrat; not a specialist

(ROUT) Would not know-engineering
(RCON) Would have to follow experts decisions
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